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Summary
This document presents a Galerkin FE formulation for the full-wave, frequency domain,
electromagnetic analysis of three dimensional structures relevant to microwave engineering,
together with the investigation of two techniques to enhance the formulation's computational
efficiency. The first technique considered is the fast multi pole method (FMM) and the second
technique is adaptive refinement of the discretization, based on a posteriori error estimation.
Thus, the motivation for the work presented in this document is to increase the computational
efficiency of the FE formulation considered.
The FE formulation considered is widely used within the microwave engineering, finite element community. Tetrahedral, rectilinear, curl-conforming, mixed- and full order, hierarchical vector elements are used. The formulation is extended to incorporate a cavity backed
aperture employing the appropriate half-space Green function within a BI boundary condition, which represents a specific member of a large class of hybrid FE-BI formulations. The
formulation is also extended to model coaxial ports via a Neumann boundary condition, using a priori knowledge of the dominant modal fields. Results are presented in support of the
formulation and its extensions, including novel results on the coupling between microstrip
patch antennas on a perforated substrate.
The FMM is investigated first, with the purpose of optimizing the non-local BI component
of the cavity FE-BI formulation, in light of its coupling with the differential equation based,
sparse FEM. The FMM results in a partly sparse factorization of the BI contribution to
the system matrix. Error control schemes for the FMM are thoroughly reviewed and an
additional, novel scheme is empirically devised.
The second technique investigated, which is more directly related to the FEM and larger in
scope, is the use of a posteriori error estimation, in order to optimize the FE discretization
through adaptive refinement. A overview of available a posteriori error estimation techniques
in the general FE literature is given as well as a survey of available techniques that are
specifically tailored to Maxwell's equations. Two known approaches within the applied
mathematics literature are adapted to the FE formulation at hand, resulting in two novel,
residual based error estimation procedures for this FE formulation - one explicit in nature
and the other implicit. The two error estimators are then used to drive a single p adaptive
analysis cycle of the FE formulation, experimentally demonstrating their effectiveness. A
quasi-static condition is introduced and successfully used to enhance the adaptive algorithm's
effectiveness, independently of the error estimation procedure employed. The novel error
estimation schemes and adaptive results represent the main research contributions of this
study.
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Opsomming
Hierdie dokument beskryf 'n Galerkin eindige element (EE) formulering vir die volgolf, frekwensiegebied, elektromagnetiese analise van driedimensionele strukture relevant vir mikrogolfingenieurwese, saam met die ondersoek van twee tegnieke om die numeriese effektiwiteit
van die formulering te verbeter. Die eerste tegniek wat ondersoek word, is die vinnige multipooi metode (VMM) en die tweede is die aanpasbare verfyning van die EE diskretisering,
gebaseer op a posteriori foutberaming.
Dus, die motivering vir hierdie werk is om die numeriese effektiwiteit van die genoemde EE formulering te verbeter.
Die bogenoemde EE formulering word algemeen gebruik deur die mikrogolfingenieurswese,
eindige element-gemeenskap. Tetrahedriese, reglynige, curl-ondersteunende, hierargiese vektorelemente van gemengde- en volledige ordes word gebruik. Die formulering word uitgebrei
om holtes in 'n oneindige grondvlak te kan hanteer, deur gebruik te maak van die toepaslike
Green funksie binne 'n grensintegraal (GI) grensvoorwaarde, wat 'n spesifieke lid is van 'n
groot klas, hibriede, EE-GI formulerings. Die formulering word ook uitgebrei om koaksiale
poorte to modelleer via 'n Neumann grensvoorwaarde, deur die gebruik van a priori kennis
van die koaksiale, dominante modus-velde. Resultate word gelewer om die formulering, saam
met die uitbreidings daarvan, te ondersteun, insluitende oorspronklike resultate in verband
met die koppeling tussen mikrostrook plakantennes op 'n geperforeerde substraat.
Die VMM word eerste ondersoek, met die doelom die nie-lokale, GI komponent van die EEGI formulering vir holtes te optimeer, weens die koppeling daarvan met die yl, differensiaalvergelyking-gebaseerde, eindige element-metode. Die VMM lei tot 'n gedeeltelik-yl faktorisering van die GI bydrae tot die algehele matriksvergelyking.
Skemas om die VMM fout
te beheer word deeglik ondersoek en 'n addisionele, oorspronklike skema word empiries ontwikkel.
Die tweede tegniek wat ondersoek word, wat meer direk verband hou met die eindige elementmetode, en van groter omvang is, is die gebruik van a posteriori foutberaming om die EE
diskretisasie te optimeer deur middel van aanpasbare verfyning. 'n Oorsig van beskikbare, a
posteriori foutberamingstegnieke
in die algemene EE literatuur word gegee, asook 'n opname
van beskikbare tegnieke wat spesifiek gerig is op Maxwell se vergelykings. Twee bekende
benaderings binne die toegepaste wiskunde-literatuur
word aangepas by die bogenoemde
EE formulering, wat lei tot twee oorspronklike residu-gebaseerde foutberamingstegnieke
vir
hierdie formulering - een van 'n eksplisiete aard en die ander implisiet. Die twee foutberamingstegnieke word gebruik om 'n enkel, p-aanpasbare analisesiklus aan te dryf, wat die
effektiwiteit van die foutberamingstegnieke
eksperimenteel demonstreer.
'n Kwasi-statiese
vereiste word beskryf en suksesvol gebruik om die aanpasbare algoritme se effektiwiteit te
verhoog, onafhanklik van die foutberamingstegniek
wat gebruik word. Die oorspronklike
foutberamingstegnieke
en aanpasbare algoritme-resultate
verteenwoordig die hoof navorsingsbydraes van hierdie studie.
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Conventions, terms and basic
definitions
System of units
The SI system of units is used [171]. I.e. length in meters (m), mass in kilograms (kg),
time in seconds (s) and electric current in ampere (A). The standard extensions in the table
below will also be employed:
Quantity

I Abbreviation I

Electric potential in Volt
Electric charge in Coulomb
Electric resistance in Ohm

V
C
ft

SI units
kg . m'Lo • A -1

. S -J

A· s
kg. m'Lo • A -'Lo •

S -J

Mathematical notations
• A scalar quantity is indicated in italic typeface (eg. a).
• Vectors are indicated by a bold typeface (eg. x).
• Dyads are indicated by a normal or italic typeface with two over bars (eg. C).
• The absolute value of a vector is indicated by the same letter as the vector, but in
italic typeface and no longer bold (eg. [x] = x).
• Unit vectors are indicated by a hat over a letter in italic typeface (eg. ft).
• Vectors, in the context of matrix multiplication,

are indicated in curly brackets (eg.

{E} ).
• Matrices are indicated in square brackets (eg. [A]).
• dl, dS and dV designate differential lines, surfaces and volumes and will indicate the
dimension (I, 2 or 3) of the integral sign associated with them.

15
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Phasor quantities
It can be assumed that all electromagnetic quantities are phasors throughout, unless stated
otherwise. A positive time convention is used, thus, if A is a phasor, then its actual, time
dependent value, At, can be calculated as
At = Re

{Ae

jwt

}.

Terms and basic definitions
2D,3D
BI
BVP
ERM
FEM
FMM
RCS
TEM
VBVP

z
N
t:

c
E, ET) EO

f.L, f.Lr, f.Lo

ko

Zo
Go(r, rt)
Go(r, rt)
Ge(r, r')

n
r
rD

rN

Sa
Sc
W

Wh
Vh
T

NT
Nf

Two- and three Dimensional.
Boundary Integral.
Boundary Value Problem.
Element Residual Method.
Finite Element Method.
Fast Multipole Method.
Radar Cross Section.
Transverse ElectroMagnetic.
Variational Boundary Value Problem.
The
The
The
The

set
set
set
set

of all integers: 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, ....
{a E Z I a 2: O}.
of all real numbers.
of all complex numbers.

General-, free space- and relative permittivity.
General-, free space- and relative permeability.
Free-space wavenumber, ko = ~:.
Free-space wave impedance, Zo = ~.

= ErEO.
f.L = f.Lrf.LO·

E

Scalar, free space, Green function.
Dyadic, free space, Green function of electric type.
Dyadic, half space, Green function of electric type.

n

Problem domain c 3.
Boundary of n. r - an.
Homogeneous Dirichlet boundary of n.
Inhomogeneous Neumann boundary of n.
Cavity aperture.
Coaxial port aperture.
Infinite dimensional solution space.
Finite dimensional approximation of W.
Approximate, finite dimensional representation
The geometrical discretization.
The number of elements in the mesh.
The number of faces in the mesh.

of v,

v«

E

Wh.
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Np
te;

Wi
Mm(K)

Su

M
Ltot

Dmax
Xmin
EL

Ker (A)
span A
dim A

(v, w)c,o.
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Global basis functions, i = 1, .., Nr.
Global number of degrees of freedom.
Elemental volumes, i = 1, .., Nr.
Elemental version of W, i = 1, .., Nr.
The space of vector functions of mixed polynomial order tri, on elemental volume K.
The approximation space on element K.
The bubble space on element K.
Elemental volume, for the purpose of defining contributions to the
system matrix equation.
Elemental faces, for the purpose of defining contributions to the system matrix equation.
Surface of a unit sphere, centered at the origin.
Number of FMM spherical quadrature points.
Number of terms in the truncated FMM addition theorem.
Maximum FMM group dimension.
Minimum inter-group distance for using the FMM.
Relative Green function error related to the FMM.
The null-space (kernel) of the operator A.
The function space spanned by the set of functions A.
The dimensionality of the function space A.
The complex, vector inner product, defined as Jo. v . w da on the
domain a. Strictly speaking, this is not a true inner product [115J.
The space of all square integrable functions on the domain a.
The L2(a)-norm of von the domain a, defined as [Jo. v· v*daJt. In
the case of a scalar argument, the dot product reduces to normal
multiplication.
The space of all functions on the domain a of which the m-th power is
integrable over the domain a. mEN.
This space has an associated
E": norm, defined as this integral, to the power
The space of scalar functions on the domain a that, together with
their first m derivatives, are continuous [158J.
The general Sobolev space of weak derivative order tri and integration
order p on the domain a [158], i.e. Wm,P(a) = {u E £P(a) I D(3u E
£P(a), 1,81 ::.; m}. (D(3u is a multi-index notation, indicating derivatives with respect to more than one variable, but with the total derivative order not exceeding m.)
The Sobolev space of weak derivative order tri on the domain a.
Hm(a) - Wm,2(a) [158J.

!.
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Scalar Sobolev semi-norm of derivative order m on the domain a.

v E H": (a). This norm is defined in terms of the previously mentioned
multi-index notation,

as follows [51]:

Vector Sobolev semi-norm of derivative order m on the domain a.
v E (Hm(a))3.
This norm is defined in terms of the scalar Sobolev
semi-norm, with v = V1X + V2Y + V3Z, as follows [51]:

H(curl, V)

Pp(V)
Pp(V)

The space of all vector functions in the 3D volume V with square
integrable curl. H(curl, V) = {a E (L2(V))3 I \7 x a E (L2(V))3}.
The space of polynomial functions with all terms of order p, on the
3D volume V. pEN.
The space of all polynomial functions of order p on the 3D volume V.
Pp(V) = Po(V) EBP1(V) EB... EBPp-1(V) EBPp(V) with pEN.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This document presents a FE formulation for the full-wave, frequency
netic analysis of structures relevant to microwave engineering, together
to enhance the formulation's computational efficiency: the FMM; and
of the discretization, based on a posteriori error estimation. Results are
of all the techniques presented.

domain, electromagwith two techniques
adaptive refinement
presented in support

The basic FE formulation presented, using curl-conforming, mixed- and full order, hierarchical vector elements, is commonly employed within the microwave engineering, FE community.
Here, the primary focus is on its extension to the analysis of cavity backed apertures in an
infinite ground plane, which represents a specific member of a large class of commonly used,
hybrid FE-BI formulations. Dominant mode, coaxial- and rectangular waveguide ports are
also considered. Collectively, these boundary conditions cover most of the 'exact' boundary
termination techniques currently employed in the FE modeling of microwave devices.
The motivation for this thesis can be formulated as a question. Given this FE formulation,
how can the computational efficiency be improved? In answer to this question, two widely
used approaches are investigated: Firstly, the FMM is investigated, with the purpose of
optimizing the non-local BI component of the FE-BI formulation, in light of its coupling
with the differential equation based, sparse FEM. Secondly, a posteriori error estimation
techniques are investigated, established and extended in order to drive adaptive analysis
cycles of this FE formulation.
Published work similar to that presented in this document is evaluated in the introductions
to every chapter. The only significant approach - with respect to microwave engineering
FEM formulations - that is absent here, is the use of absorbing boundary conditions [175],
but this can be considered separately from the FMM and is worthy of exclusive investigation
in the case of a posteriori error estimation. Other current areas of research within the
microwave engineering FEM domain that are not touched upon here, are multigrid methods
and other efficient techniques for solving the resulting system matrix equation [186].
Chapter 2 presents the general, Galerkin FEM used throughout this document. After establishing the VBVP, it is discretized with curl-conforming, mixed- and full order, hierarchical,
vector elements. The elements are discussed in detail in Appendix C, which comprises an
important part of the FEM foundation upon which the rest of this document builds.
Chapter 3 presents the specialization of the FEM presented in Chapter 2, to the analysis of
cavities recessed in an infinite ground plane, resulting in the cavity backed aperture FE-BI
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formulation. The chapter also introduces a dominant mode, coaxial port model, of which
the theoretical background is presented in Appendix E. Numerous results are presented,
illustrating the application of the formulations to practical problems, of which the most
noteworthy and novel is a numerical investigation into the coupling between microstrip patch
antennas on a perforated substrate.
Chapter 4 presents the application of the FMM to the BI component of the cavity FE-BI
formulation presented in Chapter 3. The FMM results in a partly sparse factorization of the
full BI matrix contribution to the system matrix equation - the first approach considered in
this document as a means of improving the computational efficiency of the FE formulation
used here. A significant part of the chapter is devoted to discussions on the control of
the accuracy of the FMM versus the standard BI method. Techniques for controlling the
accuracy are presented, with some of the mathematical details relegated to Appendix F.
A posteriori error estimators form the basis of adaptive improvements to the FE discretization - the second approach considered in this document as a means of improving the
computational efficiency of the FE formulation used here. Chapter 5 starts by presenting a
review of a posteriori error estimation techniques available in the general scientific literature,
as well as those specifically aimed at the FEM for Maxwell's equations. In the rest of the
chapter, two residual based error estimators are derived. One is based on explicit residual
evaluations and the other is an implicit scheme, based on the solution of elemental VBVPs
with the residuals as sources. Both techniques are novel to some degree and together they
represent a core research contribution made within this document.
Chapter 6 presents p adaptive results (selective upgrading of the elemental approximation
function spaces). The elements are marked for upgrading, based on the two error estimation techniques derived in Chapter 5. It is experimentally demonstrated that the two error
estimators are effective in identifying those elements strongly in need of refinement. The
estimators are only used for refinement and not to gauge the overall solution quality. A
condition is introduced for indicating whether an element needs to be upgraded to full- or
mixed polynomial order. This scheme is shown to be quite effective in the context of a single
example. Rectangular waveguide problems are also considered for illustrating the effectiveness of the adaptive procedures, since the rectangular- and coaxial, dominant mode port
formulations are practically identical. This chapter forms another core research contribution
of this document, since it presents novel adaptive results based on the two error estimators
presented in Chapter 5, for problems not previously considered in the literature in such an
adaptive FE setting.
The research presented in this document should be especially relevant to developers of stateof-the-art FE codes for the engineering analysis of microwave devices, as well as researchers
in this field.
Finally, regarding the software implementation of the formulations and techniques presented
in this document: everything was implemented by the present author, based on an existing, non-adaptive code, capable of handling PEC boundary conditions and dominant mode,
rectangular waveguide port boundary conditions, with hierarchical, curl-conforming, vector
elements up to order QT/QN and with only a direct solver implemented. See Section 3.7
for further details.
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Chapter 2
A general FE formulation for
time-harmonic electromagnetic fields
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, the foundation is laid for the rest of this document. A general, VBVP representation of Maxwell's equations in time-harmonic, phasor form is established in terms ofthe
electric field, suitable for the analysis of 3D problems in microwave engineering, i.e. PECand isotropic, possibly lossy, regions of arbitrary shape, with homogeneous Dirichlet- and
inhomogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. (Though inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are not considered, since they are not relevant to any of the applications
considered in this document, the extension is straight forward.) The Galerkin discretization
of the VBVP, employing curl-conforming, vector elements, yielding a FEM, is described.
This specific variational formulation is used, since it is almost exclusively used within the
microwave engineering community concerned with 3D, FE analysis and thus highly relevant.
The electric field formulation (as opposed to the magnetic field formulation) is used, since it
is a very common choice in the literature, as it allows for a much easier- and somewhat more
efficient implementation of the commonly occurring PEC boundary condition and lastly,
because it is necessary for the incorporation of a dominant mode, rectangular waveguide
port model (used to generate some of the results in Chapter 6). Motivation for the choice
of elements is provided in Appendix C, where the properties of the elements are extensively
discussed.
The VBVP (or equivalent stationary functional) presented here, can be found in the major
engineering texts on FE analysis for Maxwell's equations (see for example [99, 174, 167, 192]);
although the derivations are sometimes a little unclear, the same end result is presented by
all. Some references that treat the formulation in somewhat more detail than is customary
in the microwave engineering community, are [132, 112]. An alternative, mixed formulation
is presented in [188, 189, 152, 72] (2D) and in [75] (3D). It involves the addition of a Lagrange multiplier to the solution space in order to enforce Gauss' law explicitly, making the
formulation stable as w - 0, or equivalently, as the element size tends to zero. (See [167,
Sec. 7.2.1.1] and [75] for discussions on the low frequency instability.) This is not an issue
here, since only microwave applications are considered, using uniform meshes as far as possible. Finally, the elements used here take care of the spurious modes problem (see Appendix
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C), therefore no alteration of the functional formulation to counteract this phenomenon is
necessary [142].
The outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 2.2 derives a VBVP representation of the
Maxwell equation BVP. A stationary functional representation, equivalent to the VBVP, is
presented in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 discusses the discretizatin of the VBVP (or stationary
functional), resulting in the FEM used throughout this document.

2.2

The VBVP formulation

This section establishes an equivalent, weak VBVP representation of the conventional BVP,
describing the electric field on a finite volume in terms of Maxwell's equations. See [161, 158]
for examples of similar procedures for scalar problems.
Start by defining the problem domain and its boundaries:

• n c 1?} represents

the problem domain.

• r D represents

an upon

• rN represents

an

those parts of
dition is imposed.

those parts of
condition is imposed.

•r

an

represents

which a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary

upon which an inhomogeneous

the total boundary.

Neumann

con-

boundary

The following relations hold between I',

rD

and rN:
(2.1)
(2.2)

• n is the

unit, outward normal to I'.

The BVP to be solved on n, in terms of the electric field, vector wave equation
(B.16)) and with the appropriate boundary conditions, is as follows:
I

\7 x -\7

x

2

E - katrE

=

.

-JkaZaJ

on

n

/-lr
{

ii x E = 0

nx\7xE=N

(equation

on fD
on rN

This is the strong version of the problem, because it exactly and explicitly
conditions that must be satisfied by the solution.

(2.3)

specifies the

The boundary conditions are 'appropriate', since by the uniqueness theorem they guarantee
a unique solution to equation (2.3). The time-harmonic, uniqueness theorem [92] states that
it is necessary and sufficient to state either the tangential electric field or tangential magnetic
field over the whole boundary of a domain in order that the electromagnetic fields inside are
uniquely defined. The Dirichlet boundary condition is a specification of the tangential electric
field and the Neumann boundary condition is a specification of the tangential magnetic field
(see Faraday's law, equation (B.5)).
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Rewrite the differential equation in equation (2.3) in operator form as

(2.4)
Take the complex, vector inner product (as defined in [99]) of both sides of equation (2.4) with
an arbitrary testing function W, resulting in the following equivalent, strong representation
of the problem:
(LH(E),

w», =

(F, Wle,n
il, x E = 0
il,x'VxE=N

{

on
on

rD
rN

(2.5)

The left side of the inner product equation in the system (2.5) can be rewritten, using the
fust vector Green's theorem (equation (A.IO)), yielding
(LH(E),

Wle,n

10 ( 'V x :1' 'V XE) . W dV - k6 10 ErE· W dV
- Inr _!_('V
x E) . ('V x W) dV - k6 r ErE· W dV
Mr
In
=

- 1_!_(W

Jr

Mr

(2.6)

x 'V x E) . il,dS.

In view of identities (A.7) and (A.8), the kernel of the surface integral in equation (2.6) can
be written in the following alternative forms:
_!_(W x 'V x E) . il, = -_!_(il, x 'V x E) . W = _!_'V xE·
Mr
Mr
Mr

(il, x W).

(2.7)

By separating the surface integral over r in equation (2.6) into its disjoint components (see
equation (2.2)) and using the above equivalent forms of the kernel, the following result is
obtained:

- Inr _!_('V
x E) . ('V x W) dV Mr
+ r _!_(il, X 'V X E) . W dS
JrN Mr
- r

JrD

_!_'V xE·
Mr

k6Er

i e: W

In

(il, X W) dS.

dV

(2.8)

A weak representation of the original boundary value problem now follows by substituting
the inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition into (2.8) and substituting back into the
system in (2.5), yielding the system
(_!_'VXE,'VXW)
Mr

r

-k6(ErE,Wlen_!_'VxE.(il,xW)dS
en'
JrD Mr
, I
=-N.
W dS - jkoZo (J, WIe n
JrN Mr
'
il, X E = 0 on rD

r

(2.9)
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This system is written with the terms depending on both Wand E on the left and the
terms only depending on W, on the right. In Section 2.3 it will be required that the left
hand side be symmetric with respect to Wand E. This requirement leads to the conclusion
that W must also satisfy the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition in order that the
unsymmetric surface integral over r D falls away. Note that the inhomogeneous Neumann
boundary condition is not explicitly present any more, since it is implicitly incorporated in
the variational formulation of equation (2.9).
The final form of the VBVP is

B(E,W)

L(W)
EEW

=

{

\:j

WE W

(2.10)

with the solution- and testing vector function space defined as
W = {a E H(curl,O)

I il, x a=

0 on

rD}

(2.11)

and with the bilinear and linear forms defined as

B(E, W) =

(~'V

x E,

f.1r

L(W) = -

Ir

fN

'V x w) c,n - k5 (ErE, W)c,n

1
.
-N· W dS - JkoZo (J, W)cn.
f.1r

(2.12)

(2.13)

'

Note that the Dirichlet boundary condition is sometimes referred to as essential, since it
must be explicitly enforced via a restriction on the space W, while the Neumann boundary
condition is referred to as natural, since it is implicitly incorporated within the variational
formulation of the problem [174, 99, 167].
Equation (2.10) is a weak form of the original BVP, since the derivative conditions required
of the solution has been relaxed and the associated strong form is satisfied in a distributional
manner [158, 161]. The weak form allows a larger space of approximate solutions, making
the problem easier to solve in an approximating manner [167].

2.3

Establishing the stationary functional formulation

In Section 2.2, the BVP was cast into an equivalent, weak integral form, or VBVP. In
this section the VBVP is used to establish a functional that also yields a weak solution
to the original BVP upon rendering the functional stationary. This stationary approach is
sometimes referred to as the Rayleigh-Ritz method [99, 167] and is equivalent to the VBVP in
this case. In the case of non-self-adjoint boundary value problems, the stationary functional
representation of the problem takes a different form, as discussed in [47, 99].
The first variation of a functional, generalized to the vector valued function case, is defined
as follows [166]:

óF(v) =

1~[F(V + fJ~) -

F(v)

l.

(2.14)
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In words, the above definition states that the first variation is equal to the coefficient of the
first order term in F(v+eh) - F(v). Clearly the variation h must satisfy the homogeneous
form of the essential boundary conditions imposed on v for the variational vector function
v + eh to be a valid argument.

e

Rewrite the integral equation in the VBVP of equation (2.10) as

B(E, W) - L(W) = O.

(2.15)

The aim of this section is to establish a functional that, upon rendering it stationary, will
result in equation (2.15). To this end observe that bilinear form B(·,·) is linear in both arguments separately and would therefore be 'quadratic' in one argument if the two ar&uments
were set equal. Also observe that the linear form L (.) is linear in its one and only argument.
Recalling the analytic integration rules (A.20) and (A.21), equation (2.15) is 'integrated' to
obtain the functional F(E) = ~B(E, E) - L(E), of which the first variation can be calculated
as

ÓF(E)

= lim

·[F(E + eÓE) - F(E)]

e

£1--0

_

lim
£1--0

=

l

~eB(E, ÓE) + ~eB(ÓE, E) + ~e2B(ÓE, ÓE) - eL(ÓE)]

2

2

e

B(E, ÓE) - L(ÓE)

2

.
(2.16)

where the symmetry of B(·,·) was used, as enforced in Section 2.2. As stated earlier in this
section, ÓE E W must hold, thus replacing óE with W E W in equation (2.16) and setting
ÓF(E) = 0, equation (2.15) is obtained, as required.
Clearly F(E) is the correct functional, as it is also stated in [161, 158,47,99]. The stationary
functional representation of the original boundary value problem (2.3) therefore follows as

F(E)

!
2.4

=

~B(E, E) - L(E)

ÓF(E)

=

0

(2.17)

EEW

The discrete problem

In order to solve the variational boundary value problem (or equivalently, the stationary
functional), one has to approximate the infinite dimensional space that the unknown function and weighting function belong to, by an appropriate subspace of finite dimension. This
leads to an approximate solution. This section describes how to obtain the discrete representation through finite element discretization, leading to a discrete version of the VBVP
(or equivalently, the stationary functional).

2.4.1

General discretization procedure

Approximating the unknown function and the weighting function with the same finite dimensional space, is called the Galerkin method [158J, which is a type of weighted residual
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method [158, 161, 167J and is employed here.
To construct the approximate function spaces, the problem domain,
set, T, of elemental volumes, K, such that

n, is discretized

into a

(2.18)
(2.19)
where NT is the number of elements in the set. Thus, the union of the elements constitute
the problem domain exactly and elements are non-overlapping. The set T is called the mesh.
On every elemental volume a number of basis functions are defined. The unknown function
is approximated as the sum of all these basis functions, each multiplied by a coefficient to
be determined. Every basis function is also used as a weighting function. Coefficients are
set equal where continuity must hold (assuming the basis functions, without weighting, are
continuous in the desired sense).
This procedure of approximating the solution and weighting spaces in order to obtain a
finite, discrete system is called the FEM.
.

2.4.2

The vector wave equation, Galerkin FEM

The space W is discretized with the tetrahedral, rectilinear, curl-conforming, mixed- and/or
complete order, vector elements described in Appendix C. These elements are ideally suited
to discretizing W, as discussed in Appendix C in detail. A further constraint is placed on
the mesh, as follows:
(2.20)
where nmn is an elemental node in both elements, emn is an elemental edge in both elements
and fmn is an elemental face in both elements. Thus the mesh is regular [71J or proper [4],
since every node is a vertex of all its neighbouring elements. Every elemental face is either
shared, along with its three vertices, by two elements, or it is part of the boundary r.
Within every element, the space W is approximated by the basis functions presented in Table
C.4, modeling the elemental vector function spaces Up(K), with 0.5 ::; p ::; 2 (see equation
(C.12)) . The field within element K is approximated as follows (equation (C.1) repeated):
Nlf

Er; = L:EfNf.

(2.21)

i=l

If element K has a face in rD, then those terms associated with the tangential components
on this face and its edges, are discarded. This is the unconstrained approximation [71J, since
tangential continuity between elements is not yet enforced. Tangential continuity must be
enforced, for the approximation to be a subspace of W.
Tangential continuity is enforced by equating the (curl-conforming) degrees of freedom associated with shared edges and shared faces. Thus the spatial domain of basis functions
associated with shared edges and faces are the union of all elements sharing that edge or
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face, since those elemental functions are all scaled by the same coefficient. Enforcing tangential continuity leads to the constrained approximation [71], defined over the whole problem
domain n, as follows:
(2.22)
i=1

where NF is the total, global number of degrees of freedom. The Ni are the constrained
basis functions and the Ei are the degrees of freedom associated with every Ni.
Substituting the constrained approximation into the VBVP (2.10) and using the constrained
basis functions as weighting functions (spanning the discrete solution space Wh), yields the
approximate, discrete, VBVP:
{

B(Eh, Wh) = L(Wh) V Wh E Wh
Eh E Wh
.

(2.23)

The discrete variational boundary value problem represents a set of linear equations and can
be written in matrix form, yielding
[A]{E} = {bl,

(2.24)

[A]

[K]

(2.25)

{bl

{bj} + {bN}.

(2.26)

with

The elemental contributions

to the system matrix equation are as follows:

(2.27)

{bj}

= -jkoZo

{ J. {Ne}dV

lv

(2.28)

e

(2.29)
where the superscripts e and s indicate association with a specific element and association
with a specific triangular, elemental face in the Neumann boundary, respectively. {Ne} and
{NS} represent the column vectors of vector basis functions associated with element e and
those associated with the element to which boundary face s belongs to, respectively.
These elemental contributions are added to their corresponding positions in the system
matrix equation via the association between elemental, local degrees of freedom and global
degrees of freedom. These associations are established by the constrained approximation,
such that shared degrees of freedom in adjacent elements will both associate with the same
global degree of freedom.
The system matrix dimension is equal to the dimension of the approximate
i.e.

solution space,
(2.30)
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This includes the reduction in degrees of freedom caused by enforcing the homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary condition as well as the reduction in degrees of freedom caused by the
change from the unconstrained approximation to the constrained approximation.
Finally) if the alternative)

stationary

functional route is followed) one arrives at
(2.31)

which) upon rendering it stationary

by setting

of

aEi = 0;

i

= 1) ... ) N F)

(2.32)

also yields equation (2.24).

2.5

Conclusion

This chapter derived a Galerkin, FEM for general) 3D) time-harmonic) microwave problems
in terms of the electric field) which will be build upon throughout this document. No specific
research contributions were made here) although the formulation as presented here is not
available in its entirety in any single microwave engineering FE text.

In the rest of this document) the FE formulation presented in this chapter will be extended
(through specification of the inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition) to modeling
cavity backed apertures in an infinite ground plane (Chapter 3) and to the modeling of
dominant mode ports (Chapter 6 and Appendix E). A posteriori error estimators will be
derived for these extended formulations (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 3
The cavity FE-BI formulation: theory,
implementation and results
3.1

Introduction

This chapter extends the FE formulation presented in Chapter 2 to the analysis of a cavity
recessed in an infinite PEC half space (z ::; 0) with vacuum above, as shown in Figure 3.1.
The cavity aperture is defined by the boundary between the cavity and the vacuum half space.
Since the FEM will be applied on the inside of the cavity, it can be inhomogeneously filled.
The cavity aperture is incorporated into the formulation via an MoM type of boundary
integral. The formulation presented can be applied unchanged to multiple cavities. This
chapter also rigorously defines a dominant mode, coaxial port model by reference to Appendix
E. By way of example, results obtained with the cavity FE-BI formulation as well as the
coaxial port model are presented - including a numerical study of the coupling between
microstrip patches on a perforated substrate.
The FE-BI formulation is a very efficient and elegant way to model the cavity geometry, since
the smallest possible volume is discretized. The whole vacuum half space is incorporated
as a BI boundary condition. This combines the FEM's ability to model inhomogeneous
regions with the MoM's ability to model infinite geometries. The main drawback of the
formulation is that the system matrix is no longer completely sparse (as is generally the case
with the FEM), because the BI boundary condition is non-local. An alternative formulation
to the BI would be to terminate the mesh with an absorbing boundary condition somewhere
sufficiently far above the cavity aperture [175]. However, this introduces substantially more
degrees of freedom and some uncertainty with respect to accuracy, since it is not an exact
treatment. Also, the FMM can be used to increase the computational efficiency of the BI
component, as shown in Chapter 4. The main aim of this chapter therefore is to establish the
cavity backed aperture formulation, in order to build upon it in the rest of this document.
Hybrid FE formulations to take infinite geometries into account are widely used in microwave
engineering. See [175]for an extensive review. The FE-BI formulation used here, is presented
in [100, 102, 101, 99]. Similar FE-BI formulations in free space are available; some also
couple to purely MoM, PEC objects, see [99, 172, 173]. In the cavity backed aperture
FE- BI formulation, there is only one integral equation that can be used, either in electric
or magnetic field form, but as indicated in the references concerning the free space FE- BI
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formulation, various choices are possible in that case.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 3.2 derives a boundary integral equation to
describe the electric field above the aperture in terms of the field in the aperture. Section 3.3
uses the BI representation as a Neumann boundary condition in the general VBVP, yielding
the cavity backed aperture FE-BI formulation. The discretization and evaluation of the
elemental matrices are discussed in Section 3.4. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 are concerned with the
introduction of the excitation and the extraction of observable quantities from the solution.
The dominant mode, coaxial port model is presented here. After implementation issues are
addressed in Section 3.7, results are finally presented in Section 3.8.

Vacuum half space

/.1--- -----7'/?J
1

Cavity in PEC /,,/
half space
I
/

/'
I

!.:.-::.

J/

///

//

PEC half space

Figure

3.2

3.1: Generic cavity backed aperture geometry.

The boundary integral equation

In this section a boundary integral representation of the electric field in the vacuum half
space (z > 0) is established. The version of the equivalence principle to be used in the
derivation is stated first. Then, starting with the electric field vector wave equation and
using the half space dyadic Green function of electric type, the desired representation of the
electric field is established.

3.2.1

The equivalence principle

The equivalence principle [92, 162] is used to transform the original geometry into one within
which the half space dyadic Green function applies. Consider the infinite volumes

Voo -

v.; -

{r I z > O}
{r I z :::;O}.

(3.1)
(3.2)

The equivalence principle states that all sources residing within V-oo can be removed and
replaced with impressed magnetic- and electric surface current sources on the interface between Voo and V-oo, i.e. z = 0, such that the fields will remain unchanged within Voo, while
null fields will be established within V-oo. Should the null field region be filled with a PEC,
then the impressed surface electric currents can be disregarded, since they cannot radiate
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under such conditions [162]. The impressed magnetic and electric surface current sources
are calculated as follows:

.r,

i x H!z=o
_Li x \7 x E!z=o

(3.3)

-i x E!z=o.

(3.4)

W/-L

3.2.2

A boundary integral representation of the electric field above
the PEe half space

The electric field in the vacuum half space (/-Lr = 1, Er = 1, z > 0) satisfies the vector wave
equation:
\7 x \7 x E(r) - k~E(r) = -jkoZoJinC(r),
(3.5)
where Jinc(r) represent impressed current sources located inside the vacuum half space.
Integrating the dot product of equation (3.5) and the dyadic Green function of electric type
Ge(r, r') (see Section B.5.2), over the vacuum half space, Voo, yields

r

lv;

{[\7 x \7 x E(r)]· Ge(r,r') - kgE(r).
=

-jkoZo

r

lv;

Ge(r,r')}dV
Jinc(r). Ge(r, r') dV.

(3.6)

This can be cast into a different form by applying the second vector-dyadic Green's theorem
(see equation (A.19)) to the first term on the left and subsequently applying the vector-dyadic
identity (A.15) to the kernel of the resulting surface integral:

r

Jv

[\7 x \7 x Ge(r,r') - k~Ge(r,r')] dV

E(r)·
oo

-

- jkoZo

r

lv:

- 1 {fn

Jinc(r)· Ge(r, r') dV

x E(r)]· [\7 x Ge(r, r')]

Js

+ [n

x \7 x E(r)]· Ge(r, r')} dS.

(3.7)

oo

Here ii points away from the volume and Soo represents the z = 0 plane together with a half
sphere surface of infinite radius, centered at z = 0 and forming part of the z > 0 half space.
Now replace the relevant part of the LHS volume integral's kernel by the RHS of equation
(B.35), i.e. Jvoo E(r) . ï8(r - r') dV = E(r'), yielding
E(r')

=

- jkoZo

r

lv;

- Js
1 {[n

Jinc(r)· Ge(r, r') dV

x E(r)]· [\7 x Ge(r, r')]

+ [n

x \7 x E(r)]· Ge(r, r')} dS.

(3.8)

oo

Up to this point, the Green function was not suited to the geometry, since it does not
take into account the cavity. Now apply the equivalence principle. The cavity volume is
replaced by PEe and equivalent magnetic surface currents are impressed upon the z = 0
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interface. Comparing equations (3.3) and (3.4) with equation (3.8), one observes that the
equivalent, impressed, surface currents are already present in the surface integral of equation
(3.8), except that the electric current term must be disregarded on the z = 0 surface, as
required by the equivalence principle. It is gratifying to observe that the second term in
the surface integral can be transformed via application of the identity (A.15), such that
[n x \J x E(r)]· Ge(r, r') = -[\J x E(r)]· [n x Ge(r, r')]. This clearly shows that the term is
identically zero at z = a, since x Ge(r, r')lz=o = 0, thus corresponding with the equivalence
principle.

n

Now that it has been established that the second term in the surface integral of equation (3.8)
is zero on the z = 0 surface, it can also be observed that Ge(r, r') adheres to the Sommerfeld
radiation condition as r -+ oolz>o, therefore this term can be discarded completely, yielding
E(r')

=

i= Jinc(r) . Ge(r, r') dV - hz=o {Ms(r)
- h=-sz=o {[n x E(r)]· [\J x Ge(r, r')]} dS.
-

jkoZo

. [\J x Ge(r, r')]} dS

(3.9)

By specifying that all current sources be located at finite distances from the origin one
enforces that E(r) also satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition. By further observing
that Ms(r) = n x E(r) = 0 everywhere in the z = 0 plane, except in the cavity aperture, the
conclusion can be drawn that the kernel of the first surface integral in equation (3.9) only
has a non-zero value on the cavity aperture, Sa, and that the kernel of the second surface
integral vanishes on its domain of integration, leading to

r

E(r') = - jkoZo
Interchanging

Jinc(r)· Ge(r, r') dV -

r

lv;

=

{Ms(r).

\J x Ge(r, r')}

dS.

(3.10)

Jinc(r').

yields

Ge(r', r) dV' -

r

{Ms(r').

JS

\J'

x Ge(r', r)} dS'.

(3.11)

a

the definition of Ge(r, r') (see equation
E(r)

r

JS

a

the coordinate designations

E(r) = - jkoZo

Substitute

lv:

- jkoZo

+ jkoZo

- JSr

r Jinc(r').
r Jinc(r').
lv:

Go(r', r) dV'

lv;

{Ms(r').

(B.36)), resulting in

[Go(r', r.) - 2zzGo(r', ri)] dV'

\J' x Ge(r', r)}

dS'.

(3.12)

a

Noting that the first term represents the contribution of free space, impressed current sources
located in the z > 0 half space and that the second term represents their images, the last
equation is rewritten as
E(r) = Einc(r)

+ Eref(r)

-

r

{Ms(r').

JS

\J' x Ge(r', r)}

dS'.

(3.13)

a

As a result of equation
\J'

x Ge(r', r)

= \J'

(A.17) and the definition of Ge (r' , r), it can be stated that

x (IGo(r', r) - xxGoi(r', r) - iJiJGOi(r',r) + zzGOi(r', r)) .

(3.14)
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Since Ms(r/) only possesses x and y components and since the surface integral over Sa in
equation (3.13) is carried out in the z' = 0 plane, the result of equation (B. 57) can be used
to rewrite equation (3.13) as
E(r) = EinC(r)

+ Eref(r)

- 2

r

"V/ x IGo(r/, r)} dS'.

{Ms(r/)'

JS

(3.15)

a

Clearly, the procedure leading to equation (3.15) started by replacing the PEC half space
and the cavity with a uniform PEC half space and a surface magnetic current distribution
at the position of the aperture. The PEC half space is then removed by providing Einc and
Ms(r/) with their appropriate images.

3.3

Incorporating the boundary integral in the functional

A relation in the form of the inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition is first constructed
using the boundary integral equation (3.15). This relation is then imposed within the VBVP
of equation (2.10), leading to redefinition of the bilinear and linear forms Band L. This is
an outward-looking approach in the terminology of [143] and is therefore free of the interior
resonance problem [175, 143, 99].

3.3.1

The inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition

In order to obtain an equation of the form

il,

x "V x EIsa, start by taking the curl of equation

(3.15), yielding

"V x E(r)

-

-jkoZoHinc(r)

- jkoZoHref(r)

-2 [ "V x {Ms(r/)'

JS

"V/ x IGo(r/,r)}dS',

(3.16)

a

where the fact was used, that "V xE = -jkoZoH
obtain
"V x E(r)

-jkoZoHinc(r)

-2!sa"V

X

in free space. Now use equation (A.14) to

- jkoZoHref(r)

(["V/ x IGo(r/,r)r·

From equation (~.33) it is clear th~t ["V/ x IGo(r/,r)]T

=

(3.17)

Ms(r/)}dS'.
-"V/

x IGo(r/,r);

additionally

noting that "V/ x IGo(r/, r) = -"V x IGo(r/, r), the following equation is obtained:
"V x E(r)

=

-jkoZoHinc(r)
-2

- jkoZoHref(r)

[ "V x {["V x IGo(r/, r)] . Ms(r/)} dS'

JS

a

_

-jkoZoHinc(r)
-2

- jkoZoHref(r)

[ {"V x "V x IGo(r/, r)} . Ms(r/) dS',

JS

a

(3.18)
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the last equation being obtained through the use of equation (A.18). Now substitute the
result of equation (B.34), yielding
\7 x E(r) = -jkoZoHinc(r)

=

- jkoZoHref(r)

- 2k6

r

i:

Go(r', r) . Ms(r')

dS'.

(3.19)

z on Sa,

since it is defined as the outward pointing normal with respect to the domain of
the variational boundary value problem. Also noting that on a PEC surface Einc = - Eref and
thus Hinc = Href, the inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition on the cavity aperture
can now be stated as
ii

z x \7 x E(r)lsa = -2jkoZoz

X

Hinc(r) - 2k6z x

r

ls;

Go(r', r) . Ms(r') dS'.

(3.20)

This inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition is also called a boundary condition of
the third kind [99] or Cauchy type [174].

3.3.2

The FE-BI formulation

According to Maxwell's equations, ft x ....!..\7 x E is continuous across any interface where a
J.l.r
surface current is not present, such as the parts of the cavity aperture where a homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary condition does not apply.
Now substitute the RHS of equation (3.20) in place of ....!..N
in the general VBVP (equation
J.l.r
(2.10)), to obtain
1
( -\7

x E, \7 x W )

/-Lr

=

2k6

cn

- ko2 (ErE, W)c,n

lsa z [la Go(r', r) . Ms(r')
x

+2jkoZo

r

ls,

[z

X

HinC(r)] . W dS

.
+ JkoZo

(J, W)c,n

dS'] . W dS

(3.21)

VW E W

EEW
(Remember that ii now represents the outward pointing normal with respect to the variational boundary value problem's domain.)
Substituting the definition of Ge(r', r) into the above variational boundary value problem,
Jin [99] shows that the resulting problem can be rewritten with the gradient operators
symmetrically transferred to
x Wand
x E(r'). This is done to reduce the order of
3
the singularity, from R in Go(r',r) (see equations (B.31) and (B.32)), to order R), [194]
notes that the order of a surface integral singularity must be < R2 in order that the integral
converge uniformly, which in turn implies that the techniques discussed in Section D.3 can
used. Otherwise one has to resort to the principal value integral approach [146, 194], which
is much more cumbersome.

z

z

This procedure decribed above yields the final form of the VBVP representation
BVP (a repetition of equation (2.10)):

{

B(E, W) = L(W)
EEW

VW E W

of the cavity

(3.22)
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with the bilinear and linear forms now redefined as

B(E, W)

= (~'V

- k5 (ErE, W/e,n

x E, 'V x W \

/),r

/

e,n

Isa [i W] . {Isa [i x E(r')]Go(r, r') dS'} dS
+ 2 Isa ('V . [i x WD {Isa ('V' . [i E(r')]) Go(r, r') dS'}
- 2k5

X

X

L(W)

=

-jkoZo

(J, WIe n - 2jkoZo

,

JSr [i

dS

x W] . Hinc(r) dS,

(3.23)

(3.24)

a

where Ms(r') was replaced with its definition from equation (3.4).
The above bilinear and linear forms of the cavity variational boundary value problem can
be substituted into equation (2.17) to yield an equivalent stationary functional formulation
for the cavity boundary value problem, since the above bilinear form is symmetric.

3.4

Discretization and the resulting matrix equation

The electric field in the cavity is approximated with the tetrahedral elements described in
Appendix C (see [124] for an implementation with the lowest order, curl-conforming, brick
elements). The aperture therefore consists of a triangular mesh and its field distribution is
that of the volume, evaluated in the z = 0 plane.
The discretization process takes place exactly as described in Section 2.4. Discretizing the
cavity bilinear and linear forms (equations (3.23) and (3.24)) results in the following elemental contributions to the system matrix equation:

(3.25)

Iss {'V. i x NS(r)} {Ist {'V' . i x Nt(r')}TGo(r, r') dS'} dS
- 2k5 Iss {Z x NS(r)} . {ist {Z x Nt(r')}T Go(r, r') dS'} dS

2

(3.26)

(3.27)

{bj}

=

-jkoZo

r

J. {Ne} dV,

Jv

(3.28)

e

where the superscripts e and st indicate association with a specific element and association
with a specific pair of triangular, elemental faces in the cavity aperture, respectively. {Ne},
{NS} and {N"] represent the column vectors of vector basis functions associated with element e and those associated with the elements to which boundary faces sand t belong to,
respectively.
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The resulting system matrix equation is as follows:

[A]{E}

=

{b}

(3.29)

with

[AJ = [KJ + [PJ
{b}

=

{bl}

+ {bj}.

(3.30)
(3.31)

Since the bilinear form is symmetric, the system matrix is symmetric.

3.5

Introducing the excitation

This section discusses the different ways in which the excitation can be introduced into the
VBVP formulation. Among other things, a dominant mode, coaxial port formulation is
presented.

3.5.1

External incident field excitation

An incident field excitation is incorporated via the contribution of {bl}, defined by equation
(3.27), to the excitation vector {b} in the system matrix equation (3.29). Only the TEM,
plane wave case is considered, since it is needed for ReS evaluation, but there is no fundamental or practical reason not to implement incident spherical or cylindrical waves, for
example. The calculation of Hine for the TEM, plane wave case is discussed in Section B.6.

3.5.2

Internal current probe excitation

An arbitrary, impressed current distribution inside the FEM volume can be introduced into
the discretized functional via the contribution of {bJ}, defined by equation (3.28), to the
excitation vector {b} in the system matrix equation (3.29).
An impressed current probe excitation is introduced by modeling the probe as a tube of
constant, axially directed, surface current density, thus the assumption is made that all
current flows on the probe conductor's surface. This assumption is valid since the skin
depth becomes very small at microwave frequencies [97J. The probe diameter and length
should be kept electrically small, otherwise the approximate assumption that all currents on
the probe can be modeled as being in phase and unidirectional, will become invalid.

3.5.3

Dominant mode, coaxial port, boundary excitation

Coaxial ports are incorporated via an inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition, as
described in detail in Appendix E. The coaxial port formulation depends on the assumption
that the fields in the coaxial aperture are the sum of purely TEM, dominant mode, incident
and reflected parts. The degrees of freedom associated with the coaxial apertures contribute
to the system matrix, since they are not part of the homogeneous, Dirichlet boundary.
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Two coaxial port formulations are presented in Appendix E. The first is a general, dominant
mode approach, based on previous work in [99, 159J. The second formulation [85Jis shown to
be a special case of the first. It requires that CT /LN elements be used at the port aperture
and that the port aperture be meshed as a hexagon, comprising of 6 equilateral triangles.
Both formulations were implemented.

3.5.4

Internal voltage source excitation

An internal voltage source can be implemented between two points via an inhomogeneous
Dirichlet boundary condition. For example, this can be achieved along an element edge,
employing only the Whitney elements. The Whitney function coefficient is calculated from
the desired potential difference between the two edge nodes, as follows:
(3.32)

where Ni represent the Whitney basis function associated with the edge. All other degrees of
freedom associated with basis functions that contribute to the tangential field representation
at the edge, must be set equal to zero (discarded).
This excitation technique is discussed in [192], but was not implemented because an expression for the feed current is not readily available, which is essential for feed point, input
impedance calculation.

3.6

Calculation of observable quantities

After solving the system matrix equation, it still remains to calculate the antenna observables
one would possibly like to measure in the physical equivalent of the simulated problem.
Calculation of the electric and magnetic fields are discussed first, since most of the other
calculations in this section depend on these quantities.
Note that the h subscript again indicates quantities resulting from the discrete, approximate
solution to the VBVP; as was the case in Section 2.4.

3.6.1

Calculation of electric and magnetic fields

Fields within the cavity
Since the electric field within the cavity is directly solved by the FEM, its calculation is very
straight forward:
(3.33)
where e represents the element within which the observation point lies. {Ne} is the column
vector of basis functions defined on K", {Ee} is the column vector of degrees of freedom
associated with the elemental basis functions on K",
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The magnetic field is calculated by the application of Faraday's law (equation (B.5)) to the
above equation, yielding

v

x Eh(r)lz<o
)WP,

_J_{V x Ne}T{Ee}.
wp,e

(3.34)

Fields above the PEC half space
The electric field above the PEC half space is calculated from the FEM representation of
the electric field within the cavity aperture (z = 0) by using equation (3.15), as follows:

The magnetic field above the PEC half space is also calculated from the FEM representation
of the electric field within the cavity aperture (z = 0) by using equation (3.19) and Faraday's
law, yielding

3.6.2

Monostatie ReS

Use equation (3.36) to define the scattered cavity magnetic field as
H h r )1 z>O

-

SC

(

Hh(r) - Hinc(r) - Href(r)

1

2j ko . {Az
-Z
o

sa

X

. Eh (')r

1

z'=o } . G 0 ('r ,r ) d5' .

(3.37)

The monostatic Radar Cross Section (RCS) is defined in terms of the scattered cavity magnetic field resulting from an incident, TEM, plane wave as well as the incident wave itself
(see [99] for example). The co-polarized and cross-polarized components of the monostatic
RCS are
(/mono

co

(/mono

cross

(3.38)
(3.39)

where il is the polarization unit vector of Hinc(r). Taking the limit translates in practice to
evaluation of the field quantities in the far field. Calculation of the incident field value is
discussed in Appendix B.6.
Note that the RCS, as defined above, is that of the cavity alone, otherwise the scattered
field would be dominated by the reflection of the plane wave off the infinite ground plane.
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Input impedance at a current probe feed

In order to calculate the impedance that is being driven by the current probe described in
Section 3.5.2, one needs the probe current and voltage. The probe current is already known
since it is impressed. The voltage is calculated by using the definition of potential [97, 154J.
Care must be taken when calculating the impedance: if the probe current is defined to flow
from point a to point b, that is lab, then the line integral must be performed from b to a,
that is Vb - Va, as follows:
(3.40)
These conventions correctly define the load current to flow into the positive terminal of the
load.
In the case of multiple current probe sources, z- and/or s-parameters can be calculated by
considering the correct sets of excitations, as described in Section E.2. Note that arbitrary
characteristic impedances must be assigned to the current probe sources in order to calculate
s- parameters.

3.6.4

s- and z-parameters at coaxial ports

The calculation of s- and z- parameters for both types of coaxial port models considered, is
described in Appendix E.

3.7

Implementation issues

The cavity FE-BI implementation forms part of FEMFEKO, a research FEM kernel for
microwave engineering analysis in 3D, developed at the University of Stellenbosch [65J. It
is written in the FORTRAN90 programming language. This section gives a general outline
of the cavity FE-BI formulation implementation and discusses specific issues encountered
in the course of the computer code development. All code used for the purposes of this
document was developed by the present author, except the routines reading the input file
and the routines calculating the elemental matrices [Ke], defined in equation (3.25).

3.7.1

Input and processing of the problem geometry

The problem geometry is defined and tetrahedrally meshed within a commercial meshing
program FEMAP [183], which outputs a mesh file that is then converted, using WinFEFO
[76J, into a file format that can be read by the FEM kernel. To this file is appended all necessary analysis specifications such as frequency, type of solver, polynomial order of elements,
excitation locations, PEC structure locations, material parameters etc ..
The kernel starts by reading the analysis parameters and the nodal data of every element
into memory. Next, all the edges and faces in the mesh are identified and numbered globally,
therefore many edge and face numbers are shared by more than one element. The edges and
faces where a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition must be imposed (cavity wall and
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PEC structures) are flagged. The edges and faces that form part of a port are flagged. The
edges and faces that belong to the cavity aperture are flagged. All the edges and faces that
do not form part of a PEC surface are flagged as free.
Every free edge and free face will have a number of basis functions associated with it,
depending on the polynomial order of the elements that share that edge or face. For every
basis function that every free edge and free face support, a degree of freedom is assigned
to that edge or face, therefore an edge or face can have more than one degree of freedom
associated with it. In this way, the total number of degrees of freedom, NF, is counted as
well. This is the necessary basis needed for setting up the system matrix equation.

3.7.2

Setting up and solving the system matrix equation

The system matrix has two principal contributions: the sparse FE contribution of equation
(3.25) and the fully populated BI contribution of equation (3.26).
First, storage is allocated for the system matrix. Single precision storage is used throughout
(8 bytes per complex number). In the case of a direct solution this amounts to allocating
storage for a square, complex matrix with dimension equal to the total number of degrees
of freedom. An iterative solution can benefit from storing the FE contribution in a sparse
format, but the BI matrix always needs to be stored fully, except when the FMM is used (see
Chapter 4). The sparse format used is CRS (compressed row storage) [165, 192J. Note that
a direct solution based on sparse storage is also possible, but the computational efficiency of
such a procedure will depend on the sparsity of the LU decomposition, which can vary.
The elemental and facial contributions
are calculated as follows:

to the system matrix [AJ and excitation vector {b}

• Cycling through all the elements, their elemental FE contributions are calculated using
existing routines. These routines employ analytical- or numerical evaluation of the
integral in equation (3.25), as described in Section D.2.
• Calculate the facial BI interaction in equation (3.26) for every pair of faces that were
flagged as lying in the cavity aperture. The integration scheme is presented in Section
D.3. In the case of the self-term, a special integration scheme is used, which has the
advantage that it can easily be extended to arbitrary polynomial order basis functions.
The non-self-terms are evaluated with triangular surface quadrature rules.
• Cycling through all the coaxial port faces that should be handled with the general port
formulation, their system matrix- and excitation vector contributions, as defined by
equations (E.33) and (E.34), are calculated using triangular surface quadrature (see
Section D.I.1).
• Cycling through all the coaxial port faces that should be handled with the Whitney
element port formulation, their system matrix- and excitation vector contributions, as
defined by equations (E.53) and (E.54), are calculated.
• The contribution of an incident field at the aperture to the excitation vector is calculated by cycling through all the aperture faces and evaluating equation (3.27) with
triangular surface quadrature (see Sections B.6 and D.I.1).
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• The contributions of probe current sources to the excitation vector are calculated using
simple trapezoidal quadrature.
All these elemental and facial contributions are assembled into the system matrix and excitation vector by using the associations between degree of freedom numbers and the edges
and faces, as made earlier.
The direct solution of the system matrix equation [AJ{ E} = {b} is accomplished by using the
appropriate LAP ACK routines for LU decomposition and back substitution [12] (full matrix
storage only). The following iterative solution algorithms are used: Conjugate gradient
(CG), Bi-conjugate gradient (BiCG) or Quasi-minimal residual (QMR), with simple diagonal
preconditioning [165, 25, 192]. Generally, BiCG was found to be the most efficient, but
sometimes there is a problem with convergence and one needs to switch over to another
scheme.

3.7.3

Extracting the observable quantities

After the solution of the system matrix equation, the various observable quantities are calculated as follows:
• Calculating the electric (or magnetic) field within the cavity (the FE region), as shown
in Section 3.6.1, amounts to a straight-forward evaluation of the basis functions (or
their curl) within the element where the field point is located.
• Calculating the electric (or magnetic) field above the cavity (the BI region), as shown
in Section 3.6.1, amounts to a surface integral over the cavity aperture. This integral is
carried out by using triangular surface quadrature on every aperture face (see Section
D.1.1). If the requested field point lies within the aperture, then it is actually evaluated at very small distance (typically -&0) above the aperture, in order to avoid the
singularity. In such a case, the quadrature rule used for the aperture face immediately
below the field point, is set to a very high degree of accuracy.
• The RCS is calculated by using the field calculation procedure for points above the
aperture (described above), together with the equations in Section 3.6.2. If the RCS
is required over an angular range and an iterative solution is used, then the system
matrix equation solution has to be repeated at every angle of incidence, because {b}
changes at every angle. This is not a problem in the case of a direct solution, because
the LU decomposition of [A] is not affected by the value of {b}.
• The voltage of an impressed current source is calculated by evaluating the relevant
equation in Section 3.6.3 with a trapezoidal quadrature rule. The kernel is a function
of Eh within the FE region, of which the evaluation is discussed above.
• Port parameter calculation for the general, dominant mode coaxial port formulation,
rest upon the evaluation of equation (E.40). The integral is evaluated with triangular
surface quadrature (see Section D.I.I).
• Port parameter calculation for the Whitney element, dominant mode coaxial port
formulation, rest upon the evaluation of equation (E.57), which is straight-forward.
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3.8

Results

This section presents some results to illustrate the application of the cavity FE-BI- and
coaxial port formulations.

Res of

cavities

Monostatie Res results with CT /LN elements, presented in [37, 36]. Figures 3.2 and 3.4
present the empty- and lossy cavity geometries considered, along with their discretizations.
Results for the pattern cut 0 ::; cP ::; 90° with
= 40° are presented in Figures 3.3 and
3.5. The definition of the plotted value, normalized ReS, is {2. The results are compared
with data from [160], where a similar code was developed, also using tetrahedral, CT /LN
elements. E-polarization refers to the co-polarized ReS, with 'Tl = 0°. H-polarization refers
to the co-polarized ReS, with 'Tl = 90°. X-polarization refers to the cross-polarized ReS,
with n = 0° (or 'Tl = 90°).
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Figure 3.2: Geometry and mesh of the empty cavity.
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Microstrip patch antenna within a stepped cavity
Input impedance results for a coaxially fed, microstrip patch antenna within a stepped cavity,
were presented in [37, 36, 40]. (This structure was also considered in [124].) Two different
meshes were used in order to apply all three possible excitation methods: excitation with
a current probe or with the Whitney element, dominant mode coaxial port formulation or
with the general, dominant mode coaxial port formulation. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the
geometries of the two meshes for solving the same problem. The superstrate properties are
60mm x 80mm x 2.27mm with Er = 1. The substrate properties are 45mm x 60mm x 1.135mm
with Er = 2.48. The patch dimensions are 30mm x 40mm with feed location at (x, y) =
(5.0mm,5.3692mm).
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 present the S11 results. In the CT /LN case, where all three feeding
schemes can be applied, they produce near identical results. This is a consequence of the
very thin substrate (5)'6)' which makes the assumption that the currents on the probe are all
in phase, a very accurate one. Figure 3.8 also shows a probe feed result associated with a
mesh not shown here. It demonstrates the improvement afforded by decreasing the element
size (to 4658 elements with ~ average edge length), while keeping the element polynomial
order the same. In Figure 3.9, observe the effect of increasing the polynomial order of the
elements, on the results. The fact that the LT /LN result is so accurate can be attributed to
chance more than anything else. One can expect erratic results from the LT /LN elements,
because the polynomial order to which they approximate the field and its curl, is in strong
imbalance (see the section on mixed- and full order elements in Appendix C). Other than
the LT /LN result, all the others improve in sequence of increasing polynomial order, as
one would expect. The QT /QN results is well within manufacturing tolerance from the
measurement.
The numbers of degrees of freedom for the various solutions are listed in
Table 3.1. For this problem, further results will be presented in Section 6.3.

(a) Coaxial radii: a

=

l~O

and b

=

1.475mm.

(b) 2971 elements.

~

average edge length

(3 GHz).

Figure 3.6: Geometry and mesh of a stepped cavity, microstrip patch antenna for
excitation with a current probe or the Whitney element, coaxial port formulation.
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(a) Coaxial radii: a

=

=

Irnrn and b
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(b) 3433 elements.
(3 GHz) .

~

average edge length

Figure 3.7: Geometry and mesh of a stepped cavity, microstrip patch antenna for
excitation with the general coaxial port formulation.
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Table 3.1: Numbers of degrees of freedom for the uniform element polynomial order
solutions of the stepped cavity patch antenna problem.
Results

I Geometry

Figure 3.8

Figure 3.6

Figure 3.9

Not shown
Figure 3.7

I Excitation type I Element order I D.o.f.
Current
Whitney
Current
General
General
General
General

probe
port
probe
port
port
port
port

CT/LN
CT/LN
CT/LN
CT/LN
LT/LN
LT/QN
QT/QN

2957
2962
4707
3465
6930
19970
29955

I
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Coaxial line segment

Consider the problem of a coaxial line segment, as shown in Figure 3.10. Tables 3.2 and
3.3 list s-parameter results, considering the structure as a l-port (shorted) and a 2-port
(through), respectively. The general, dominant mode, coaxial port formulation of Section
E.3 is used. The results improve as the element polynomial order is increased, indicating that
the coaxial geometry is accurately represented by the mesh and that the port formulation
functions correctly.
This problem cannot be solved through use of the Whitney element, dominant mode, coaxial
port formulation of Section E.4. Supposing the Whitney element formulation is used, then
it requires the coaxial line that terminates at the port, to be modeled with an infinitely thin
center conductor (a single edge, Z" ----> CX)), since the port aperture is required to be meshed
as 6 equilateral triangles. On the other hand, the Whitney element formulation incorporates
the non-zero center conductor radius (finite ZC) through the formulation and not through
the mesh geometry (the opposite is true for the general model), leading to an unavoidable
impedance mismatch at the port face.
To use the Whitney element formulation (as well as the general coaxial port formulation),
the assumption that a coaxial, TEM mode distribution exists in the port aperture must
be valid. This can be insured in two ways. The first possibility is to model a coaxial line
segment between the port and the structure under consideration, such that any higher order,
non-propagating modes will have attenuated sufficiently at the port surface. The second
possibility is to make the port aperture very small. Either one of these techniques can be
used with the general formulation, but in the case of the Whitney element formulation, the
latter must always apply and the former never, severely restricting its use.

c
1--

..I

(a) a = O.025m. b = O.075m.
O.5m. Er = 1.
= 65.871 D.

ze

c =

(b) 589 elements.
length.

O.052m average edge

Figure 3.10: Geometry and mesh of a coaxial line segment.
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Table 3.2: s-parameter

of the coaxial line segment shown in Figure 3.10, with one end
shorted.

Element order

D.o.f.

CT/LN
LT/LN
LT/QN
QT/QN
Exact

417
834
2830
4245

Table 3.3: s-parameters

-

f =

f =

300MHz

400MHz

ISul

LSu

ISul

LSu

0.99959
0.99998
0.99999
0.99990
1.00000

173.82°
-168.01°
178.23°
-178.13°
180.00°

0.90459
0.99918
0.99900
0.99910
1.00000

56.224°
81.037°
58.710°
62.954°
60.000°

of the coaxial line segment shown in Figure 3.10, with two ports.

Element order

D.o.f.

CT/LN
LT/LN
LT/QN
QT/QN
Exact

459
918
2982
4473

Element order

D.o.f.

CT/LN
LT/LN
LT/QN
QT/QN
Exact

459
918
2982
4473

-

-

f

= 300MHz

IS211

LS21

0.93961
0.99918
0.99932
0.99930
1.00000

177.52°
-173.04°
179.42°
-178.88°
180.00°

Sn
-0.058947
-0.0026573
-0.00056800
-0.00078667
0.0

+ jO.013300
+ jO.016822
+ jO.0053777
+ jO.0033287
+ jO.O
f

=

400MHz

Sn
-0.072045 - jO.0064747
-0.019537 - jO.015528
-0.0046557 - jO.0021571
0.0010820 + jO.0012005
0.0 + jO.O

IS211

LS21

0.93955
0.99898
0.99929
0.99929
1.00000

116.23°
129.58°
119.21°
121.52°
120.00°
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Comparison between microstrip patch excitation schemes
This section presents an experimental, numerical study of the effect that the different feeding
schemes have on the simulated input impedance of a microstrip patch antenna on a very thick
substrate, recessed in an infinite ground plane. The antenna geometry and mesh is shown
in Figure 3.11. The cavity dimensions are x x y x z = 1m x 1m x O.lm, with tr = /-tr = 1.
The patch is centered with dimensions x x y = 0.8m x 0.5m, with feed location between the
cavity wall and the patch at (x, y) = (O.Om,-O.lm). The substrate thickness is i'o at the
intended resonant frequency (300MHz) of the patch itself.
On this single mesh, the current probe-, Whitney coaxial port- and general coaxial port
excitation schemes are compared, using CT /LN elements throughout. The current probe
is employed as a single vertical line source. The Whitney coaxial port (see Appendix E)
is employed on an aperture with radii b = 0.025m, a = 2~O. The general coaxial port is
employed on an aperture with radii b = 0.05m, a = 0.025m. In all three cases, the port
aperture center is connected to the patch with a PEC conductor modeled as infinitely thin. A
reference result was generated by considering the same mesh, but with an added coaxial cable
with radii b = 0.05m, a = 0.025m and length O.4m, extending downwards, away from the
port. At this extended position, the general port formulation becomes 'exact', as discussed
in conjunction with the coaxial line segment problem. For comparison, the reference results
were de-embedded. They represent the most accurate CT /LN solution possible on this mesh.
(Unavoidably, dispersion error along the line segment degrades the reference results slightly).
Obviously, results obtained on this mesh with higher polynomial order elements (and with
the added coaxial line segment), will be more accurate in comparison with the true solution,
but the aim here is to highlight the effects of using the different feeding schemes, based on
the same discretization of the solution space.
Figure 3.12 presents the three input impedance results, compared with the reference result.
The probe current source is completely ineffective, since its length is too long to support
the argument for constant phase along its length. The Whitney element port improves
substantially upon the probe current source, but is still somewhat inferior to the general
port formulation (of which it is a special case). The general port results compare most
favourably, but are still in error, relative to the reference results - such a comparison firstly
demonstrates the presence of higher order modes at the coaxial aperture in the cavity wall
and secondly demonstrates the adverse effect that these modes have on the dominant mode,
port formulation.
Clearly, an exact feed formulation is needed when dealing with thick
substrates (and feeds in general), as opposed to the thin substrate case, where all three
feeding schemes gave the same results (see the previous section on a patch antenna in a
stepped cavity).
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(a) Geometry.

(b) 7426 elements.
length.

O.0518m average edge

Figure 3.11: Geometry and mesh of the patch on a thick substrate; used to compare
excitation schemes.
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Coupling between microstrip patch antennas on a perforated substrate
This section is based on [38]. Consider microstrip patch antennas on a substrate embedded
in a conducting plane. The substrate around the patches is perforated, as shown in Figure 3.13. Such structures are geometrically similar to photonic bandgap (PBG) materials
(such as used in [86, 52] as patch substrates), but are viewed differently: here the substrate
perforation is used as a convenient manufacturing technique to produce regions of varying
substrate permittivity, as in [56, 55], of which this section can be viewed as an extension.
The possibility of using this permittivity variation to shield two patches from each other by
interfering with surface wave propagation and thus reducing mutual coupling is investigated
numerically.
Concerning the antenna design, note the following desirable substrate characteristics:
• Increased thickness, generally leading to an increase in bandwidth [91].
• High permittivity, to minimize the size of the radiating structures.
For these reasons the high permittivity, thick substrate case is of interest. Unfortunately,
these characteristics also lead to more pronounced surface waves [91], causing unwanted
coupling between array elements or with substrate edges, motivating this investigation. A
substrate with h = 1.905mm and Er = 10.2 was chosen with a 3mm x 4mm patch. The
feed is 0.7mm offset from the patch centre, in the larger dimension's direction. This closely
corresponds to the patch geometry used in [56], where the effects of substrate perforation on
a single patch is investigated with the FDTD. The distance between the two patches is set
to 17mm ~ 0.5>'0 here. The minimum value of the parameter d (see Figure 3.13), such that
the influence on Sn is negligible, was found to be 3.5mm in [56]. With the array spacing
restriction this value results in too little influence on mutual coupling, therefore this criterion
is abandoned here. The only criterion is to reduce mutual coupling (thus to lower Z21). 56%
of the substrate was replaced by holes, resulting in a volumetric average permittivity of 5.03
in the perforated regions. To ensure that the volumetric average is applicable the perforation
cell must be designed such that all dimensions are below 0.5>'s, according to [56]. Figure
3.13 shows the perforation cell geometry.
The cavity FE-BI formulation is used for the analysis, to which it is well suited. CT /LN
elements are used. Concerning the excitation, an enforced current probe between the patch
and the cavity wall could be used to emulate a coaxial feed, but this becomes inaccurate if
the substrate is electrically thick, due to feed pin inductance, therefore the Whitney element
coaxial port formulation of Section E.4 is used. All results were obtained with 0.033>'0
discretization.
This paragraph discusses the results for a single patch. Figure 3.14 shows the analysis
model. The s-parameter versus frequency, for different values of d, is shown in Figure 3.15.
Clearly the smaller d is, the greater the influence on the impedance. A plot is also shown
where the perforation was replaced by a volumetric average material, showing the validity
of the assumption. Investigation of the directivity of a single patch on a >'0 x >'0 substrate
revealed that a large broadside dip in directivity can virtually be eliminated by bringing the
perforation close enough to the patch, presumably as a result of less surface wave scattering
from the substrate edges. This was also reported in [56].
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This paragraph discusses the results for arrays of two patches.
Figure 3.14 shows the
horizontally- and vertically spaced analysis models. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the sparameters and IZ211, both versus frequency, for the horizontally spaced case with varying d.
The same data is presented in Figures 3.18 and 3.19, for the vertically spaced case. Through
substrate perforation, the magnitude of the transfer impedance at resonance was reduced
by 40% in the horizontally spaced case and by 35% in the vertically spaced case (both with
d = 0.5mm).
This numerical investigation has shown that the possibility does exist to reduce mutual
coupling between microstrip patch array elements significantly through the use of substrate
perforation, without adverse effect, except for tuning. Further study in order to establish
more concrete design guidelines as well as the investigation of PBG substrates for microstrip
patch arrays is definitely warranted.
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Figure 3.13: Geometry of the microstrip patch antenna with substrate

perforation:
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Figure 3.14: Geometry models and analysis data of the perforated
patch antennas analyzed.
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perforated substrate.
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Figure 3.19: IZ211 data with varying d, for the vertically spaced pair of patches on a
perforated substrate.
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Conclusion

This chapter presented a cavity backed aperture FE-BI formulation.
Excitation, postprocessing and implementation issues were extensively discussed, including a dominant mode,
coaxial port model. Various results were presented, demonstrating the use and effectiveness
of the formulations.
It was shown that increases in elemental polynomial orders lead to
substantially improved results.
The main contributions of this chapter have been the following: A BI self-term evaluation
scheme for the cavity FE-BI formulation that can easily take into account boundary elements
of arbitrary polynomial order was presented. A dominant mode coaxial port model was
rederived and another existing coaxial port model was shown to be a special case thereof.
Novel results for the coaxial port model was presented, adding some insight into using the
technique. Novel higher order element results were presented. Novel simulated results on
the coupling between microstrip patch antennas on a perforated substrate was presented.
In the rest of this document, further extensions will be made, and techniques applied, to
the formulations presented in this chapter. In Chapter 4, the FMM will be applied to
the BI component of the FE-BI formulation presented in this chapter, in order to increase
its computational efficiency. In Chapters 5 and 6, a posteriori error estimators will be
constructed for the formulations presented in this chapter and will be used to drive adaptive
refinements to the discretization.
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Chapter 4
The cavity FE-BI-FMM formulation:
theory, implementation and results
4.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the application of the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) to the BI component of the cavity FE-BI formulation presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter, NF will
refer to the number of BI unknowns, rather than the number of FE-BI unknowns.
Solution schemes for electromagnetic, time-harmonic radiation/scattering
problems, based
on the discretization of related integral equations, are grouped together under the term
Method of Moments (MoM) [194]. The MoM leads to fully populated system matrices, since
the integral relations between basis functions are of a non-local nature due to the presence of
the Green function. These matrices require 0 (N~) storage as well as 0 (Nfo) time for matrix
setup and for a matrix-vector product. The reduction of these orders of complexity would
lead to improved computational efficiency, translating into the solution of larger problems
than before. The FMM algorithm reduces these complexities.
In its standard form, the FMM reduces the complexities ofthe above operations to 0 (N}-5),
as shown in Section 4.4 and also mentioned in [53, 61,179,123,30,121,163].
In its multilevel
form, it is possible to reduce these complexities further to 0 (NF(logNF)2)
[62,89,122] or
O (NF log NF) [179, 177, 122], depending on the accuracy of the implementation. An efficient
implementation will reduce the constant multipliers of these complexities [89, 63].
Generally speaking, the FMM algorithm can be defined as a technique to factorize a translation operator, such that the arguments are confined to separate factors. A translation
operator is a function describing the interaction between two spatial coordinates, usually
the Green function associated with the governing PDE and geometry of the problem at
hand. In the FMM literature, this factorization procedure is referred to as diagonalising
the translation operator. The general approach is to replace the Green function with an
equivalent addition theorem (series expansion) and then rewrite the terms of the series in
the desired, factorized form. When modeling electromagnetic fields, the governing PD E
is the Laplace equation in the case of static problems and the Helmholtz equation in the
case of time-harmonic, radiation/scattering
problems. See [78, 50, 113, 53, 164] for the 3D,
homogeneous medium, Helmholtz equation case (with the zero-th order, spherical Hankel
function as Green function) and [121, 122, 163] for the 2D, homogeneous medium, Helmholtz
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equation case (with the zero-th order, Hankel function as Green function). Note that [163]
is historically the first formulation of the FMM algorithm for a time-harmonic problem (2D
acoustic scattering).
The translation operator's diagonalization together with a positional grouping of the basis
functions comprise the FMM algorithm. These two steps allow the source and observation
coordinates to be separated to the extent that the conventional, full system matrix can be
factorized into sparse components, hence the improvement in computational efficiency. Only
the interactions between groups still generate a full matrix and need to be stored as such.
The factorization process can be carried out to an arbitrary level by using a hierarchical
grouping structure, the only limitation being the amount of boundary elements; this results
in a multilevel, FMM algorithm. References describing the FMM algorithm as a whole for
time-harmonic, electromagnetic radiation/scattering
problems are [121, 30, 192, 77] (2D,
standard FMM), [122] (2D, multilevel FMM), [53, 61, 178, 123] (3D, standard FMM) and
[179, 89] (3D, multilevel FMM).
In the literature, many applications of the FMM in microwave engineering are documented.
All are fundamentally based on the addition theorems for the Green functions of the 2D and
3D, scalar Helmholz equations in homogeneous media. For example, see [49, 202, 83] and
the references therein.
The BI contribution to the cavity FE-BI system matrix is a typical MoM matrix, based on
the scalar, 3D, free space, Green function, therefore it is amenable to application of the 3D,
Helmholz FMM. The 3D, cavity FE-BI formulation of Chapter 3 has a 2D counterpart. The
application of the FMM to the cavity FE-BI formulation, as well as results, are presented in
[31, 30, 192] for the 2D case and in [123, 38] for the 3D case.
Alternative fast methods that can also be applied to the BI component of the cavity FE-BI
formulation, are the following: The BI can be written as a FFT if the aperture discretization
is regular in the correct sense [192, 59]. This technique is generalized by the adaptive integral
method (AIM) [192], which maps an arbitrary aperture discretization to a regular grid of
points, on which the FFT can again be used. The impedance matrix localization (IML)
method is compared with the FMM in [44]. The IML method is based on a sparsifying
preconditioner for the MoM matrix and seems not to be as generally applicable as the
FMM. [48] gives a general review of fast methods in computational electromagnetics.
An outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 4.2 presents the application of the single
level, 3D, FMM to the BI component of the cavity FE-BI formulation presented in Chapter
3. Sources of error introduced by the FMM and techniques to control them are discussed in
Section 4.3. The performance of the FMM versus the standard BI formulation is investigated
in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses implementation issues. Section 4.6 presents numerical
results. In the conclusion, some possible extensions to the FMM as presented here, are
mentioned.
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4.2

Application of the FMM to the BI component of
the cavity FE-BI formulation

The application of the FMM to the BI component of the cavity FE-BI formulation
viewed as consisting of two parts -

can be

• substitution of the addition theorem (series expansion) of the 3D, free space, scalar
Green function (zero-th order, spherical Hankel function) into the double surface integrals of equation (3.23),
• which allows one to separate the source and observation coordinates to the extent
that the only full matrix stored is the group interactions, which is accomplished by
appropriately grouping the aperture basis functions together.

4.2.1

Series expansion of the scalar, 3D, free space, Green function

This section is based on [53J. From equations (A.4), (A.5) and (A.6) and the identity
éf> = cos cp + j sin cp, the following addition theorem of the scalar, 3D, free space, Green
function can be constructed (see equation (B.19) for the Green function's definition):
e-jkoIX+dl

4 IX
7r

+

dl

jk
= __ 0

47r

00

L (-1)1(2l

+ 1) jl(kod)

Pl(d. X)

h?)(koX)

{d < X}

(4.1)

1=0

where jl(Z), h?)(z) and Pz(z) are the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, spherical
Hankel function of the second kind and the Legendre polynomial, respectively - all of the
lth order, as defined in [lj. The above addition theorem is also provided in [53, 164J.
This equation can be rewritten by substitution
tion of jl(kod) Pz(d . X) (see [53, 178, 123]):

of the following spectral domain representa-

jl(kod) Pz(d . X) = _!_(j)l 1 e-jko·d PI(ko . X) dko
47r

(4.2)

Isu

where Su denotes the surface of a unit sphere, centered at the origin.
The substitution
e

-jkoIX+dl

47rIX +

dl

results in

·k
00
= - (47r)2 ~(-j)
JOL

(2)

(2l + 1) hl (koX)

l·k

Isu e-J

d
O·

~

~

~

Pz(ko· X) dko

{d<X}.

(4.3)

The reason for this substitution is to separate the factors containing d and X in order to
decrease the computational effort in evaluating the function when only one of d or X is
varied.
IX + dl cannot simply be replaced with Ir - r'l (in order to obtain the true scalar, 3D,
free space, Green function), because d < X must always apply for the addition theorem
to be valid. The next section discusses the solution of this substitution problem by way of
introducing a grouping strategy.
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4.2.2

Grouping the BI basis functions together

This section is based on [53]. A description similar to this section can be found in [123].
Consider the cavity BI interaction between two basis functions as defined by equation (3.26).
Let the basis functions have global numbers a and b, i.e. Na and Nb. If the unaccented
coordinates refer to integration over the domain of Naand the accented coordinates refer to
integration over the domain of Nb, then the contribution to the system matrix is as follows:

P(a, b) =
(4.4)
In order to substitute equation (4.3) into (4.4), r-r' must be related to X+d. The aperture
area is divided into smaller non-overlapping areas such that their union is at least equal to
the aperture area. All aperture basis functions that are located within a certain smaller area
is said to form one group. Every group has a center coordinate g. Define the group index
vector that associates every basis function with the group it belongs to:

g(i) = (Group that Ni belongs to);

i = 1, .., NF·

(4.5)

r - r' can now be rewritten as follows:

r - r' = (r where
gg(a)

-

gg(a)

and

gg(b)

gg(a)

-

(r' -

+ Xg(a)g(b)

gg(b)

represent the centers of the groups that Naand

(4.6)
Nb

belong to;

Xg(a)g(b)

=

gg(b)·

From the above equation, the following replacements can be made within the addition theorem:
d

f-

(r -

X

f-

Xg(a)g(b).

gg(a)

-

(r' -

(4.7)

gg(b)

(4.8)

Rewrite the scalar, 3D, free space, Green function by making the above substitutions
equation (4.3), yielding

in

e-jkolr-r'l

Go(r, r')

47flr - r'l

'" - (~:)2~ [(- j)' (21 + 1) h1

2

tu

e-jko·{(r-gg(a))-(r'-gg(b))}

) (kOXg(a)g(b))

?"(ko . Xg(a)g(b)

dko]

(4.9)

where the approximate equality results from truncating the addition theorem to Ltot terms,
i.e.

Ltot

-

L

+ 1.

(4.10)
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This truncation is an obvious, practical necessity and in Section 4.3 it is shown how the error
of the FMM versus the standard BI can be controlled via an appropriate choice of Ltot·
Substituting equation (4.9) into equation (4.4) yields

(4.11)
where the order of integration and summation has been interchanged.
The standard BI interaction of equation (4.4) has been rewritten in terms of separate elemental integrals and a group interaction term, together forming the kernel of the closed
surface integral with respect to ko. Since this integral (with respect to ko) will in practice
be carried out by some quadrature scheme, it is now replaced with a quadrature rule summation. wk;, and kO represent the mth weight and kernel evaluation value of the quadrature
scheme, with m = 1, .., M. Thus equation (4.11) can be rewritten as

pea, b) '"

-

(~~)2%;1w::: [ 2 V

m
1

-2k6 V;n(a,g(a))·

(a, g(a)) T"'(g(a), g(b)) Vt(b, g(b))'

Tm(g(a),g(b))

V;n(b,g(b))*

]

(4.12)

with
ifq=g(p)

(4.13)

otherwise
m

V2 (p, q) =

L

Tm( p, q ) -_

{

. I

2)
-J)
1=0
o

{

Iss; {i

x Np(r)}e-jkO'.(r-gq)dS

if q = g(p)
(4.14)

o

otherwise
(2)

A

m

A

(2l + 1) hi (koXpq) Pz(ko . Xpq)

if groups pand q are
not near neighbours

(4.15)

otherwise

where pand q are arbitrary indices. As a consequence of the constraint on equation (4.3), the
interactions of basis functions belonging to neighbouring groups, or the same group, cannot
be calculated with equation (4.12), thus the group interaction term in equation (4.15) is set
to zero in such cases. Such groups are called near neighbours. Section 4.2.4 discusses the
concept of near neighbours in more detail, but the above definition will suffice here.
Careful consideration of equation (4.12) reveals that the whole BI contribution to the cavity
FE- BI system matrix can be factorized. For every cavity aperture basis function the two
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surface integral factors must be calculated and for every far interacting pair of groups the
group interaction term must be calculated; and all three of these data sets have to be
calculated for every ko, m = 1, .., M.
Since the interaction of basis function belonging to groups that are near neighbours must be
calculated normally, using equation (3.26), the following quantity is needed to write out the
factorization:

P'(p, q) = { ~(p, q)

if groups g(P) and g(q) are near neighbours
otherwise

(4.16)

The factorization of the BI matrix now follows as
(4.17)
where [".. ]t represents the complex conjugate transpose of the matrix [... ]. The entries of
lP'], [VIm], [Vr] and [Tm] are defined by equations (4.16), (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15). The
dimensions of these matrices are presented in Table 4.1. Note that lP'] is sparse, since it
only contains contributions of near interacting basis functions. Also note that [Vr] and [Vr]
only have one nonzero element per row, therefore they are sparse too.
Table 4.1: Dimensions and storage requirements of the FMM factorization terms. NF
represents the number BI degrees of freedom, and Ng represents the number of groups.

I Matrix

Name

I Dimensions I Storage I
Np x N»
Np x Ng
Np x Ng
Ng X Ng

lP']
[y;m]
[Vr]
[Tm]

4.2.3

sparse
sparse
sparse
full

The grouping scheme

The cavity aperture is divided into squares, all with the same dimensions: D x D. A group
consists of all the basis functions located within a certain square. The group center of the
ith group, gi, is defined as the geometric center of the ith group's corresponding square. The
groups are numbered from left to right (increasing x coordinate of the centers) and bottom
to top (increasing y coordinate of the centers). Figure 4.1 shows this scheme.
All basis functions with components tangential to the cavity BI surface are either edge-based
or face based (see Appendix C). A face is said to be located within a certain square if its
center point (average values of the coordinates of its vertices) is located within that square.
An edge is said to be located within a certain square if its center point is located within
that square (average values of the coordinates of its vertices). A point in turn, is said to be
located within a square if the following inequalities are satisfied:

o :S (x
o :S (y

- Xll) < D
- Yll) < D

(4.18)
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Figure 4.1: FMM grouping scheme for an arbitrary aperture.

where (x, y) are the coordinates of the point and (Xll, Yll) are the coordinates of the lower
left corner of the square.
This grouping scheme is presented in [39] and is similar to one described in [179] with regard
to the edge basis functions.
Define the maximum group dimension as
(4.19)
Note that the group dimension influences the accuracy and efficiency of the FFM (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4).

4.2.4

The far interaction criterion

The addition theorem for the scalar, 3D, free space, Green function is only valid if d < X
(see equation (4.1)). From the grouping scheme it is apparent that dmax = Dmax, therefore

X>

Dmax

(4.20)

must at least apply, otherwise the interaction is near and must be calculated conventionally.
The specification of a minimum inter-group distance is called a far interaction criterion. The
last equation is called a far interaction criterion and represents the theoretical limit.
This limit is not a practical far interaction criterion, because the number of spherical quadrature points is of O(L;ot) and Ltot increases as the far interaction criterion decreases (see
Section 4.3.1). Since the FMM's computational efficiency is clearly of O(M), it follows that
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the efficiency will decrease as the limit is approached. In practice, larger minimum values
are specified:
(4.21)
X ~ Xmin with {Xmin > Dmax}.
Section 4.3 investigates the effect of the far interaction criterion on the accuracy of the FMM.
Finally, note that the criterion for determining whether an interaction between two basis
functions is near or far is based on the absolute distance between the centers of the groups
they belong to, therefore all interactions between basis functions from two specific groups
fall into the same category (either near or far).

4.3

Errors introduced by the FMM

The FMM intrudes two additional sources of error, relative to the standard BI formulation.
This section discusses these errors and how to control them.

4.3.1

Addition theorem truncation error

The choice of Ltot, the number of terms at which the addition theorem is truncated, is
crucial to the level of accuracy with which the FMM approximates the free space Green
function. Also, it is important to use the minimum number of orders that will yield the
desired accuracy, otherwise computational efficiency will be compromised as discussed in
Section 4.4.
Define the relative Green function truncation error (as in Appendix F) as
L
é

=

IG~-Go'Gal

(4.22)

with G~ signifying the series in equation (4.1), truncated at Ltot terms and Go signifying the
true Green function value.
The relative error reaches a maximum value when X is at a minimum and d is at a maximum
[62, 8, 113J and when X, d are collinear, i.e. d· X = 1 [113, 176, 177J. These observations
have also been confirmed experimentally, see for example Figure F.1, which shows plots of
é versus L (equation (4.22)) for various values -1 ~ d· X ~ 1 with constant X and d. The
relative error is not a function of Aa, since all geometric quantities in the addition theorem
are multiplied by ko = ~: (i.e. normalized with respect to the wavelength).
In the literature, the truncation error has been studied from a theoretical point of view,
producing bounds on the error and/or the number of terms needed [62, 113,8,176, 61J. It
has also been studied from a more practical/experimental
point of view [69, 38, 177, 118J.
Efforts has been made to establish a formula to (approximately) calculate the number of
terms needed (Ltot), given a specified relative error (é) [38, 176, 53, 177J. Such a formula
can be used within an FMM code (especially in the multilevel case, when different groups
sizes and minimum inter-group distances are used at every level) or when studying the effect
of the FMM parameters on its computational efficiency.
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In [62, 113, 8], bounds on the absolute, unnormalised
tions. [62] shows that

error are derived under various condi-

+ c.o.: + C~log o.: + C3log

Ltot = Cl

68

(IGoél-1) ,

(4.23)

but without providing explicit values for the constants. [8] provides an explicit, computable
bound on the error, but notes that the bound should be used in an iterative manner to
obtain the minimum Ltot from a specified é - which means that one can just as well use
equation (4.22) directly in the same manner.
In general, an approximate
variables:

formula for the value of

should be a function of the following

Ltot

• d = Dmax. The maximum value that d reaches, therefore the maximum group dimension.
• X = Xmin.
criterion.

The minimum value that X reaches, as specified by the far interaction

• é. The desired maximum relative error resulting from the truncation.
[53] presents the following, widely used (see [69, 123] for example) formula:
= 1+ koDmax

Ltot

6

é = 10-

;

Xmin

+ 51n( koDmax + Jr)
for
= Dmax +
In(koDmax + Jr)

(4.24)

:0

[177] extends the above formula to different error levels and states that their formula is valid
for asymptotically
Ltot
Ltot
Ltot

large inter-group

+

= 1 koDmax
= 1+ koDmax
= 1+ koDmax

distances:

+ In(koDmax + Jr)
+ 3ln(koDmax + Jr)
+ 51n( koDmax + Jr)

for
for
for

éL

= lO-I.,

10-3.,
= 10-6. ,

éL =

é

Xmin
Xmin
Xmin

-t 00
-t 00
-t

(4.25)

00

[176] derives the following formula by considering the most significant, leading term in the
error series:
2

Ltot

= 1 + koDmax

10-10

+ 1.8 [log (~)]:3

:s é :s

for
10-1;

Xmin

(koDmax)~

(4.26)

-t 00

All the above formulas have some restrictions and none incorporate all three parameters
explicitly and generally. In Section F.2 (based on [39]) a completely empirical approach to
is used to derive the following, general formula:

(4.27)
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with
L

clO - IOglOé

x' - Xmin/Dmax
7.826

m

c ct

-

k

-

-1.92cto

- 0.138

[1.85arctan(2.8(x'
[37.2 e-2.42v'x'-1

-1.74))
-

+ 2.455]·

0.8-gfo

1.4] . 1.3-efo

and tested for

Finally, [69} presents FMM 'plans', derived via numerical experimentation.
Each plan contains three constants of the form (X min,Dmax, Ltot). Associated with every plan is a specified
average error level that it should yield. No formula is provided.
Figure 4.2 compares the various approximations of Ltot for the far interaction criterion of
equation (4.24), i.e. Xmin = Dmax +
In(koDmax + 7r). In the lower range of Dmax, all the
approximations fare nearly equally well, but in the higher range, equation (4.26) is clearly
superior.

:0

Figure 4.3 compares the various approximations of Ltot for the far interaction criterion
2>.2 • In the lower range of Dmax, equation (4.27) is far superior, but in
Xmin = 1.4Dmax + DO.max
the higher range equation (4.26) again results in the best approximation.
The far interaction criterion used in Figure 4.2 can be considered as 'close' to Xmin ----+ 00,
resulting in the reasonable performance of all the approximations.
On the other hand, the
far interaction criterion used in Figure 4.3 is quite close to Dmax and has a strong influence
on Ltot in the lower range, therefore it is important that the approximation formula takes
finite Xmin into account in the lower range, hence the clear superior performance of equation
(4.27), since it is the only one that incorporates the effect of finite Xmin.
In light of these results together with other experimental
scheme is proposed:

experience, the following, improved

RHS of equation (4.27)
(4.28)
RHS of equation (4.26)
Finally, as stated in [113, 53, 69, 62], if the order of the spherical Hankel function in the addition theorem exceeds its argument, it oscillates wildly, causing inaccurate results with finite
computer precision. Therefore, any choice of Ltot must also satisfy the following condition:
Ltot ~

This implies that not all combinations

kOXmin+ 1.

(Dmax, Xmin, c) are valid.

(4.29)
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Spherical surface quadrature error

Replacing the spherical surface integral in equation (4.9) with a quadrature rule is a critical
step in the FMM algorithm. This quadrature rule is another source of error introduced by
the FMM in relation to the standard BI formulation. Various references comment on the
choice of this rule and come to more or less the same conclusion. This section reviews these
references and notes the scheme that was adopted.
The kernel of the FMM, spherical surface integral (see equation (4.12)) has the following
properties, relevant to the choice of an appropriate quadrature scheme:
• The two integration

variables are the spherical coordinates () and cp.

• A symmetry plane of the kernel exists at the () = ~ plane (i.e. z = 0).

• T(p, q) has rotational symmetry around the Xpq-axis (see equation (4.15)).
• X always lies in the () = ~ plane (see equation (4.15)).
• The kernel is smoothly periodic in cp at any constant ().
There are two main types of spherical surface quadrature schemes: product rules and rules
specifically tailored for this surface. The second class (see for example [128, 182]) is discarded
for the following reasons: the available rules are spaced too far apart in terms of accuracy
(i.e. one is likely to use a rule of excessive accuracy), a rule of arbitrary order cannot be
constructed in a automated manner and such rules of arbitrary order cannot necessarily
exploit the () = ~ symmetry plane of the kernel.

In the literature, a quadrature rule of
A product rule for a two dimensional
1, .., Nl) and Q2 (xt
j = 1, .. , N2)
the intervals Xl and X2 respectively,

wt

product type is always suggested [62, 53, 113,89, 118].
integral can be defined as follows: If Ql (xl, wi, i =
are quadrature rules for integrals of one variable over
then the integral
(4.30)

can be approximated

with the product rule

Q3

(x~,

wt k = 1, .., N

3),

with

'ï/ { ~: 1, .., Nl
J - 1, .., N2
k

x3

..

= (xL~)

Wk3 --

(4.32)

j
wiw
1 2

The previously mentioned references all suggest the following combination:

• Ne point, cosinusoidally transformed,
• N¢> point, trapezoidal

rule on cp [0, 2n].

(4.31)

Gauss-Legendre

rule on () [0, n],
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By considering combinations of various ID rules applied to equation (4.3), it was verified that
this combination indeed produces the least points for a given accuracy. (Rules considered:
Gauss-Legendre and Gauss-Chebyshev rules linearly or cosinusoidally transformed to an
angular coordinate domain [68] and a trapezoidal rule.) This integration scheme can take
advantage of the B = ~kernel symmetry plane, because the Gauss-Legendre rule is symmetric
with respect to B = ~,thus only the points in the range [0, ~] have to be evaluated and the
weights of those in the range [o,~) have to be multiplied by 2. Note that the rotational
symmetry of every T(p, q) with respect to its Xpq axis cannot be exploited, because the
same set of quadrature points has to be u-sed for all T(p, q). The adopted scheme does not
favour any particular Xpq direction, since all
are in the B = ~ plane.

x.;

2;/,

It can be proved [67] that the trapezoidal rule T (wa = wN = iJ, Wk = ~, qi =
k =
0, .., N) is exact for the 2N smoothly periodic functions 1, sin 4;, cos 4;,.. , sin(N -1)4;, cos(N1)4;, sin N 4;. The kernel is periodic in 4;, therefore it is not surprising that this rule is so
successful.
It remains to find the numbers of quadrature points to be used in the Band 4; directions.
[62] shows that equation (4.23), together with perfect integration of the first

Lint = Dl + D2Dmax + D; log Dmax + D310g

(IGaEI-I)

(4.33)

spherical harmonics (Pt(cosB)ejm4>
{-l ~ m ~ l}, see [164, 113, 1]) will ensure an absolute
Green function error ~ GaE. This implies that No = rO.5Lint1 and N¢> = Lint is needed.
From equations (4.23) and (4.33) it follows that Lint should be a linear function of Ltot·
[53, 62, 113, 89] suggest Lint =
[118] experiments with increasing Lint beyond 2Ltot,
showing improvement in accuracy in some cases, though the truncation error obviously
remains present. [113] states that the truncation error will dominate the total error when
Lint = 2Ltot is used, which is confirmed in Section F.3. Therefore, the following scheme is
adopted:

zu.;

No -N¢> --

Ltot

M

2Ltot rO.5Ltot

--

2Ltot

1-

(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)

(The 0.5 factor results from exploiting the kernel's symmetry with respect to B = ~.)

4.4

Performance analysis of the FMM versus the standard BI

The parameters used in this section are defined in Table 4.2. The algorithm complexities
are considered first, followed by discussions on memory requirements and the optimal choice
of the number of groups.

4.4.1

Complexity analysis of the FMM

Complexity analysis is an assessment of the amount of mathematical operations (+, -, x
or -;-) involved in calculation of a certain entity. This is carried out for the system matrix
setup and a single matrix-vector product.
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Table 4.2: Parameters used in the performance analysis of the FMM algorithm vs. the
standard BI formulation.
N
G
M
L
a
b

n
d
u

Number of degrees of freedom in the aperture
Number of FMM groups
Number of spherical quadrature points
Number of addition theorem terms used
Number of operations to integrate
x N on one aperture facet
(N represents a specific aperture basis function)
Number of operations to calculate one element of [Tm]
Average number of near neighbours of a group
Group dimension, normalized with respect to A
Number of degrees of freedom per A:ol area

z

The operation counts of the standard BI formulation are as follows:

[F] setup
[FJ{E} product

a2 N2
~ 2N2

operations
operations

where the factor 2 results from 1 addition and 1 multiplication per matrix element.
The operation counts of the FMM matrices are as follows:
na2N2

[P'] setup

=s:

[Vr] and [Vr] setup V m

aNM
bG2M

[Tm] setup Vm
[P'] {E} product

2nN2

=a:

[Vr]t {E} and [Vr]t {E} products V m
[Tmj{ . } products V m
[v1m]{ . } and [Vr]{ . } products V m

4·2NM
4· 2G2M
4NM

operations
operations
operations
operations
operations
operations
operations

where the factor 4 results from [v;_m] having scalar valued entries and [Vr] having vector
valued entries.
Before adding these values to yield the total setup- and matrix-vector operation counts, the
dependence of M on the other parameters must be established. From Section 4.3.2 it follows
that M ~ L2. From Section 4.3.1 it follows that L ~ 8V2d. The combination of these two
relations yields M ~ 128d2. Further note that d2, the group area in square wavelengths, can
be written as d2 ~ u~. This finally leads to
M ~ 1~~.

(4.37)

The totals now follow as
Setup
Matrix-vector product

na2N2
G
2nN2
-G

---

128aN2
uG
1536N2
uG

+
+

128bGN
u
1024GN
u

+
+

operations
operations
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These approximations are not comprehensive, but they are sufficient to indicate an appropriate choice of G and they allow the conclusion that given a large enough N, the FMM will
always result in less operations for the matrix setup and the matrix-vector product.

4.4.2

Computer memory requirements

The standard BI- and FMM matrices have the following computer memory requirements:

[PJ
[PI]
[VIm] '11m
[V2] '11m
[Tm] '11m

8N2
8nN2

=tr:

8NM
24NM
- 8G2M

bytes
bytes
bytes
bytes
bytes

leading to a total FMM memory requirement of
FMM tota 1 =

8nN2

-c +

4096N2
uG

+

1024GN
u

b
ytes

compared to the total standard BI memory requirement of 8N2 bytes. Single precision
storage is assumed, that is 4 bytes per real number and 8 bytes per complex number (all
matrices are complex valued).
From these results the same conclusion can be drawn as before, which is that the FMM will
always use less computer memory, given a large enough value of N.

4.4.3

Choosing the number of groups

G can be chosen to minimize the matrix setup operation count, the matrix-vector product
operation count or the memory requirement of the program. These three values of Gare
calculated by differentiating the relevant quantities with respect to G and setting the results
equal to O. This results in the following equations:
Setup operation count:
Matrix- Vector product
operation count:
Memory:

G=
G=
G=

una2

+ 128a
128b

un

+ 768
512

un

+ 512
128

·VN

(4.38)

·VN

(4.39)

·VN.

(4.40)

All three equations indicate that the optimal choice is G = c.,fN (where C is some positive
constant). Substituting this choice back into the equations defining the three quantities, it
follows that the FMM reduces all three to 0 (NJ5), relative to 0 (N'j.) in the standard BI
case.
To approximate C, note that it is difficult to estimate the values of a and b, but that n
and u can be estimated accurately. The fact that the constant is difficult to estimate in the
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case of minimized setup operations is not so important, because in practice the other two
specifications will always take preference when considering large problems.

u is dependent on the discretization size and on the spectral order of the elements. n is
dependent on Xmin. To give an idea of the value of C for minimized matrix-vector product
operations, consider the following two examples on a regular grid:
CT/LN elements; disc.
LT/QN elements; disc.

= ~; n =
= 20; n =

10 =? C
10 =? C

= 2.7
= 8.9 .

(4.41)

Note that minimized memory needs about twice as many groups as minimized matrix-vector
product operations. Clearly, G rv VN should result in near optimal results.
Implementing a choice of G within the code is not trivial, since the group dimension, D, on
which the whole grouping scheme is based, is not related to G for general aperture geometries.
A possible solution is to choose a starting value of D and then to calculate the number of
groups, a simple estimate of the correct D can then be made, based on this result, the first
choice of D and the desired value of G. Proceeding in an iterative manner one can continue
until a desired error criterion is met.

4.5

Implementation issues

The FMM matrix storage and setup are based on knowledge of the groups that the cavity
aperture degrees of freedom belong to, therefore a data structure containing this information
is essential. All sparse FMM matrices are stored using the CRS scheme. Indices for [VIm] and
[V2"] in both normal and transpose form are established for quick multiplication in either
case.
The elements of the various FMM matrices are calculated as follows:

• [P'] is calculated using equation (4.4) as in the standard FE-BI formulation.
• [~m] and [V2"] are calculated using the triangular surface quadrature rules presented
in Section D.1.1.

• [Tm] involves the evaluation of spherical Hankel functions and Legendre polynomials
of orders s, L. The spherical Hankel functions are evaluated using the routine SPHBES
provided in [149]. If the argument becomes to large for accurate evaluation with this
routine, the following asymptotic approximation for h?) (x) is used [1]:
h(2)(
I

X

) ~

~

1 -j(x-:!!.l-:!!.)
-e
2
X

4

{x

» l}.

(4.42)

The Legendre polynomials are evaluated using the following recursive formula [13]:
Pz(x) = (2l - l)XP(I_I)(X)

- (l - 1)P(l_2)(x)
l

Po(x) = 1 .
{ PI(X) = X

(4.43)

For the iterative solution, the FMM matrix vector product is evaluated by starting the
multiplications on the side of the vector of degrees of freedom, in order to benefit from the
factorization [53] (see also Section 4.4.1).
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Results

The section presents results to show the computational improvements afforded by the FMM,
relative to the standard BI.

Experimental

evaluation of the error control scheme of Appendix F

Table 4.3 shows resulting memory requirements and relative matrix element errors (measured
as described in Section F.4) for a specific problem. The numbers of addition theorem terms
and the numbers of spherical quadrature points were chosen as defined in equations (4.27)
and (4.36). Note that the same error specification can lead to different memory requirements,
depending on the other two FMM parameters (Dmax, Xmin). Also note that the FMM breaks
down in the E = 10-5, Xmin = 2.5Dmax case as a consequence of violating the stability
condition of equation (4.29). Clearly the error control techniques are very effective in this
case.
Experimental

complexity results

Figure 4.4 compares the FMM and the standard BI with respect to the three performance
criteria discussed in Section 4.4, as functions of aperture degrees of freedom. In all three
cases, the reduced order of the FMM algorithm can be observed, confirming the theoretical
results of Section 4.4.3.
N umber of group versus FMM performance
Figure 4.5 shows the effect that the number of FMM groups has on the different performance
criteria discussed in Section 4.4, for a specific problem. The theoretical results of Section
4.4.3 is confirmed, where it was shown that every criterion is satisfied best at some specific
number of ~roups for a given cavity aperture geometry and discretization and that this value
is CJ (VNF)-
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(a) System matrix setup time versus aperture degrees of freedom.
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(b) System matrix-vector product
versus aperture degrees of freedom.
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(c) BI matrix storage requirement
aperture degrees of freedom.
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4.4: Comparison between the computational performance of the FMM and the
standard BI.
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Table 4.3: Required FMM memory and relative matrix element error obtained with
various far-interaction criteria and a constant group dimension of D = 0.3A. This data was
generated with an empty cavity with dimensions x x y x z = IDA x O.lA x O.lA and rotated
by 45° degrees. 1~ discretization with CT /LN elements. (The full BI matrix requires 1.892
MBytes.)
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(a) System matrix setup time.

(c) BI matrix memory requirement.

(b) System matrix-vector

product time.

(d) Total memory requirement.

Figure 4.5: Effect of the number of FMM groups on various performance criteria for an
empty cavity with dimensions x x y x z = 0.3>' x 20>' x 0.2>', 6.~7 discretization and 998
aperture degrees of freedom (CT /LN elements).
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Conclusion

This chapter gave a detailed presentation of the application of the FMM to the BI component
of the FE- BI formulation. A thorough review of FMM error control was presented and the
computational efficiency of the FMM was investigated. Results confirmed the theory and
showed that the FMM has a. break-even point, below which it is more profitable to use the
standard BI formulation.
The following, minor contributions were made in this chapter: A thorough review of FMM
error control schemes was presented (with respect to truncation and spherical quadrature).
A new, empirical formula for the truncation order in the addition theorem was introduced
and evaluated.
Various extensions to the FMM, as presented here, are possible. [54, 178] present a technique
to reduce the FMM, as presented here, to 0 (Nj,·33) by filtering the addition theorem as a
function of the orders of the terms, yielding a translation operator that is more spatially directed. The same idea is applied in 2D, in [193]. [30] observes that the translation operator
in its standard form becomes highly directional as the groups grow farther apart. Based on
this argument, parts of the spherical integration domain are simply discarded. Finally, as
already mentioned in the introduction, the FMM can be extended to a multilevel algorithm
[179], based on grouping schemes of various sizes on the same mesh. The interaction between two basis function fall into the grouping scheme with the largest groups such that the
interaction is still 'far', which can lead to an 0 (NFlog(NF))
algorithm.
The error estimation results and adaptive procedures presented in the rest of this document
(Chapters 5 and 6) for the cavity FE-BI formulation, are fully compatible with the FMM
formulation presented here.
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Chapter 5
A posteriori error estimates:
and implementation
5 .1

theory

Introduction

In the FEM, an infinite dimensional solution space is approximated with a finite dimensional
one. There is always an error associated with such a solution. Estimation of this error is a
very important aspect of the FEM as a whole, since it can increase confidence in a solution
and can be used to drive adaptive refinements of the discretization, optimizing the quality of
the solution relative to the number of degrees of freedom and in turn reducing computational
cost.
This chapter presents two a posteriori error estimation techniques for the FEM formulation
presented in Chapter 2, with the cavity aperture boundary condition presented in Chapter 3
and the general, dominant mode, coaxial port boundary condition presented in Section E.3,
still using the curl-conforming, vector elements of Appendix C, as before. The techniques
presented here can be used in conjunction with the FMM of Chapter 4 in the case of the
cavity FE-BI formulation.
At this point, it must be reiterated that the FEM formulation at hand suffers from an
instability at low frequencies (as discussed within the introduction to Chapter 2). The
two error estimation techniques presented in this chapter do not estimate the effect of this
instability, as a result of their direct and strict derivation from the FEM formulation itself.
In the rest of the introduction, some basic concepts are discussed and an overview of the
literature is given, resulting in further motivation for the work presented in this chapter.
Section 5.2 gives a detailed description of the error in the FEM formulation used here,
forming the basis for the two error estimation techniques derived in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
Section 5.3 presents the first error estimation technique: an explicit, residual based error
estimator. Section 5.4 presents the second error estimation technique: an implicit, element
residual method, error estimator.

82
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Some basic concepts

The FEM error is defined as the difference between the true, generally infinite dimensional,
solution of the underlying BVP, and the approximate, finite dimensional, FEM solution.
The error is defined over the whole problem domain.
Fundamentally, error estimation can be divided into two categories [79, 181, 156, 4]:
• A priori error estimation is any result involving the error, that can be established
before obtaining the approximate solution, based on knowledge of the particular FE
formulation and on any additional, problem specific information.
• A posteriori error estimation is any method of (approximately) evaluating the solution
error, as measured in some related, local or global quantity, given an initial solution.
This quantity can be a traditional, functional analysis norm (for example, see norm
definitions in [51]) or the energy norm associated with the FEM bilinear form or an observable quantity (usually a linear functional on the solution) related to the application
at hand.
A priori results generally indicate the convergence, stability and asymptotic behaviour of the
FEM formulation [4]. It usually is a global quantity independent of the specific discretization
and can therefore not be used to drive selective refinements of the discretization [156]. On
the other hand, a posteriori results usually consist of local and global data, on which selective
refinements of the discretization can be based (local data) and which can serve as a stopping
criterion (global data) in an iterative simulation-refinement cycle. The local data usually
sum to form the global data. The local contributions are sometimes referred to as error
indicators, while the technique as a whole is referred to as an error estimator.
An a posteriori error estimator should ideally exhibit the following properties [27, 79, 138]:
• It should be based on problem related data and a given solution.
• It should result in local knowledge of the error (the relative error distribution throughout the mesh).
• It should result in global knowledge of the solution quality as a whole.
• It should be a proper upper bound on the true error (reliability).
• It should lead to (near) optimal meshes in an adaptive algorithm (efficiency).
• The estimator calculation should have a computational
than a global FEM solution (computationally cheap).

cost of lower asymptotic order

Given an error estimator, it can be evaluated according to these criteria. In practice, most
estimators only fulfill these (very optimistic) requirements to some degree, as indeed the two
estimators derived in this chapter do, but that does not mean that they are not useful.
Provided that an estimator works at all, the most important requirement is probably that it
should be computationally cheap, otherwise one can just as well re-solve the problem with a
uniform refinement of the discretization, making the estimator mostly obsolete with respect
to selective refinement, no matter how accurate it is.
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Overview of a posteriori error estimation techniques

This section presents a review of the different approaches to FEM error estimation available
in the general FEM literature. Note that most of these approaches are FEM formulation
dependent and cannot necessarily be adapted to FEM formulations in general. The categorization is made along similar lines as in [138, 4, 181].

Explicit, residual based
These estimators are usually rigorously derived in the sense that the sum of the elemental
indicators present an upper-bound (with multiplicative, unknown constant) on the error as
measured in some norm, typically the energy norm or a Lm norm. To obtain U" estimates,
one needs to employ a stability condition and to formulate a dual problem [79, 181, 4]. The
calculation of these estimators are based on the explicit evaluation of elemental volume and
face (or in 2D, face and edge-) residuals of the approximate solution in relation to the exact
one.
[18] presents energy- and Lm norm estimates of ID, scalar, deterministic- and eigenvalue
problems with a second order, self-adjoint operator.
Only element interior residuals are
employed. [111, 81] simplify the energy norm estimator of [18], extend it to the 2D, scalar,
elliptic case and investigate adaptive convergence rates experimentally. [79, 4, 181] present
error estimates in both the energy- and L2 norms for the scalar elliptic BVP case. [106,
105, 104] collectively consider hyperbolic and parabolic problems as well. [106] considers
problems of linear elasticity in 3D, where the working variable is a vector field. The same
goes for [190], considering the Stokes equations (but in 2D). [33, 32] present an explicit
estimator based on completely diagonalizing the bilinear form in the error VBVP (as also
suggested in [23, 22]). The approach is shown to be a superset of the more conventional,
explicit, residual based estimator presented in [16].

Implicit, residual based
This class of error estimators is based on the solution of local VBVPs (element-wise or on
groups of contiguous elements), where the data of the problems is related to the residuals
of the initial solution. The solutions to the local problems are approximations of the true
error and are usually solved using basis functions of higher polynomial order than the initial
solution. The main issue usually is the choice of boundary conditions for the local problems.
This approach offers one the flexibility to choose any appropriate norm to measure the
approximate error with, since the error field itself is approximated (not in some norm).
[19] splits the global error VBVP into independent, local, Dirichlet problems, based on a
partition of unity over the problem domain. [110] presents element-wise VBVPs, based on
a complementary variational formulation of the original problem, guaranteeing an upper
bound on the global error in the energy norm. The boundary conditions of local problems
are optimized through a process of self-equilibration, balancing internal- and boundary data.
The concept of element-wise versions of the global VBVP, but in terms of the error, is
investigated in detail in [24], where various schemes are proposed to deal with the local
boundary conditions (second order, elliptic problems in 2D). The approach in [24] is called
the element residual method (ERM), characterized by the solution of elemental, Neumann
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VBVPs to approximate the error. The ERM is extended in [139, 190] to more general
problems in computational fluid dynamics. [23, 22] present implicit error estimates, using
hierarchical, higher order polynomial spaces to model the elemental VBVPs. [3] provides
a general procedure for elemental, Neumann boundary condition equilibration, minimizing
the overestimation of the error (this is a comprehensive extension of [110]) and [2] presents
results obtained with this procedure. Finally, [4, 138] present various of these techniques
together.

Estimation through post-processing
These techniques estimate the error in a derivative of the solution
an improved version. Any suitable norm can be used for making
improved version is available point-wise. The improved version
form of post-processing of the solution field. These estimators are
based.

field, by comparing it with
the comparison, since the
is obtained through some
also referred to as recovery

[15] presents a general post-processing procedure for calculating improved versions of the
solution field and its derivatives and establishes a bound on the accuracy of the procedure,
with the means to control it. However, the procedure can potentially be computationally
costly. [203, 5] present an element-wise, L2 projection of the solution derivative onto the
set of solution basis functions as a means of obtaining an improved version. This procedure
is sometimes referred to as the Z2 error estimator. In [204, 205, 206], the superconvergent
patch recovery (SPR) error estimator is presented, which is an improved version of the Z2
estimator. It is based on the proposed existence of points on the elements at which the
derivative of the solution field exhibits convergence that is of higher order than generally
expected of the polynomial order of the solution derivative itself. The procedure can be very
useful, even when the superconvergence property does not apply.
Targeted quantities
Also known as qoal-orienied- or targeted error estimation, these techniques bound the error
in a functional output or the accuracy of a functional output, based on the solution field.
See [150] and the references therein for detailed accounts of available procedures.

5.1.3

Brief survey of FEM error estimation techniques and results
in engineering electromagnetics

In this section, a brief survey is made of a posteriori error estimation techniques and results, as available in the literature for the FE solution of Maxwell's equations, motivated by
engineering applications .
• Explicit, residual based: [167] applies the energy norm estimator presented in [111],
within a 2D, time-harmonic, full-wave, Galerkin FEM setting. [147] presents an estimator for 3D, electrostatic problems. [133] rigorously derives a L2 norm estimator
for the 3D, time-harmonic, full-wave, Galerkin FEM, employing spherical harmonics
(similar in some respect to the unimoment method [129]) to model an open boundary.
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In [96], an explicit error estimator for a transient, full-wave, 3D, FE formulation is
presented, built on the explicit error estimation framework established in [79]. [28]
presents an explicit error estimator for eddy current problems, using curl-conforming,
vector elements. This estimator is quite similar to the one derived later in this chapter.
Finally, in [185] a linear functional norm, explicit estimator for the 3D, time-harmonic,
full-wave, Galerkin FEM is derived. The key step within the derivation is a local,
approximate, integral representation of the error field .
• Implicit, residual based: [130] applies the ERM, as presented in [138], to the 2D, timeharmonic, full-wave, TM- and TE- analysis of inhomogeneous scatterers, using a hybrid, FE-BI formulation. The ERM is presented in [60] for 2D, quasi-static problems,
but with local Dirichlet boundary conditions, as opposed to the more conventional
Neumann case. In [144], the ERM is formulated for a 3D, time-harmonic, full-wave
FEM, with a penalty term to counteract the occurrence of spurious modes that accompany the use of Lagrange-type, interpolatory elements. In [98], the third estimator
presented in [24] (ERM) is applied to the Galerkin FEM for electrostatic problems in
2D and 3D. The ERM (presumably as presented in [24]), is applied to 2D eddy current
problems in [7] (local, elemental problem solved with higher order basis functions) and
[6] (local, elemental problem solved with first order basis functions on a subdivision
of the element). [29] presents an excellent, rigourously derived, hierarchical error estimator for eddy current problems. It is based on diagonalizing the bilinear form in the
global error VBVP, similar to the technique presented in [33]. The curl-conforming,
element spaces of mixed orders 0.5 and 1.5 are used (see Appendix C), but it would
be possible to extend the estimator to arbitrary hierarchical order. [170] applies the
ERM (without reference to a full description of the method used) to closed cavity, 3D,
full-wave, eigenvalue problems.
• Heuristic- and physics based: This is a large class with respect to the FE solution
of Maxwell's equations in the engineering community. These techniques tend not to
be mathematically rigorous, but rather appeal to physical insight. [127] uses an estimator based on the comparison between the coefficients of the highest order basis
functions on an element with the rest of its coefficients - an approach somewhat similar to the hierarchical nature of the ERM and also an intuitive, implicit application
of an interpolation estimate such as equation (C.17). The L2 norm, over inter-element
boundaries, of the discontinuity in the non-conforming part of the field modeled with
conforming vector elements (or in the field derivative), is used as an error estimator
in [199, 84, 73, 11]. This approach can be seen as a type of heuristic, incomplete,
explicit residual-based estimator. [94] employs the derivative of a stationary, global
quantity with respect to nodal positions as a local error estimator. [126] shows that
this approach can lead to erroneous adaptive refinements.
• Based on post-processing: In [90], a very heuristic, post-processing based estimator is
presented and applied to 2D, static problems. [140] applies the Z2 estimator of [203]
within a 3D, eddy current formulation.
• Complementary
VEV?: These generally require the solution of two complementary
VBVPs, in order to obtain an upper bound on the error energy in either solution.
Strictly speaking, these do not constitute a posteriori error estimators, since they are
not based on local calculations. See [46, 35] for details and more references.
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• Targeted quantities: Adaptation based on the effect of the (estimated) error on functional outputs is presented in [82]. Various conventional error estimation schemes are
compared within this adaptive framework (quasi-static problems). A very detailed,
mathematically thorough scheme is presented in [134], where the full-wave scattering
of PEC objects in 2D is considered with a Galerkin FE formulation.
The far-field
pattern value is written in terms of the bilinear- and linear forms and is then bounded
explicitly.
Clearly, there is a serious lack of variety in a posteriori error estimation techniques and results
for the time-harmonic, full-wave, FEM in 3D (as used in this document) and practically a
complete absence of error estimators that incorporate the BI component of the standard
FE-BI approach as outlined, for example, in [99]. This is echoed in [70], where the need for
investigation of the established techniques within this setting is also stated. The rest of this
chapter is an effort towards addressing this need to some extent.

5.2

The error

This section defines and characterizes the error in the Galerkin FEM formulation presented
in Chapter 2. The error is characterized in terms of global and local BVPs and VBVPs.
Starting with alternative forms of the global VBVP of the error, these are used to construct
global BVPs of the error, which are then used to formulate elemental error BVPs. Finally,
the elemental BVPs are converted to elemental VBVPs.
The alternative forms presented for the global VBVP of the error will be used in Section 5.3
to construct an explicit residual based error estimator. The elemental VBVPs of the error
will be used in Section 5.4 to obtain an implicit residual based error estimator.

5.2.1

Definition of the error

From equation (2.10), the electric field, VBVP is
B(E, W) = L(W)
{

'ti W E W

EEW

(5.1)

and in discrete form (equation (2.23) repeated):
{

B(Eh' Wh) = L(Wh) 'ti Wh E Wh
Eh E Wh

(5.2)

The error can be defined as
(5.3)
The error is orthogonal to the original testing functions (sometimes referred to as Galerkin
orthogonality), since
B(E, Wh) - B(Eh, Wh)
L(Wh) - L(Wh)

o.

(5.4)
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The global VBVP of the error

Since

B(E, W) - B(Eh, W)
L(W) - B(Eh, W),

(5.5)

the error VBVP is

B(eh, W) = L(W) - B(Eh' W) V WE W
eh E W
.

{

(5.6)

The error VBVP can be written out on an element-by-element basis, yielding

}: (- JoKinrN
r .!_N
. W dS - jkoZo r J. W dV
/-lr
JKi
- Jrte, .!_V
x Eh . V W - k5érEh . W dV)
/-lr
i=l

X

(5.7)

Now apply identities (A.10) and (A.8) in succession to the curl-dot-curl integral term in
equation (5.7), obtaining

r

.!_ V

J te, /-lr

x

Eh . V'

X

W dV

r

=

JKi

(V

x

.!_
/-lr

V

X

Eh) .

W dV

-1

.!_ (ft x V x Eh) . W dS.
Ïe«, /-lr

(5.8)

Substitute back into equation (5.7), to yield

}: (- JoKinr
r N .!_N
. W dS - jkoZo r J. W dV
/-lr
J
- l [V x .!_ V Eh - k5érEh]' W dV
JK,
/-lr
te,

i=l

X

+1

(5.9)

.!_ (ft x V x Eh) . W dS)
JoKi /-lr

This can be rewritten as

ei«; W)

=}: (r.JK, Rv'

W dV

i=l

+ 1 .Rs'
YaK,

W dS)

(5.10)

with the volume and surface residuals defined as
1

Rv = -V x -V
/-lr

X

Eh

2.
+ koErEh

- JkoZoJ

in Ki; i = I, ... , Nr

(5.11)

(5.12)
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The error VBVP can also be written in terms of element volume residuals and residuals on
every face, rather than on every elemental boundary. Rewrite equation (5.10) as

B(eh,W)

~(r.Rv.WdV+l

=

.RS.WdS)

l«,

i=l

Ïe«,

~(Ix.Rv.WdV)
+ L....t
~ (~
+

n(12)

I-« \r N

m=l

r

_!_ [n

x [_1_\7 x E(l) - _1_\7
(1)
h
(2)
/-Lr
/-Lr

Eh -

x \7 x

ifmnrN /-Lr

~ (Ix. Rv' W dV) +

X

E(2)]. W dS
h

Nl . W dS)

tI(h- Rf'

W

dS)

(5.13)

with the face residual defined as
i1,(12)

Rf =

X

~1) \7 X

[

E~l) -

/-Lr
{

_!_

[n x \7 x

~2)\7

X

E~2)]

on

Jm \

rN;

m = 1, ... , Nf

on

Jm n rN;

m = 1, ... , Nf

(5.14)

/-Lr

Eh -

/-Lr

Nl

Jm denotes a specific face in the mesh. The total number of faces in the mesh are N]. The
superscripts (1) and (2) designate association with the first and second elements sharing a
face. The normal vector n(12) points from the first element to the second element, normal to
their shared face.
Note that, in equation (5.13), the normal components of W may experience a jump at interelement boundaries and are therefore undefined at a boundary, since W is only guaranteed
to have tangential continuity. This is not a problem in the case of equation (5.13), since Rf
is purely tangential to all faces. To avoid any confusion, this fact can be used to rewrite
the facial integrals such that the normal components of Ware explicitly discarded. Observe
that Rf is purely tangential at all faces, therefore n x n x Rf = -Rf. Substituting this into
equation (5.13) and applying identity (A.8), one obtains the following alternative form:

si«; W)

5.2.3

=~

(Ix. Rv'

W

dV) +

tI(h_

ii

x

Rf·n

xW

dS).

(5.15)

The global BVP of the error

Start by rewriting the double curl term in B(eh, W) as follows:

r _!_ \7 x eh . \7 x W dV

in /-Lr

=

r (\7 x _!_ \7 x eh) . W dV

in

/-Lr

- 1_!_ (n
Jr /-Lr

x \7 x

eh) . W dS

r (\7 x _!_/-Lr \7 x eh). . W dV
- irNr _!_/-Lr (N - ii x \7 x Eh) . W dS.

in

(5.16)
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where the first step follows from identities (k1O) and (A.8). Substitute the definition of
the error into the boundary integral term, then use the facts that the homogeneous Diriclet
boundary condition is satisfied by W (see equation (2.11)) and that the inhomogeneous
Neumann boundary condition is satisfied by E (see equation (2.3)) to obtain the second
step.
Substitute the RHS of equation (5.16) into the LHS of equation (5.10). In the resulting
equation, both sides are of the form fn(vector) . W dV. Equating the kernels, the following
BVP, describing eh on n, is obtained:
1

V' x f.Lr "V x

1

eh -

k6

NT

Ereh

=

il, x eh =
il,

t;

+ Ó8Ki\(fDUfN)Rs)

(RviKi

0

x V' x eh = N - il, x V'

Eh

X

on

n

on
on

rn
rN

(5.17)

where the Dirac delta function is concentrated on the surface described in its subscript
(similar to a 2D equivalent used in [111]), such that

r

Jn

W dV =

68Ki\(fDUfN)Rs.

r

J8Ki\(fDUfN)

(5.18)

Rs· W dS.

An alternative form of the BVP, describing eh on n, is obtained by substituting
equation (5.16) into the LHS of equation (5.13), yielding
1
"V x f.Lr"V x eh -

1

NT

k6

Ereh =

il, x eh
il,

x "V x

t;

Nt
RvlKi

+ ~l

Ójrn\(fDUfN)Rj

= 0

eh =

N - il, x "V

X

Eh

on

n

on
on

rn
rN

the RHS of

(5.19)

with
(5.20)

5.2.4

Elemental VBVPs of the error

In this section, the global VBVP of the error is decomposed into elemental VBVPs.

First
note that a BVP on any sub-domain A ~ n can be constructed from equation (5.17) by
restricting the problem domain to A and furnishing it with appropriate Dirichlet and/or
Neumann boundary conditions, resulting in the following BVP representation of eh on A:
1

"V x - "V x eh f.Lr

k6Ereh

NT

=

L (RviAnKi

+ 6An(8Ki\(fDUfN))Rs)

on A

i=l

il, X eh = il, x E - il, X Eh
x "V x eh = il, x "V x E - il, x "V
il, x eh = 0
il, x "V x eh = N - il, x "V X Eh
il,

X

Eh

on
on
on
on

(JAn
(JAN

. (5.21)

(JAnrn
(JAnrN

where (JAn and (JAN are surfaces of imposed, inhomogeneous Dirichlet- and Neumann boundary conditions on (JA \ (fn U N).

r
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An alternative, equivalent BVP representation of eh on A can be obtained from equation
(5.19), yielding another BVP with the same boundary conditions as (5.21), but with the
following PDE:
1

V

X

Nr

-V

X eh -

k~Ereh =

/lr

Nf

L RvlAnKi

+

i=l

L ÓAn(fm\(rVUrN»R

on A.

j

(5.22)

m=l

In bath cases [JAD, [JAN and [JA n (rD UrN) are disjoint and [JA = [JAD U [JAN U ([JA n
(rD urN)) holds.
Before choosing A to be an elemental volume, the following definitions are in order:

• te;

is the i-th elemental volume with an infinitesimally thin layer removed at its
surface.

• K, is the i-th elemental volume proper.
is the i-th elemental volume with an infinitesimally thin layer added at its surface.

• Ki+

Choosing A equal to each of these volumes result in three different BVP representations of
eh 'on K,' Let the superscript * indicate association with the element adjacent to K, at the
interface concerned.

1

V X -V
/lr

2

X

eh - koEreh = RvIK"

il,
il,

X

X

il,

X

eh = il,

X

V

X

eh = il,

X

il,

X

eh =

0

V

X

eh =

N -

on

•

E - il, X
V X Eil,

X

V

X

EhlKi
il,

X

V

X

Eh I x,

EhlKi

on
on
on
on

«.
[JKw

(5.23)

[JKiN
[JKi
[JKi

n rD
n rN

• A = K;
In this case the PDE would be
V

1

X

/lr

V

2
X

eh - koEreh = RvlK;

+ Ó8Ki\(rVUrN)Rs

on Ki,

(5.24)

but since
(5.25)
the Neumann boundary condition required on [JKiN exactly, is undefined. The BVP
cannot be posed in this case.

• A

=

Kt:

VX

1
-V

Nf

X

eh - k~Ereh = RvlKi

~

+

L 6jmn(8Ki\(rVUrN»Rj
m=l

il,

il,

X

X

il,

X

eh

V

X

eh

il,

X

eh

V

X

eh

= il, X E - il, X EhIK~
= il, X V X E - il, X ~
= 0
= N - il, X V X EhlKi

X

Eh IK~

,

on [JKw
on [JKiN
on [JKi n rD
on [JKi n rN

(5.26)
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Again, note that aKiD and aKiN are surfaces of imposed, inhomogeneous Dirichlet- and
Neumann boundary conditions on a
(r DUr N) with a KiD, a KiN and a te. n (r Dur N)
disjoint and that o«. = aKiD u aKiN u (aKi n (rD u rN)) holds.

«.\

These BVPs can be converted into weak forms as VBVPs, in the same way that the electric
field, vector wave equation BVP was converted into a VBVP representation in Section 2.2.
To this end, define the elemental function spaces
WiD

-

{a

Wi

-

{a E H(curl,

E

H(curl, Ki)
Ki)

I
I

il, x a = il, x

E-

il,

X

EhlKi

on aKiD
}
on a K, n r D

il, x a = 0
il,

X

a = 0 on a KiD

u (a te. n r D) }.

(5.27)
(5.28)

The VBVP related to equation (5.23) can now be stated as

Bi(eh, W) = -laKiN

:r

(il,

r

_!_ (N -

JaKinrN /lr

x 'V x

[E -

EhlKi]) .

ti W E Wi;
Use equation (5.8) (with E

Bi(eh, W)

=

f-

Li(W)

{
with the restriction

il, x

eh

'V

X

EhIK)

'

W dS + (Rv,

.

W

dS

(5.29)

W)C,Ki

E WiD

Eh) and the definitions of Rv and Wi to rewrite this as
- Bi(Eh, W) ti W E Wi;

r

_!_

JaKiN /lr
eh E WiD

(il,

x 'V x E) . W

dS

(5.30)

of the global bilinear- and linear forms to K, as follows:
(5.31)

Li(W)

=-

1

laaKinrN /lr

.

-N· W dS - JkoZo (J, W)c K'
' ,

(5.32)

After noting that il, x EhlKi = il, X EhIK~ on aKiD (as a consequence of Eh E Wh), a careful
examination of equation (5.26) reveals that it results in the same VBVP as equation (5.23).
Finally, note that equation (5.30) is in the so-called weak residual form (as opposed to
equation (5.29)), as discussed in [120], which has the advantage that it could easily be
extended to groups of elements (not to be considered here).

5.3

An explicit, residual based, error estimator

In this section, an explicit, residual based, error estimator is derived, bounding the error
as measured in an approximate energy norm (to be defined), provided that the regularity
requirements of the interpolation estimates employed (presented in Section C.1. 3), hold. An
approximate energy norm is used, since the bilinear form of the FE formulation does not
naturally introduce a proper energy norm. It is interesting to note that [27] states that
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residual based, a posteriori error estimation "defies a rigorous theoretical treatment" in this
case, but that techniques derived with the zero order term having a positive weight, can
"still be applied successfully". This is further motivation for the approximate energy norm
approach followed here.
The derivation is along the same lines as in [79, 4, 181, 106, 190], but adapted to the 3D,
vector wave equation, Galerkin FEM formulation with tetrahedral, curl-conforming, vector
elements as presented in Appendic C. Note that here, the dual problem (in the terminology
of [79, 106]) is simply the error VBVP in equation (5.6), since the 'energy norm' is being
bounded.
In this section, the generic constant C will be used, resulting from the interpolation estimates. It may change values from one step to the next, but will remain independent of the
approximate solution field and source terms.

5.3.1

The general VBVP

In the light of identities (A.2), (A.12) and (A.13), equation
following inequality:

(5.10) can be changed into the

N.,.

IB(eh, W)I

< L (IIRvll£2(Ki)IIWII£2(K;)

+ IIRsIIL2(8Ki)

IIW II L2(8Ki)) .

(5.33)

i=l

Now observe that the the orthogonality

relation (5.4) implies that

B(eh' W) = L(W -1fW)

- B(Eh, W - 1fW),

with 1f designating the global interpolation operator
C.1.3. Thus equation (5.33) can be rewritten as

tt :

W

-4

(5.34)

Wh, as described in Section

N.,.

IB(eh, W)I

< L (IIRvll£2(Ki)IIW

-

7fKiWII£2(Ki)

+

IIRsII£2(8Ki)IIW

-1fKiWIIL2(8Ki)).

i=l

(5.35)
Note that 1f is now applied locally, but this is equivalent to the global version, since the
interpolation operator only depends on inter-element, tangential components, which are
continuous by definition (W E W).
Let Pi indicate the orders of the elements that were used to obtain Eh: Pi = m -1 in the case
of an element modeling the space Mm(Ki) and Pi = m in the case of an element modeling
the space (Pm(Ki))3. Define k as
(5.36)
where l·J represents the floor function. Thus the upper bound on k represents the maximum
polynomial order to which all elements are complete.
Apply equations (G18) and (C.22) to equation (5.35) to rewrite all norms involving W, in
terms of the Sobolev semi-norm 1·I(Hk+1(K))3'
yielding
N.,.

IB(eh, W)I

< CL
i=l

(h7+11IRvll£2(Ki)

+ h7+o.511RsII£2(8Ki))

IWI(HIc+1(Ki))3
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1

[tl1WI1H'+'{K_»']'

r

1

[~( h;k+'IIRv II1,(K,) + h;k+1I1RsII1'{aK,))

(5.37)
with hi defined as
(5.38)
The last line of equation (5.37) was obtained via application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (A.3). Substitute W ~ eh and divide throughout with the semi-norm factor, to
obtain
1

IlehIIE"{O,T,k+I):S C [~(h;k+'IIRvlll'{K,)

+ h;k+IIlRsI11,{aK.))]'

(5.39)

with the approximate energy norm defined as

IB(v, v)1
1

[fl

IVI~HP(Km))3]2

Ik ±\7

x v·

\7 x v - k5ErV' v dvl
1

(5.40)

[fllvI1H,{K_»'] ,
Note that lIehIlEa(n,T,p) is not a proper norm of the error field, because it does not conform to
the well known specifications of a proper norm [158, 115], since IlehIIEa(n;r,p) = 0 =fo eh = O.
However, eh = 0 => IlehIIEa(n,T,p) = O. For these reasons, the 'norm' is termed approximate.
Regarding the naming energy norm: it is commonly used in the literature when referring to
a norm definition following directly from the bilinear form of the VBVP (see for example
[4, 79, 24]).
One would like the RHS of equation (5.39) also to be equal to zero when there is no error.
Consider first what happens to IIRvIIL2(Ki): since the vector wave equation is exactly satisfied
by Eh, it is clear from the definition of Rv that this term will be zero. Next, consider the
IIRsll£2(oKi) term: Rs will not be zero, but from the Maxwell continuity conditions it is clear
that Rs will cancel itself out at inter element boundaries, since every shared boundary is
integrated twice, with reversed sign, in equation (5.10). Unfortunately, by taking the norm
of Rs before this cancellation takes place, the RHS of equation (5.39) does not incorporate
this behaviour and will therefore not be zero when the error is zero.
To rectify this problem, start by applying the same steps as between equations (5.10) and
(5.35), to the alternative form of the error VBVP given by equation (5.15). This yields
NT

IB(eh,

W)I

< L IIRvIIL2(Ki)IIW

- 7rKiWII£2(Ki)

i=l

Nf

+ L lin x
m=l

Rf 11£2(Jm)
lin x (W - 7rW)II£2(Jm)'

(5.41)
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Since the ii»: operation on W - 1T"W just discards one of its components and rotates the
other two (which are equal in both elements sharing the face), it clearly follows that

lin

x

(W - 1T"W)11L2(fm) ::; IIW -

1T"WIIL2(8Km)

(5.42)

where Km is the element with the largest diameter of the two elements sharing l-. (the most
conservative choice in light of the next step). After making this substitution in equation
(5.41), apply the steps leading from equation (5.35) to equation (5.39) to it, yielding

IlehIlE"(n,T,k+1l
:S C [~h;k+21IRVllh(K.l +
- C [~h;k+2I1Rvlll'(K.l +

fl
fl

h~+1IIi1x Rtlll'(f_l]'
h~+1I1Rtlll,(f_l]'

(5.43)

with hi and hm defined as
(5.44)

diam(Ki)
max {diam(K(l)), diam(K(2))}
{ diam(K(1))

internal face
boundary face

(5.45)

where the superscripts (1) and (2) again designate association with the first and second
elements sharing I-; The last step in equation (5.43) follows from the fact that Rf is
tangential to all faces, therefore IIRfllL2(fm) = lin x RfllL2(fm).

r

Concerning face residuals with 1~ D: they must be discarded, since W E W in equation
(5.15) has no tangential components to such faces.
Equation (5.43) is in the desired format. The approximate energy norm of the error is
bounded by a sum of elemental volume- and face residual contributions, all of which will go
to zero when Eh satisfies the vector wave equation and the Maxwell continuity conditions
(i.e. eh = 0). This behaviour is consistent with the behaviour of the approximate energy
norm itself. Therefore: the RHS of equation (5.43) can reliably indicate the presence of
an error, but not the absence thereof. It can be used to construct elemental, relative error
indicators, but does not give a computable global error bound on the solution, due to the
presence of the unknown constant C. The construction of the elemental indicators will be
discussed in Chapter 6.
Finally, note that deriving a lower bound on the approximate energy norm (to show efficiency,
as in [24] for example) would not make sense, since it is not a proper norm.

5.3.2

The cavity backed aperture VBVP

In this section, the explicit, residual based bound on the approximate energy norm, as
established for the general VBVP (see equation (5.43)), will be established for the VBVP
describing the cavity backed aperture problem, as formulated in Chapter 3.
Start by using equation (3.35) to define the electric field, boundary integral operator:

F~I(Sa,v) = 2

r

ls.

{z x v(r')lz'=o}· {V' x IGo(r',r)}dS'.

(5.46)
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Note that

EI z>O

=

Eine + Eref +

FBI
E

(S a, E)

(5.47)

.

Now rewrite the bilinear and linear forms of the cavity backed aperture VBVP in terms of
the electric field, boundary integral operator, yielding

B(E, W) = (_!_V'

X

/.Lr

E, V'

X

w) en
,

L(W) = -jkoZo

k~ (ErE, W)c,n

+

r

{2

JS

X

V'

X

F:I (Sa, E)} . W dS

a

(5.48)

(J, W)c,n + 2jkoZo

!sa [2

X

Hine] . W dS.

(5.49)

Construct the cavity backed aperture error VBVP from equation (5.6) and write it out in
an element-by-element fashion, yielding

B(eh' W)

=

t,(

-laKinSa

- Jrte, _!_V'
/.Lr

{2
X

X

V'

Eh . V'

X

X

ref

[Eine + E

+ F:I

W - k~ErEh' W

(Sa, Eh)])'

+ jkoZoJ·

W

W dS

dV) .

(5.50)

Apply equation (5.8) to equation (5.50) and rewrite in terms of elemental and facial contributions, to obtain
(5.51)
with
(5.52)
on

Jm \Sa;

m = 1, ....N]

(5.53)
Proceed as in Section 5.3.1 to obtain an upper bound on the approximate energy norm,
exactly like equation (5.43), but with Rv and Rf as defined in this section and with
IlehIIEa(n,r,k+1) as defined in equation (5.40), but using the cavity backed aperture bilinear
form of this section in the numerator.
Practically, the L2 norms of the residuals can be calculated with the tetrahedral and triangular quadrature rules presented in Section D.l. The point-wise evaluation of F~I(Sa, Eh)
in the aperture is discussed in Section 3.7.3.

5.3.3 The general, dominant mode, coaxial port VBVP
In this section, the explicit, residual based bound on the approximate energy norm, as
established for the general VBVP (see equation (5.43)), will be established for the VBVP
that includes the general, dominant mode, coaxial port model, as presented in Section E.3.
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From equations (2.12), (2.13) and (E.32), the bilinear and linear forms of the coaxial port,
VBVP follow as
B(E,W)

=

(_!__V

x E,

f.1r

L(W)

V

x

= -jkoZo

w)

c,n

-k3 (crE,W)cn-jkc
'
f.1rc

(J, W)c,n - 2jkc

r

f.1rc i Sc

1

{iL x (iL x E)}·WdS

(5.54)

Sc

{iL x (iL x E~nc)} . W dS.

(5.55)

Construct the coaxial port, error VBVP from equation (5.6) and write it out in an elementby-element fashion, yielding
~(_jkc
i=l

r

f.1rc i 8KinSc

{iLx(iLx2E~nc)-iLx(iLxEh)}.WdS

- lr«, _!__V
x Eh . V
f.1r

X

W - k3crEh'

W

+ jkoZoJ

. W dV)

.

(5.56)

Apply equation (5.8) to equation (5.56) and rewrite in terms of elemental and facial contributions, to obtain
(5.57)
with

iL(12)

x

[_I_V x E(l) - _I_V
(1)

Rf =
{

1
-n
f.1r

A

(2)

h

h

f.1r.
f.1r
Jkc
inc
V x Eh - -n x [nx (2Ec - Eh) ]
f.1rc
A

X

x E(2)]

A

on i-; \ Sc; m = I, ..., Nf
on

1m n Sc;

m = I, ... , Nf
(5.59)

Proceed as in Section 5.3.1 to obtain an upper bound on the approximate energy norm,
exactly like equation (5.43), but with Rv and Rf as defined in this section and with
IIEa(n,T,k+1) as defined in equation (5.40), but using the coaxial port, bilinear form of
this section in the numerator.

"eh

Practically, the L2 norms of the residuals can be calculated with the tetrahedral
gular quadrature rules presented in Section D.I.

5.4

and trian-

The implicit, element residual method

This section presents the element residual method (ERM) [4, 138, 24, 144], as applied to
the 3D, vector wave equation, Galerkin FEM (Chapter 2) with tetrahedral, curl-conforming,
vector elements (as defined in Appendix C) and including the cavity BI boundary condition
(Chapter 3) and the dominant mode, coaxial aperture boundary condition (Section E.3).
The ERM is based on solving elemental VBVPs of the error, using an approximation of the
true elemental boundary conditions.
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The exact version of the elemental error VBVP employed is presented first, followed by the
approximation made in order to calculate the elemental boundary conditions. The technique
is then extended to handle the cavity backed aperture- and general, coaxial, dominant mode
port boundary conditions.

5.4.1

The exact, elemental, general VBVP of the error

The elemental VBVP of the error, as presented in equation (5.29), is employed, but with
aKiD = 0. The local Dirichlet boundary condition is discarded in favour of the local Neumann boundary condition for various reasons. An elemental problem with Neumann boundary conditions results in more local degrees of freedom, which will (hopefully) lead to greater
solution accuracy (as also noted in [170]). In the Dirichlet case, the only obvious, intuitive
approximation of ft x E on aKiD is 0, else one would need to resort to ii»: some smoothed
version of Eh, based on its value in the vicinity of aKiD (see [15] for such techniques). On
the other hand, approximation of the Neumann boundary condition required on aKiN, does
leave some opportunity for simple, intuitive choices that contribute more information to the
local BVP - which is the essence of the element residual method. (Obviously ...l.ft x V x E
/-Lr

on aKiN could also be approximated by ii»: some smoothed version of ...l.V
x Eh in the
/-Lr
vicinity of aKiN.) Finally, note that the local, Neumann BVP is well defined, since static
field solutions are inadmissible (see [24] for comments on this issue).
The exact, elemental, general VBVP of the error, which will be solved approximately (defining the element residual method), can now be stated as
Bi(eh, W) = Li(W)

- Bi(Eh, W) -

{

5.4.2

'ti W E Wi;

r

~

(ft x V x E) . W dS

JaKiN /-Lr

(5.60)

eh E Wi

The approximate, elemental, general VBVP of the error

The essence of the element residual method, as applied to the FE formulation considered
here, is the intuitive approximation of the true inter-element, tangential magnetic field intensity (ft x .L
V x E). This approximation takes the form of a weighted sum of the approx/-Lr
imate magnetic field intensities obtained within the two elements sharing the inter-element
boundary, evaluated at the boundary. To this end, let ~(1) and ~(2) be the weighting factors
associated with face 1, with
1) + ~(2) = 1,
(5.61)

ë

then the element residual method proposes the following approximation:
~

ti

x

_1_>7
(1) v

/-Lr

x E

(1) _

~

- n x

_1_

(2)

V x E

(2) ~

~

~ n x

(~g) V

/-Lr

(1)

/-Lr

on

1m \

(1)

X

Eh

+

~~)
(2)

V

(2))

X

Eh

/-Lr

(fD U fN); m = 1, ... , N,

(5.62)

where the superscripts (1) and (2) denote association with the two elements sharing 1m,
as in equation (5.14). Note that the approximation is not valid on homogeneous Dirichlet
boundaries, where a surface current density K is generally present.
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Substitute this approximation into equation (5.60) to yield the desired, approximate, solvable, elemental VBVP of the error:

(5.63)

The above procedure has reduced the element residual method to a choice of the splitting
factors ~~) and ~~) with m = 1, ..., N]. To solve equation (5.63) in practice, the task of
approximating the infinite dimensional space Wi still remains.
Supposing that Eh = nE, then neh = O. If the interpolate spans the space Up;(Ki), then the
approximation of Wi should be an approximation of the bubble space Yp;,oo(Ki) (see Section
C.1.2 for definitions of these spaces).
With the hierarchical basis functions described in Appendix C, the approximation of Yp;,oo(Ki)
is a straight forward procedure. Simply choose a set of basis functions that span the space
Yp;,q(Ki), with Pi < q. This choice of basis functions to approximate the error is also advocated in [138, 4, 24, 111, 144].
The above discussion represents the ideal case. In general, Eh =I nE, especially due to
dispersion [20], therefore neh will not be exactly zero. In practice it has been reported that
Yp;,q(Ki) remains a good choice for approximating Wi [144, 130], but it is important to note
that Up;(Ki) represents the most comprehensive choice.
Finally, one should be aware that some of the higher order basis functions may be nearorthogonal to the error, as mentioned in [4, 81], therefore choosing q - Pi :S 1 may result in
all additional basis function modeling the error quite badly. In general though, a saturation
assumption is implicitly made (see [29, 24, 33] for example), i.e. it is assumed that any
increase in the polynomial order of the basis functions will lead to an increase in solution
accuracy.

5.4.3

The approximate, elemental, cavity VBVP of the error

Start by noting the cavity Neumann boundary condition, with the electric field, boundary
integral operator as defined in equation (5.46):

_!_N
/}-r

= iL

x \7

X

[Einc + Eref + F21 (Sa, E)]

on Sa.

(5.64)

The exact, elemental VBVP is obtained by substituting this equation into equation (5.60).
However, since E is not known on Sa, the non-local boundary condition requires further
approximation. The first possible version of the element residual, approximate VBVP is
obtained by simply assuming
(5.65)
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(as was done in [130] in the case of a scalar, two-dimensional
equation (5.63) again

FE-BI formulation),

yielding

(5.66)

with
(5.67)
Li(W)

=-

r

JaKinSa

ft

X

\7

[Einc

X

.

+ Eref + F~I(Sa, Eh)]

. W dS - jkoZo (J, W)c

'

K.

(5.68)

e

A more sophisticated approximation of the double integral term in the Neumann boundary
condition is possible, resulting in an improved version of the approximate problem. The
approximation is as follows:

- JaKinS
r
ft \7 F~I(Sa, E) . W dS
- - JaKinS
r
{ z \7 F~Ite«, n Sa, eh) } . W dS
- JaKnSa
r
{z
\7 F~Ite«. n Sa, Eh) } . W dS
- JaKnSa
r
{z x \7 F~I(Sa \ (fJKi n Sa), E)} . W dS
X

X

a

X

X

X

X

a

X

~ - JaKinS
r
- JaKinS
r
- JaKinSa
r

{zx\7xF~I(fJKinSa,eh)}.WdS

a

unc, n Sa, Eh)}

{z

X

\7

X

F~I

{z

X

\7

X

F~I(Sa \

a

Thus the first assumption

. W dS

io«. n Sa), Eh)}

.W

ss.

(5.69)

(5.65) can be reduced to the following assumption:

This reduced assumption results in a BI component entering into the approximate local
problem. Equation (5.66) still represents the local problem, but the elemental bilinear- and
linear forms must be redefined as
(~

\7

X

E, \7 x

Mr

+

r

JaKinSa

w) -

k~ (ErE, W)C,Ki

C,Ki

{z

X

\7

X

F~I(fJKi

n Sa, E)} . W dS

(5.71)
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The double surface integral term in the above bilinear form can be rewritten in the same
way as equation (3.23), so that the same integration scheme (presented in Section D.3) can
be used to calculate the BI contribution the the system matrix of the local problem.
The BI component of the above local problem is quite similar to one presented in [108],
except that the integral over Sa \ (aKi n Sa) in the local linear form, is dropped in [108].

5.4.4

The approximate, elemental, dominant mode, general coaxial port VBVP of the error

Start with the general, dominant
presented in Section E.3:

mode, coaxial port, Neumann

boundary

condition,

as

(5.73)

The approximate, element residual method, VBVP is obtained by substituting
into equation (5.63), yielding

this equation

(5.74)

with

-

(_!_\7

xE,

\7

x

J-tr

+jkc

r

(il,

w) - k5
C,Ki

X

E) . (il,

X

(ErE, W)C,Ki

W) dS

(5.75)

J-trc } 8KinSc

Li(W)

= 2jkc
J-trc

5.4.5

Inter-element
weighting

r

(il,

) 8Kinsc

X

E~c) . (il, X W)

dS - jkoZo (J, W)C,Ki .

boundary condition approximation:

(5.76)

uniform

This is the most obvious approximation of the inter-element tangential magnetic field intensity. The discontinuity in the approximate, finite element solution is simply averaged. This
technique of obtaining a more accurate inter-element, tangential magnetic field intensity
value is also discussed in [24, 4, 111], in terms of scalar, one- and two dimensional problems.
The resulting weighting factors to be used in equation (5.63) are as follows:
cCl)
':.m

= ~
2 }

~) ~ ~

m ~ 1,....N].

(5.77)
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Other inter-element boundary condition approximations

Intuitive, possibly improved choices can be made, other than the simple averaging approach,
e.g. to make the relationship between the face weights correspond to the relationship between
the two element volumes [144, 17], or even to weigh the real and imaginary parts separately

[7].
The above 'improved' choices were not implemented, because they are fundamentally still
heuristic in nature. A clear improvement would be to extend the ERM, as presented here,
to incorporate local Neumann boundary condition equilibration, as presented in [4, 3, 110].
This possibility is not explored further.

5.5

Conclusion

This chapter has presented two error estimation techniques for the FE formulation considered
in this document, incorporating the cavity aperture boundary condition of Chapter 3 and
the dominant mode, coaxial aperture boundary condition presented in Section E.3. The two
techniques have been put in perspective, within the vast literature available on a posteriori,
FEM error estimation.
The first error estimation technique, an explicit residual based error estimator, was shown to
be reliable in the sense that it bounds the error, measured in the approximate energy norm,
in terms of a sum of local, residual contributions. In its present form, it can only be used
to estimate the relative error distribution. It cannot be used to estimate the global solution
quality, due to the unspecified, multiplicative constant in the global bound. Obviously,
the estimator can also be formulated when both coaxial ports and the cavity aperture are
present, as indeed it will be used in Chapter 6. Note that, strictly speaking, the upper
bound only applies when the regularity requirements of the interpolation error estimates are
met - which excludes the presence of electric field singularities. In Chapter 6 it will be
demonstrated that this fact does not impact visibly on the identification of singular field
regions, even thought the error is underestimated in such regions.
The second error estimation technique, an implicit residual based estimator of ERM type,
calculates an explicit approximation of the error over the entire mesh. This can obviously be
used on a local indication level as well as to calculate some global norm of this approximate
error as an indication of the global solution quality. However, no guarantee has been provided
that this approach is reliable or effective in some global sense. For example, this means that
the effect of dispersion error (pollution error) is not necessarily taken into account by the
estimator in its present form. Pollution error is a common occurrence with FE solutions of
the Helmholz equation, as discussed in [20].
Thus, the principal difference between the two error estimation schemes presented is that
the explicit scheme bounds the error as measured in the approximate energy norm, while
the error itself is directly approximated by the implicit scheme. The first has the advantage
that it represents a true bound on the approximate energy norm of the error (thought the
approximate energy norm is not a proper norm), while the second has the advantage that
the approximated error can be measured in any preferred way, but without any guarantee
on its accuracy.
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These two error estimators clearly do not satisfy all the ideal error estimator requirements,
as listed in Section 5.1.1, but they are rigorously derived in the sense that all approximations
and assumptions made, are clearly defined. This is a somewhat unique property among the
current a posteriori error estimators available for the 3D, full-wave, Maxwell Galerkin FEM,
especially in the engineering literature.
The main contributions of this chapter are the following: An overview and categorization of
the extensive FEM, a posteriori error estimation literature, in general as well as specifically
concerning Maxwell's equations was given. A thorough characterization of the error in the
FE formulation considered in this document was presented. The derivation of an explicit
residual based error estimator - novel to the FE formulation considered here, was derived.
Its novel extensions to the cavity backed aperture- and dominant mode, coaxial port boundary conditions were made. The extension of the well-known ERM to the FE formulation
considered here was presented. The novel extensions of the presented ERM to the cavity
backed aperture- and dominant mode, coaxial port boundary conditions were made. The
cavity backed aperture boundary condition required special attention, since another fundamental approximation had to be made (on top of the ERM approximation).
Finally, a
well-defined framework for further error estimation work on this particular FE formulation
was established.
Possible extensions to the work presented in this chapter, are as follows: The explicit scheme
could be improved by estimating the constants occurring in the upper bound, as discussed
in [79, 106]. Some form of boundary condition equilibration for the ERM could possibly be
devised. Galerkin orthogonality could possibly be used to optimize the ERM. The estimators
could be extended to other boundary conditions, such as the free space BI boundary condition
and absorbing boundary conditions. Ways could be sought to adapt the estimators, in order
that the low frequency instability of the FEM formulation is also assessed.
In the next chapter, it will be shown how to use the error estimators constructed here,
in order to drive adaptive refinements to the FE discretization.
This will give a concrete,
practical perspective on the somewhat abstract concepts of the current chapter.
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Chapter 6
p Adaptation: results
6.1

Introduction

This chapter presents adaptive results based on the a posteriori error estimators presented
in Chapter 5. The adaptive procedures themselves are straightforward, with the aim being
to show the potential of the error estimators and upgrading schemes, rather that to present
a complete, robust adaptive algorithm.
Both p adaptation (upgrading elemental polynomial orders) and/or h adaptation (upgrading the mesh size) could in principle be used to demonstrate the application of the error
estimators within an adaptive setting. However, only p adaptation is considered here for a
number of reasons. Firstly, using only one type of adaptation at a time, demonstrates more
clearly the relative performance of the respective error estimators. Secondly, the hierarchical
elements available within the code are ideally suited to p adaptation. The third reason is a
practical issue, which is a consequence of the commercial meshing program that is used here
(FEMAP, see [183]): an external program cannot set the meshing parameters and retrieve
a new mesh, inaking h adaptation very difficult within the current version of this FEM
implementation.
Ideally, one would like to experimentally evaluate the performance of an error estimation
procedure by considering problems with analytical solutions, i.e. through calculation of
the effectivity index, as in [24, 2] for example. Unfortunately, very few such problems are
available for the type of structures considered here, except for the trivial coaxial through,
which has a highly regular solution in any case. Therefore, error estimation results will be
evaluated by comparison with higher order solutions, comparison with randomly upgraded
discretizations, by intuitive reasoning or by comparing adaptive results from different error
estimators.
Three different p upgrading schemes are proposed. These are evaluated by comparing adaptive results based on the same error estimation procedure. Apart from this, the adaptive
algorithms are not central to this chapter.
In the literature, adaptive results nearly always accompany the presentation of an error estimation technique (see the references in Section 5.1), but it is not always emphasized how
crucial the adaptive algorithm itself is to the effective application of an a posteriori error
estimator [106]. See [153, 207, 80, 141,81] for some ideas concerning effective adaptive algorithms. Note that an optimal adaptive rate of convergence can in general only be achieved
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via hp adaptation [207, 155], [167, Sec. 2.5.3], especially when the solution field is irregular
(i.e. singularities in the field or its derivatives).
An outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 6.2 discusses the adaptive procedure employed, presenting the error indicators and the refinement strategies. Section 6.3 presents
adaptive results for the stepped cavity patch antenna of Figure 3.7. The performances of the
explicit- and implicit estimators are compared as well as two different upgrading schemes.
Results of the same form are presented in Section 6.4, but for a waveguide filter. The waveguide port formulation is briefly discussed. Section 6.5 considers the effect of relative volume
and face weighting on the explicit residual estimator of Section 5.3. A representative set of
three simple waveguide problems are used for experimental purposes.

6.2

Adaptive procedure

Single-level p adaptation is employed. An initial solution is used to calculate elemental error
indicators (positive real values). Based on these error indicators, the polynomial orders of
certain elements are increased, called the refinement strategy. (A multilevel adaptive scheme
would involve more than one simulation and refinement cycles.) In this section, the error
indicators are first discussed, followed by the refinement strategy.

6.2.1

Error indicators

Three different error indicators are considered. Two are based on the explicit error estimation
scheme presented in Section 5.3 and one on the implicit error estimation scheme presented
in Section 5.4. The indicators 'T/i, associated with elemental volumes Ki, i = 1, .., Nr, are as
follows:
• This indicator is based on the explicit scheme. Rewrite equation (5.43), with k = 0, as

with the face and volume residuals defined in Section 5.3. It is assumed that the facial
contributions are shared equally between elements. The boundary face contributions
are also scaled by 0.5 even though they are not shared, since they represent the same
Maxwell continuity condition as the internal face residuals and should therefore be
treated in the same way. This equation implies an elemental error indicator:
'T/i =

h~IIRvlli2(Ki)+ 0.5 L htIIRtlli2(f)'

(6.2)

tce«,

• This indicator is a generalization
is

of the first. A more detailed version of equation (6.1)
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where the constant C = max(Cv, Ct) was split. Since Cv and Ct emanate from
different interpolation error estimates, the above equation is indeed a more detailed
version of equation (6.1). Now re-introduce a generic constant C, as well as the constant
a, in order to rewrite the above equation as

with

(6.5)
Equation (6.4) implies an elemental error indicator:
rti -:-

ah71IRvlll2(K;) + 0.5(1 -

a)

L htIIRtlll (f).
2

(6.6)

reese;

• This indicator is based on the implicit scheme, as presented in Section 5.4. Suppose
eh is the approximate solution to the approximate elemental error VBVPs. Measuring
eh on an element-wise basis in the L2 norm yields an elemental error indicator:

(6.7)

6.2.2

Refinement strategy

The refinement strategy consists of two steps: first a group of elements is identified for p
upgrading (the marking stage), second, new polynomial orders must be assigned to these
elements.
The first step is straight forward. The elements are sorted according to their error indicator
values. A percentage of elements with the largest error indicators are marked for p upgrading.
The second step presents some options. The following p upgrading schemes are considered:
• Equal upgrading: All the marked elements are upgraded to the same higher polynomial

order. In the case of an initial CT /LN solution, this implies upgrading to either LT/LN,
LT/QN or QT/QN.
• Graded upgrading: Suppose there are available n higher orders of elements than that of

the initial solution (assumed uniform with respect to element order). Split the marked
elements into n equal sized groups according to the value of their error indicators.
The group with the largest error indicators are upgraded to the highest element order,
the group with the second largest error indicators are upgraded to the second highest
element order and so forth. For example, the elements marked for refinement after
an initial CT /LN solution will be split into 3 groups, those with the largest error
indicators will be upgraded to QT /QN, the middle group will be upgraded to LT /QN
and the group with the smallest error indicators will be upgraded to LT/LN.
• Model based upgrading:

In regions where the electric field can be considered quasistatic, it is important to use elements that model the gradient space V'Ij; as well as
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possible, since the approximate representation E ~ "\7'IjJ holds in such regions [93].
Considering the basis functions available here, this implies using fuil order elements.
It is further assumed that fuil order elements do not represent an advantage in regions
where E and "\7 x E are of equal importance, i.e. non-static fields (see Appendix C).
Therefore, to intelligently upgrade to mixed- or full order elements, calculate the ratio
between the "\7 x E and E terms in the stationary functional (see Section 2.3), for every
marked element:

11"\7

X Ehll£2(Ki)

IIEhIlL2(Ki)

(6.8)

If f3i is below a certain threshold, the element is upgraded to a full order, otherwise to
a mixed order. For example, based on an initial CT /LN solution, the above criterion
can be used to decide between upgrading to QT /QN or LT/QN elements.
In [197] an indicator is proposed, where the errors in the gradient- and rotational
function components of Eh are estimated separately in an intuitive manner. Here, the
estimation of the quasi-static nature of the field is directly based on the same argument
used to motivate the use of mixed order elements.
Finally, note that when an element is upgraded, the adjacent elements obviously need to
share some of the additional degrees of freedom in order to maintain the curl-conformity of
the approximation.

6.3

Patch antenna in a stepped cavity

This section presents estimated error distributions and adaptive results for the problem of
a patch antenna in a stepped cavity, as already considered with uniform element orders in
Section 3.8. The geometry and mesh are shown in Figure 3.7. The uniform element order
results are shown in Figure 3.9. The indicators of equations (6.2) and (6.7) are used with
equal- and model based upgrades.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 present the error distributions as estimated by the explicit- and implicit
error indicators of equations (6.2) and (6.7). In both cases the estimation is based on
an initial CT /LN solution at the uniform CT /LN resonant frequency of 2.78 GHz. Both
techniques target the patch edges, where the electric field is known to be singular and to
change direction rapidly - in other words: where one would expect large errors to occur.
The explicit scheme targets the two strongly radiating edges more intensely than the implicit
scheme. The implicit scheme indicates the error to be more spread out than the explicit
scheme. Concerning the implicit scheme, the elemental VBVPs were solved on the spaces
U2(Ki), i = 1, .., NT.
Figure 6.3 compares the performance of the two indicators in a single-level adaptive scheme
with equal upgrading to QT /QN elements. Only upgrading to QT /QN elements is considered, because these elements lead to the most accurate result in the uniform element order
case. The error in resonant frequency is used to measure the performance of an upgraded
discretization. A curve results from using different percentages of marked elements. Clearly,
the explicit indicator is superior in this case.
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The model based upgrading strategy is tested by comparing the explicit indicator's curve
in Figure 6.3 (equal upgrading to QTjQN) with another curve obtained with the same
indicator, but using model based upgrading to LT jQN- or QT jQN elements. Figure 6.4
shows the result. The threshold for full order upgrading was set to f3i < 0.01 in the model
based case. This value resulted in a nearly equal splitting of full- and mixed order upgrades
with 20% marked elements. In this case, the performance of the model based upgrading
scheme is superior to the equal upgrading scheme.
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(a) 2.5 % largest error.

(c) 10.0% largest error.

(b) 5.0% largest error.

(cl) 20.0% largest error.

Figure 6.1: Error distribution obtained with the explicit error indicator of equation (6.2),
based on an initial CT /LN solution of the stepped cavity problem in Figure 3.7.
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(a) 2.5% largest error.

(c) 10.0% largest error.

(b) 5.0% largest error.

(cl) 20.0% largest error.

Figure 6.2: Error distribution obtained with the implicit error indicator of equation (6.7),
based on an initial CT/LN solution of the stepped cavity problem in Figure 3.7.
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Waveguide filter

This section presents estimated error distributions and adaptive results for the problem of
a square waveguide filter and is partly based on [42]. The indicators of equations (6.2) and
(6.7) are used with equal- and graded upgrades. A dominant mode (TElO), rectangular
waveguide port, Neumann boundary condition [99, 159, 64] is employed to incorporate the
ports within the general VBVP described in Chapter 2. The port formulation is an exact
analogy of the coaxial port formulation presented in Section E.3 and will not be discussed
further. The implementation of the rectangular waveguide port formulation (without error
estimation), within the computer code used here, is discussed in [64].
The residuals necessary for calculating the explicit error indicator of equation (6.2) are
exactly the same as in Section 5.3.3, but with E~nc,/-lrc, kc and S; replaced with Eec, /-lrw, kw
and Bw. The ERM VBVP necessary for calculating the implicit indicator of equation (6.7) .
is exactly the same as in Section 5.4.4, but also with these replacements.
Bw indicates the waveguide port aperture. Eec and kw represent the incident, T ElO wave at
the port and the feeding waveguide, T ElO mode propagation constant, respectively. They
are defined in terms of the local port coordinate system shown in Figure 6.5, as follows [154]:

.

.

(7fX)

EInC= EInCsin· _
w
w
a

y

(6.9)

(6.10)
Figure 6.6 shows the waveguide filter geometry [131]. The filter consists of an X-band
waveguide (aperture dimensions 22.86mm x 10.16mm) with three metallic septa along its
center and normal to the broad walls. The septa are 0.2mm thick and spaced 12.148mm
apart. Their respective lengths are 6.556mm, 16.788mm and 6.556mm. Figure 6.6 also shows
the tetrahedral finite element mesh. Within the simulated geometry, lengths (22.902mm
each) of empty waveguide are added on either side of the filter to ensure that only the
propagating, T ElO mode is present at the ports, as required by the formulation. (At such a
distance, any higher order, non-propagating modes will have attenuated sufficiently within
the frequency range of interest [154].) The septa are modeled as infinitely thin (without loss
of accuracy - this is true from a design viewpoint and has been verified experimentally).
Figure 6.7 compares the uniform element order results with a mesurement from [131]. Since
the electric field does not dominate the problem (it is non-quasi-static and no electric field
singularities are present), the mixed- and full order elements perform similarly, except that
the LT/LN result is worse than the CT /LN result, which can again be attributed to the
strong imbalance between the modeling of E and its curl in the LT/LN case (see Appendix
C). The LT/QN and QT /QN solutions are practically identical.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 present the error distributions as estimated by the explicit- and implicit
error indicators of equations (6.2) and (6.7). Concerning the implicit scheme, the elemental
VBVPs were solved on the spaces U2(Ki), i = 1, .., Nr. The error indication results were
computed at f = 10.867 GHz, the first null of the CT /LN solution. Using the center of the
band of the CT /LN solution produced inferior refined results. Note how the elements start
by clustering around the spaces between the septa, where one would expect the greatest
variation in the true field to take place and therefore the worst FE approximation. As in
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Section 6.3, the implicit scheme indicates the error to be more spread out than the explicit
scheme.
Figure 6.10 compares the performance of the two indicators in a single-level adaptive scheme
with equal upgrading to LT/QN elements. Only upgrading to LT/QN elements is considered,
because these elements, together with the QT /QN elements, lead to the most accurate results
in the uniform element order case, but with less degrees of freedom in the LT /QN case.
The error in resonant frequency is again used to measure the performance of an upgraded
discretization. The explicit indicator is also superior in this case.
Figure 6.11 compares the performance of the graded upgrading strategy with the equal
QT /QN upgrading strategy, driven by the explicit indicator. The graded scheme fails completely, which can be attributed to the presence of the LT /LN elements (see the uniform
element order results in Figure 6.7).

a

y
x
Figure 6.5: Rectangular

I

waveguide aperture. Definitions of the local coordinate
and dimensions. a :S b.

system

ii ,

f
(a) Geometry.

(b) 4968 elements. 3.74mm average edge length.

Figure 6.6: The waveguide filter geometry and mesh.
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(a) 2.5% largest error.

(b) 5.0% largest error.

(c) 10.0% largest error.

(cl) 20.0% largest error.

Figure 6.8: Error distribution obtained with the explicit error indicator of equation (6.2),
based on an initial CT /LN solution of the waveguide filter problem in Figure 6.6.

(a) 2.5% largest error.

(b) 5.0% largest error.

(c) 10.0% largest error.

(cl) 20.0% largest error.

Figure 6.9: Error distribution obtained with the implicit error indicator of equation (6.7),
based on an initial CT /LN solution of the waveguide filter problem in Figure 6.6.
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Simple waveguide problems

This section is based on [41]. This section considers the explicit error indicator of equation
(6.6). The relative importance of the volume and face residuals to the indicator is evaluated experimentally. Three simple square waveguide geometries are considered: a through
problem (regular solution), a waveguide iris problem (strong electric field singularity) and
an E-plane bend (weaker electric field singularity). The investigative procedure is discussed
first, followed by the presentation and discussion of the results for the three geometries.

6.5.1

Investigative procedure

In equation (6.6), a clearly represents the relative contributions of the volume- and facial
residuals to the elemental indicators. This section describes a procedure for evaluating the
effect of a on the performance of the error indicator for a specific problem, at a specific
frequency.
After a uniformly CT /LN solution, the elemental indicators are evaluated with fixed a.
(Section 6.4 discusses the evaluation of the residuals for the waveguide VBVP.) Based on
the indicator values, elements are marked, equally upgraded to LT/QN and the problem
resolved with the upgraded discretization. Since the quality of the upgraded solution must
lie between that the uniform CT /LN- and LT/QN solutions, the relative solution quality
error EQ, measured in terms of the calculated reflection coefficient 511, is defined as follows:

511

-

LT/QN
S11

LT/QN
S11

(6.11)

Various EQ values are obtained for the current value of a, by changing the marking percentage.
The following set of marking percentages were used to generate all graphs: 0.0%, 2.5%,
5.0%, 7.5%, 10.0%, 12.5% and 100.0%. This defines a curve of EQ as a function of the
number of degrees of freedom. A set of such curves is generated at a given frequency point
by considering a range of a values and will henceforth be referred to as a performance
graph. On every performance graph a curve denoted "Random" is included for reference
purposes. These curves were generated by random marking. Considering a specific problem,
a distinct performance graph can be generated at any frequency by the above procedure.
The performance graphs are functions of the number of degrees of freedom (rather than the
upgrade percentage), since it is a better measure of relative computational effort.
For example, consider the performance graph of a waveguide through problem at f = 8.5GHz
in Figure 6.14. -The first cluster of data points, around 1500 degrees of freedom, represents
a marking percentage of 2.5%. Following clusters represent the other upgrade percentages
used. These clusters can be quite spread out, since the upgrading of two neighbouring
elements results in fewer additional degrees of freedom than the upgrading of two freestanding elements (see Section 6.2), therefore the resulting number of degrees of freedom is
indicator dependent.
For every problem, performance graphs at f = 8.5 GHz, f = 9.5 GHz and f = 10.5 GHz are
presented.
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Waveguide through problem

This section considers a waveguide through problem. The geometry of the problem is a
straight, empty length of standard X-band waveguide. Figure 6.12 shows the finite element
mesh. Figure 6.13 compares the reflection coefficient values obtained with uniform CT /LNand uniform LT/QN elements, with the analytical solution, showing that the LT/QN result
is indeed an improvement upon the CT /LN result.

IS~!/QNI,

Concerning the performance graphs, the solution quality error was not divided by
because the true reflection coefficient is zero. Figure 6.14 shows the performance graphs.

There seems to be no consistent tendency in the performance graphs. The error indicator
performance is generally poor. The following reason for this behaviour is proposed: The
actual field possesses no variation in amplitude along the guide length, only a sinusoidal
variation in phase. In the transverse plane there is only a sinusoidal amplitude variation
in the local x-direction (see Figure 6.5). Since the actual field variations are clearly very
slow and uniform throughout the whole structure, the actual error distribution is relatively
flat, compared to the other problems considered in this paper. Thus, one actually needs to
upgrade the mesh uniformly, rather than selectively, for optimal error reduction.

Figure 6.12: Waveguide through mesh. 1194 elements. 4.5mm average edge length. The
ports are transverse to the longest dimension of the structure. The transverse waveguide
geometry is as shown in Figure 6.5, with a = 22.86mm and b = 10.16mm.
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6.14: Performance graphs for the waveguide through problem of Figure 6.12. 6836
uniform LT /QN degrees of freedom.
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Waveguide iris problem

This section considers a waveguide iris problem. The geometry of the problem is a straight,
empty length of X-band waveguide, except for an infinitely thin PEC iris located at its
center. Figure 6.15 shows the iris geometry and the FE mesh. Figure 6.16 compares the
reflection coefficient values obtained with uniform CT /LN- and LT/QN elements, with an
approximate, analytical result by Marcuvitz [125], showing that the LT/QN result is indeed
an improvement upon the CT /LN result. Marcuvitz's results are lumped-element circuit
models; in [64] the procedure required to obtain s-parameters from these is outlined.
Figure 6.17 shows the performance graphs. Observe the following tendency in the performance graphs: when considering only a small increase in the number of degrees of freedom (~ 2.5% upgraded elements), a dominant surface contribution leads to superior results
(et < 0.5), but if one intends to upgrade ~ 5% of the elements, a value of et ~ 0.5 seems to
be required.
A possible explanation for this tendency, which is also confirmed by inspection of the geometric distribution of the volume and face residual values, is as follows: When a small
enough number of elements are to be upgraded, exclusive use of the face residuals leads to
the best results, because they are most effective in identifying the elements along the iris
edge, where one would expect the greatest error in the approximate field representation to
occur. It is well known that the electric field strength at such a re-entrant corner is singular
and changes direction extremely rapidly in its vicinity [195]. The elements are of finite size
and the polynomial orders of the basis functions are also finite, thus large inter-element discontinuities will be present as a matter of course. Away from the singularity, the variation
in the true field is less intense and the volume residuals overshadow the face residuals in
importance.
Figure 6.18 shows the 2.5% of elements with the largest error indicator values at f = 9.5GHz,
as identified by the et = 0.1 and et = 0.9 indicators, respectively. Comparison of these
two distributions clearly shows the initial, superior capability of the et = 0.1 indicator in
identifying the elements along the iris edge in the middle of the waveguide.
From the performance graphs it can be seen via inspection that et = 0.5 leads to the best
all-round results for the waveguide iris problem. et = 0.5 causes the relative solution quality
error to decrease at a near optimal initial gradient in two out of three cases and leads to
optimal relative solution quality error values at the highest upgrade percentage (12.5%) in
all three cases.
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Figure 6.15: Waveguide iris problem. Iris geometry and FE mesh.
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Waveguide iris" effect (f_9.5 GHz)
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Figure 6.17: Performance graphs for the waveguide iris problem of Figure 6.15. 10144
uniform LT /QN degrees of freedom.
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(a) a

= 0.1.

(b) a = 0.9.

Figure 6.18: The 2.5% elements with the largest error indicator values for the waveguide
iris problem of Figure 6.15 at f = 9.5 GHz, according to equation (6.6).
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Waveguide bend problem

This section considers a waveguide bend problem. The problem geometry is an E-plane,
90°, standard X-band, waveguide bend. Figure 6.19 shows the finite element mesh. Figure
6.20 compares the 511 values obtained with uniform CT /LN- and LT/QN elements, with an
approximate, analytical result by Marcuvitz [125], showing that the LT/QN result is indeed
an improvement upon the CT /LN result. Again, [64] discusses the relevant manipulations
of Marcuvitz's lumped-element model.
Figure 6.21 shows the performance graphs. Observe the following tendency in the performance graphs: throughout the range of degrees of freedom (upgrade percentages) considered,
the ex~ 0.5 indicators resulted in superior, near-identical performances in every graph.
The observed tendency is close to that of the waveguide iris problem in Section 6.5.3, except
that at small upgrade percentages (::;: 5%), the ex ~ 0.5 indicators remain superior to the
ex < 0.5 indicators. In the light of this similarity, the proposes reason for the behaviour
exhibited by the waveguide bend performance graphs is the same as that proposed for the
waveguide iris problem's performance graphs. The difference in behaviour in the case of
small upgrade percentages can be accounted for by noting that the field singularity at the
re-entrant corner of the waveguide bend is of a lower order than that of the iris problem
(r-~ vs. r-~, where r is a radial coordinate perpendicular to the re-entrant corner - see [93,
p.178] for details). This means that the upgrade percentage below which the exclusive use
of face residuals leads to superior results, is smaller than in the waveguide iris case. In fact,
this percentage is below 2.5% and thus, it is not shown in Figure 6.2l.
Figure 6.22 shows the 2.5% elements with the highest error indicator values in the case of
ex = 0.5 and f = 9.5 GHz. Note how the re-entrant corner of the bend is covered, as one
would expect (as motivated in Section 6.5.3 for the iris edge).

Figure 6.19: Waveguide bend problem mesh. 3331 elements. 3.5mm average edge length.
The port geometries are as shown in Figure 6.5, with a = 22.86mm and b = 10.16mm.
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Figure 6.20: SH vs. frequency for the waveguide bend problem of Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.22: The 2.5% elements with the largest error indicator values for the waveguide
bend problem of Figure 6.19 at f = 9.5 GHz, with a = 0.5, according to equation (6.6).
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Conclusion

Generally, this chapter demonstrated the excellent potential that the error estimation techniques developed in Chapter 5 have to successfully drive adaptive FE schemes for the FE
formulations considered in this document. In two different problem settings (stepped cavity
and waveguide filter), it was found that the explicit residual indicator is superior to the
implicit ERM indicator, but this does not represent a comprehensive result. Note that the
explicit scheme is substantially easier to implement. It was found that the performance of
an indicator can be enhanced by using a quasi-static condition (equation (6.8)) to direct
full- or mixed order upgrading. Graded upgrades were found to be inefficient. Concerning
the relative weighting of the volume and face residual contributions to the explicit residual
indicator, it was found that in some cases, one or the other is more important, but generally
both should be present and a = 0.5 is a good choice -:- keeping in mind that both residuals
together are needed to form an upper bound on the approximate energy norm of the error
field, this is not surprising.
Since this chapter is based on two error estimators which are both novel in some respects, all
the adaptive results presented are novel. The results as a whole are the main contribution,
extending the application of explicit- and implicit residual based error indicators to the FE
formulations considered in this document, which are highly relevant in the field of microwave
engineering. The quasi-static condition, for enhancing adaptive FE analysis for the fullwave Maxwell equations, using curl-conforming elements, represents a separate, important
contribution.
The work presented here can be extended by considering these indicators within different
adaptive schemes, for example: h- and hp upgrading and multiple adaptive cycles. The
comparative indication results should be extended to include other, established indicators
such as the Z2 indicator [203], the SPR indicator [204] and the intuitive indicators found in
the microwave engineering literature (see Section 5.1.3). Further experimentation with the
quasi-static condition is warranted - it could possibly be used to distinguish between p- and
hp- upgrades, needed in the case of irregular solutions [155]. Finally, a standard procedure
to evaluate error indicators for microwave FE calculations is needed and stopping criteria
need to be investigated.
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Chapter 7
General conclusions
In this document, a FEM formulation for microwave engineering problems was introduced,
as commonly used within the microwave engineering community. The FEM was extended to
incorporate a cavity backed aperture, BI boundary condition as well as a dominant mode,
coaxial port, boundary condition, both of which are quite standard. After establishing this
formulation, two techniques for enhancing its computational efficiency were investigated.
The first was the application of the FMM to the BI component of the formulation, resulting
in minor research contributions with respect to the control of the error introduced by the
FMM. The second technique, which is more directly related to the FEM and larger in scope,
is the use of adaptive mesh refinement in order to optimize the FE discretization.
This
second investigation resulted in the main research contributions of this document.
The research contributions made in this document are discussed in more detail in the conclusions to every chapter. Here follows a list of the most important results:
• The cavity backed aperture FE-BI formulation with the FMM applied to the BI component, a dominant mode coaxial port formulation and a p adaptive analysis cycle
have all been successfully integrated within a single FE computer code implementation, based on the use of hierarchical, curl-conforming, mixed- and complete order,
tetrahedral vector elements. All these components are highly relevant within the field
of microwave engineering, FE analysis.
• Novel results on the coupling between microstrip patch antennas on a perforated
strate were obtained with the cavity FE-BI formulation.

sub-

• Error control schemes for the FMM were thoroughly reviewed and an additional,
scheme was devised.

novel

• A posteriori error estimation techniques were reviewed and two known approaches
within the applied mathematics literature were adapted to the FE formulation at
hand, resulting in two novel error estimation procedures for this FE formulation.
• p adaptive

results have been presented, demonstrating the power of the two error estimators within an adaptive algorithm. A novel, quasi-static condition was introduced
and successfully used to enhance the adaptive algorithm's effectiveness, independently
of the error estimation procedure employed.
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Further extensions to the work presented here are clearly possible, as discussed within the
conclusions to every chapter. Regarding the FMM, it would appear that most research
contributions currently still being made are of an incremental nature, which can be attributed
to the high level of maturity to which the FMM algorithm has already been developed. In
contrast, the field of research on adaptive FE analysis for the formulation considered here
still presents many unanswered questions and challenges, especially regarding the following
issues:
• Extensive critical assessment of the performance of a posteriori error estimates is
needed. This is important to increase confidence in the techniques.
Comparative
studies over a wide range of problems would enhance the usability of available techniques.
• More techniques for estimating the global solution quality is needed. This concept
usually goes hand in hand with an associated a posteriori error estimator, but every
error estimator does not necessarily imply a global measure of the solution quality.
• The available set of error estimators should be further expanded and improved. As
pointed out earlier in this document, there is a lack of variety in error estimators for
the general FEM formulation considered in this document, which implies potentially
inefficient adaptive procedures.
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Mathematical identities
A.I

Scalar identities

General inequalities [1]:

(A.1)
(A.2)
The Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality [1]:
N

N

L lai/Jil:::; L lakl

2

N

L

(A.3)

IjJml2

m=l

i=l

Addition theorems: Suppose that X and d are two position vectors, then it follows from [I,
eqs (10.1.45) and (10.1.46)] that
sinkolX

+ dl

kolX+dl

+ dl
+ dl

cos kolX
kolX

00

- L (2l

+ 1) jl(kod)

jl(koX)

Pz( -d· X)

Yl(koX)

Pz( -d· X)

(A.4)

1=0
00

- L (2l + 1) jl(kod)

{d < X}

(A.5)

1=0

where jl (z) Yl (z) are the spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kinds and PI (z)
is the Legendre polynomial - all of the lth order, as defined in [1]. These addition theorems
are also provided in [164].
Legendre polynomial symmetry property

[13, 1]:

(A.6)
where Pz(z) is the Legendre polynomial of the lth order.
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Vector identities

General identities

[187, 180]:
a x b = -b x a

= b·

a· (b x c)

(c x a)

= c·

(A.7)
(a x b)

V' x (V'a) = 0

(A.8)
(A.9)

First vector Green's theorem [187, 99]:

lv[u(V' x a) . (V' x b) - a· (V' x uV' x b)] dV
=

J u(a

Is

x V' x b) . il, dS

.

(A.10)

Second vector Green's theorem [187, 99]:

lv [b . (V' x u V' x a) - a . (V' x u V' x b)] dV
=

is u(a

x V' x b - b x Va) . il, dS

[115], it follows for the vector space (L2(V))3,

From the Schwarz inequality
the inner product

(A.11)
endowed with

(A, B) = lv A· B*dV,
that
(A.12)
Similarly, for the vector space (L2(S))3:
(A.13)

A.3

Dyadic identities

General identities

[187, 194]:

a·C=

[C(.a

(A.14)

a . (b x C) = - b . (a x C) = (a x b) . C

(A.15)

V' x (V' x C) = V' (V' . C) - V'2C

(A.16)

V' x V'a = 0

(A.17)
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IDENTITIES

If a is a constant vector, then in tensor notation [14]

\7 x {C . a}

j
Cijaig

-

\7 x

-

Gijailkijlgl

{a is constant}

Gij Ikaiéjlgl

and

{\7xG}.a

thus

\7 x
Second vector-dyadic

{G . a}

Gij IkEJ

=

"Ik

.

glgt. a

-

Gij IkaiEjlkgl

_

Gij IkaiEkjlgl

{\7 x

G} . a

{fjlk = ijl}

{if a is constant}.

Green's theorem [187]:

Iv [(\7 x \7 x a) . B - a· (\7 x \7 x B)] dV
= Is
[a x \7 x B + (\7 x a) x BJ dS
il, .

A.4

(A.18)

(A.19)

Analytic integrals

J
J

k dx = kx
xdx =

~X2

+G
+G

(A.20)
(A.21)
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Electromagnetic theory
B.I

Maxwell's equations

The foundation of classical electromagnetics is Maxwell's equations [97, 93]. These equations
are written in terms of the quantities listed in Table B.l.

Table B.l: Quantities of classical electromagnetic

I

Quantity
Material permittivity
Material permeability
Electric charge density
Electric field intensity
Electric flux density
Magnetic field intensity
Magnetic flux density
Electric current density

The following constitutive

Order
scalar
scalar
scalar
vector
vector
vector
vector
vector

I

Symbol
E

f..L

p
E

D
H

B
J

I

theory.

Extended SI units
C. V-i. m-i
V. S2. Cl. m 1
C·m-:5
V.m ·1
C·m-"}.
A·m-i
V·s·m
-z
A·m-"}.

I

relations hold:

(B.l)
(B.2)

B
D
Maxwell's equations can be stated in differential form:
Gauss'law:

(B.3)

\7·D=p
Ampere's law:
\7 x H = J

+ jwD

(B.4)

Faraday's law:
\7 x E = -jwB

(B.5)

\7·B=O

(B.6)

Magnetic flux continuity law:
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Charge conservation law (derived from Gauss' law and Ampere's law):
\7 . J + jwp = o.

B.2

(B.7)

Field continuity conditions

These can be derived from the Maxwell equations, as described in [93, 97]. Suppose 7112 is a
unit vector normal to an interface between regions 1 and 2, pointing from 1 to 2, then the
following continuity conditions hold at the interface:
7112 . (D2 - DI)

a

(B.8)

7112' (B2 - Bl)

0

(B.9)

7112 x (E2 - El)

0

(B.10)

-

(B.ll)

- K

7112 x (H2 - Hl)

where a and K represent surface electric charge- and surface electric current densities, respectively.
When there is no net current flowing into- or out of the interface region, then it follows from
the charge conservation law (B.7) that
(B.12)
which is the usual case.

B.3

The electric field, vector wave equation

Also called the electric field Helmholtz
Maxwell's equation.

equation,

Divide Faraday's law by P (in general, pand
on both sides to obtain

E

it is obtained

by eliminating

H from

are functions of position), then take the curl

1

\7 x - \7 x E = - jw {\7 x H} .
p

(B.13)

Differentiate Ampere's law once with respect to time, to obtain
jw {\7 x H} = jwJ Now substitute
equation:

2

Ew

E.

(B.14)

equation (B.14) into equation (B.13), yielding the electric field, vector wave
I

\7 x - \7 x E -

2.
EW

p

E = -JwJ.

(B.15)

This equation can be rewritten in terms of the free-space wavenumber and wave impedance,
as follows:
I

\7 x -\7
Pr

2

xE - koErE = -jkoZoJ.

(B.16)
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The Sommerfeld radiation condition

The Sommerfeld radiation condition is a formal statement of the assumption that no wave,
propagating towards the origin, originating at infinity, can be part of the vector wave equation
solution when all sources are located within a sphere of finite radius. The Sommerfeld
radiation condition, stated in terms of the electric field, is as follows [58, 99]:

lim r [\7 x E(r)

r-+oo

+ jkor

x E(r)]

=

O.

(B.17)

This condition can be derived by demanding that the surface integral component of the
integral equation representation of the electric field in free space, vanish at infinity [187], or
from power conservation principles [107].

B.5

Green functions

B.5.1

Free space, dyadic Green function of electric type

Definition of Go(r, r')
The free space, dyadic Green function of electric type is defined as follows [187]:
=
Go(r,r ') =

(=1- k5\7\7
1
,) G (r,r ')
0

(B.18)

with
-jkolr-r'l

Go(r, r') = : 7rr-r
I

'I

(B.19)

and

ï = xx + yy + ii.

(B.20)

It represents the three electric field distributions corresponding to the three possible components (x, y, i) of a spatially impulsive driving function to the electric field, vector wave
equation (B.16) with the Sommerfeld radiation condition (described in Section B.4) imposed
at the boundary of an infinite free space region. Thus:
\7 x \7 x Go(r, r') - k6Go(r, r') = 18(r - r').

(B.21)

The free space, dyadic Green function of electric type can be derived by first solving the
alternative representation of the Maxwell equations in terms of potentials. Note that Go(r, r')
is the solution of the scalar wave equation \72Go(r, r') + k5Go(r, r') = -8(r - r') with the
scalar, Sommerfeld radiation condition limr-+oo r [a~? - j koGo] = 0 at infinity [187].
Alternative forms of the free space, dyadic Green function of electric type, based on the fact
that 'VGo(r, r') = - \7'Go(r, r'), are

(I + :5

\7\7) Go(r, r')
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==
( 1+

kSVV

Go(r,r ')

==

kS1 V ,V )

Go(r, r )

(

1

1-

,,)

,

however these forms are not suitable for defining the half space, dyadic Green function
of electric type as in Section B.5.2. The last form in particular may seem like a viable
alternative, but it will lead to the transpose of the true half space, dyadic Green function
(see equation (B.36)). According to the definition of dyadic Green functions of electric type,
-jkoZoGe(r, r') . J(r') dV must be a valid, incremental contribution to the electric field and
not -jkoZoJ(r')
. Ge(r, r') dV [194J.

Symmetry

properties

of Go(r, r')
[187J:

Go(r, r') has the following symmetry properties

[Go(r',r)r
Go(r', r)
Derivative

properties

= Go(r,r')

(B.22)

Go(r, r').

(B.23)

=

of Go(r, r') and Go(r', r)

In this section, let

R = J(x - X')2

+ (y

jko
Tl = R
jko

-

«v + (z 1

+ R2
2

Z')2

(B.24)
(B.25)

+ R4
a.B E {x,y,z} I a =1= (J,

(B.26)

Go(r, r') = Go(r', r) - Go

(B.28)

T2 = R3

(B.27)

then

oe;
-=-a-a

aa

oe;

(

')Tl G0

oe;

(B.29)
(B.30)

(B.31)
(B.32)
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of V' x IGo(r', r)
-

0
V' x IGo(r', r) =
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oGo(r', r) __
Oz'
yx
oGo (r' , r) __
- .
zx
oy'

oGo(r', r) __
xy
oz'
0

oGo(r', r) __
o
xz
y'
oGo (r' , r) __
yz
ox'

oGo(r', r) __
o
zy
x'

0

of V x V x IGo(r', r)

- V2IGo(r', r)

V x V x IGo(r', r)
-

+V

(V . IGo(r', r))

{from equation (A.16)}

-IV2Go(r',

r) - V' (V . IGo(r', r))

{from equation (B.30)}

-IV2Go(r',

r) - V'VGo(r', r)

-IR2(T{ + T2)GO(r',
- V'VGo(r',
-

r)

r)

+ 3IT1Go(r',

r)

{from equation (B.31)}

k6IGo(r', r) - V'VGo(r', r)
(B.34)

k6Go(r', r).

B.5.2
Definition

(B.33)

Half space, dyadic Green function of electric type
of Ge(r, r')

The half space, dyadic Green function of electric type, Ge(r, r'), is the solution of the vector
wave equation in the presence of a PEe half space at z ::; 0:
=

,

2=

,=

,

V x V x Ge (r, r ) - ko Ge(r, r ) = Jó (r - r ).

(B.35)

Ge(r, r') is defined in terms of Go(r, r') (defined in equation (B.18)) through the use of image
theory [21, 92] for electric currents to satisfy the boundary condition at z = 0 [187], yielding
Ge(r, r') = Go(r, r') - Go(r, r~) + 2iiGo(r, r:),
with the image position

,

,-

ri=xx+yy-zz.

,-

,-

Ge(r, r') satisfies i x Ge(r, r') = 0 at z = 0 and the Sommerfeld radiation condition at r
(with z > 0).

(B.36)

(B.37)
---t

CX)

In equation (B.36) some ambiguity is present, since it is not clear that the relevant derivatives
within Go(r, r~) are with respect to z' and not with respect to -z'. To avoid this ambiguity,
the function GOi(r, r') is introduced, defined as
(B.38)
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The half space, dyadic, Green function of electric type can now be redefined in terms of
GOi(r, r'), as

(I - :5\7\7')

Ge(r, r') = Go(r, r') -

GOi(r, r')

+ 2zzGoi(r,

(B.39)

r').

Symmetry properties of Ge(r, r')
Ge(r, r') has the following symmetry properties:
[ct(r',

r)

r

{See [187]}

= Ge(r, r')

(B.4D)

Ge(r', r) =J Ge(r, r')
Ge(r', r)ij =J -Ge(r,

(B.4l)

with i =J j and i, j E {I, 2, 3}.

r')ji

(B.42)

Derivative properties of GOi(r, r') and GOi(r', r)

In this section, let
R = J(x

- X')2

+ (y

- y')2

jko

Ii + R2

1

(B.44)

jko

+ _2_

(B.45)

Tl =
T2

=

R3

a,(3 E {x,y}

+ (z + z')2

(B.43)

R4

I a =f

(B.46)

(3,

GOi(r, r') = GOi(r', r) - GOi

(B.47)

Oi = --fJGOi = - ( a-a

(B.48)

then
fJG
--

Ba

Bo'

') TIGOi

fJGOi _ fJGOi _
(
')T IOi
G
-------z+z
fJz
fJz'
2
2
2
fJ GOi = _ fJ GOi = fJ GOi = [( _ ')2(T2 + Y. ) _ T] G
fJa2
fJafJa'
fJa.'2
a a
I
2
I
Ot
2
2
2
fJ GOi _ fJ GOi _ fJ GOi _ [(
')2(T2
Y. ) _
G
fJz2 - fJzfJz' - fJz,2 Z + z
I + 2
1
Ot

(B.5D)

2
2
2
fJ GOi
fJ GOi
fJ GOi
(
')(
')( 2
fJafJ(3 = - fJafJ(3' = fJa'fJ(3' = a - a (3 - (3 Tl

(B.52)

(B.49)

T]

2
2
2
2
fJ GOi _ fJ GOi _
fJ GOi _
fJ GOi _ (
')(
fJafJz - fJafJz' - - fJa'fJz - - fJa'fJz' - a - a z

+z

+ T2

')(T2
1

+

(B.5l)

)G

Oi

r.)G
2

Oio

(B. 53)
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\1' x (i:i:Goi(r', r)

+ yyGQi(r',

+ yyGoi(r',
0

-

THEORY
r) - zzGOi(r', r))

r) - zzGoi(r',

-

oGoi(r', r) ~~
oz'
yx
oGOi(r', r) ~~
zx
oy'

141

r))

oGOi (r' , r) ~~
oGoi(r', r) ~~
xz
oz'
xy oy'
oGOi (r' , r) ~~
0
o
yz
x'
oGOi(r', r) ~~
0
o x'
zy

(B.54)

From equations (B.29), (B.48) and (B.49) it follows that
oGO(r',r) I

Bo'

a E {x,y}

= oGoi(r',r)I

Bo'

z'=O

(B.55)

z'=O

oGO(r', r) I
= _ oGoi(r', r) I
oz'
z'=O
oz'
z'=O

(B.56)

Comparing equations (B.33) and (B.54) in light of the previous two equations, it follows that

a· \1'

B.6

x (i:xGoi(r',

r)

+ yyGoi(r', r)
= -a·

- zzGoi(r',

r))!z'=o

\1' x IGo(r', r)1

z'=O

a E {x, y}.

(B.57)

Calculation of H'?": the TEM plane wave case

See [97]. A TEM plane wave, traveling in the positive I direction can be defined in phasor
form as
= {Hoe-jko"Y} iJ.
(B.58)

n=

I is the coordinate measured along the vector of propagation,

calculated as follows:

,=f;·r

(B.59)

with

+ yy + zz

(B.60)

sin ()cos ¢Ji:- sin ()sin <PY - cos ()Z

(B.61)

r=

V=

-

xx

where v is the unit vector defining the positive, wave traveling direction in terms of the
angles () and ¢J, which in turn define, in spherical coordinates, the direction from which the
wave is incident upon the coordinate system origin.

iJ

is the magnetic field polarization unit vector, which is normal to the vector of propagation
and is defined in terms of the polarization angle TI, as follows:

iJ = -

cos Tlê + sin TI¢·

(B.62)
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Appendix C
The FEM elements
C.1

Elemental properties

C.I.I

Basic properties

Tetrahedral
The elements are tetrahedral and rectilinear. The tetrahedron is the simplest rectilinear
shape in three dimensions. Any polyhedral shape can be represented as the union of a
number of tetrahedrons [175]. Curvilinear elements [158, 174, 145] are not considered here.
Vector elements
Given an unknown vector field v, it is represented on the elemental domain K, as a sum
of elemental basis functions, each multiplied by an unknown coefficient. These unknown
coefficients are referred to as the elemental degrees of freedom.
Vector elements refer to basis functions that are vector-valued as opposed to scalar-valued
ones. Scalar elements are usually interpolatory and node-based [195, 135], i.e. the basis functions interpolate to the unknown coefficient values at a specified set of elemental
nodes, usually including the element vertices. To model v with scalar elements, separate
basis functions must be used for the three vector components. Examples of scalar elements
are numerous: [43, 167] (Lagrange elements in two- and three dimensions), [174] (simplex
elements in three dimensions) and [71] (two dimensional, rectangular, h-p elements on 1irregular meshes).
Vector elements are used here, approximating an elemental field as follows:
NK
F

vr; = LvfNf,

(C.l)

i=l

where Nt< and vt<, with i = 1, .., Nlf, represent the elemental sets of vector basis functions
and degrees of freedom, respectively.
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Cur l-conforming
Most vector elements in electromagnetics are curl-conforming [145, 168], defined in [136, 145]
as follows: The approximation is curl-conforming if the tangential components of the approximation in any two elements that share parts of their boundaries (edges and/or faces) are
equal at the shared boundary. Curl-conforming elements are also referred to as tangentiallycontinuous elements [198].
This implies the construction of basis functions that allow enforcing only tangential continuity, providing a natural way of enforcing boundary conditions in terms of tangential components only. Such bases have the capability of correctly modeling the Maxwell continuity
conditions (see Section B.2) on inter-element boundaries (possibly between different media,
i.e. discontinuous normal electric field), in a distributional sense, as shown in [26, 167]. The
non-enforcement of normal continuity also presents an advantage over total continuity when
modeling the (infinite) electric field strength near are-entrant
PEC boundary [195].
[135] notes a slight drawback to field modeling with curl-conforming elements as opposed to
scalar, interpolatory elements: on the same mesh, the latter leads to less degrees of freedom
than the former, since enforcing full continuity as opposed to continuity of only the two
tangential components results in more shared degrees of freedom. On the other hand, [167]
remarks that the sparsity of the system matrix is higher in the case of curl-conforming
elements, because of the lower connectivity.
Curl-conforming elements play an important role in the spurious modes issue (see [167]
for a survey on this matter). According to [167, 195, 145, 45, 184], spurious modes are
severely inaccurate representations of eigenmodes that are supposed to correspond to zero
eigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem \7 x ...l..\7
x E = k5ErE (see equation (B.16)). This
J1.r
results in contamination of the eigenvalue spectrum of interest by these erroneous, non-zero
eigenvalues. Clearly these eigenmodes must be elements of the curl operator's null space,
that is \7¢. [167, 195, 184] shows how the non-enforcement of normal continuity (using curlconforming elements) allows for much more comprehensive modeling of the curl operator's
null space, resulting in numerically zero eigenvalues. The spurious modes issue is relevant to
the driven problem as well, since the solution can be seen as a superposition of eigenmodes
[167, 195].
[167, Section 7.2.2.2] gives a thorough review of curl-conforming element properties. Finally,
it is interesting to note that [157, 136, 137] define div-conforming degrees of freedom on
various 2D and 3D elements.
Hierarchical
This property describes the way in which different sets of elemental basis functions relate to
each other. Suppose {N{} and {Nt<} are two sets of basis functions on elemental domain
K, such that
(C.2)
span{N{} c span{N{}.
If the bases are hierarchical, then

{N{} c {N{}.

(C.3)
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Interpolatory bases, of which all the members are of the same polynomial order, form a large
subset of the non-hierarchical bases.
Complete- and mixed order
These concepts involve the polynomial spaces spanned by the vector basis functions within
an element. Define the gradient spaces G:

Gs = span {\7'lj!}

(C.4)

'lj! E S.

with

From equation (A.9) it can be observed that

(C.5)

Ker (\7 x W) = GCO(1?})'
Suppose that Wp E (Pp(K))3
Ker (\7 x Wp)

(where K is an arbitrary, elemental volume), then

-

Gpp+1(K)
Gp1(K)

EB Gp2(K) EB ... EB Gpp(K) EB Gpp+1(K)

(C.6)

and observe that

(C.7)
If basis functions spanning at least (pp(K))3 are employed, then they are said to be complete
up to polynomial order p (at least). Suppose that a basis complete to order p is used, then
E will be approximated to order p complete, but \7 x E will only be approximated to order
p - 1 complete; thus the largest complete order up to which both are modeled is p - 1.
Define the mixed order spaces M as defined in [137] and discussed in [145, 137, 136]:

(C.8)
Now it follows that if E is represented by a basis spanning Mp (K), then the maximum order
to which both E and \7 x E are represented completely is still p - 1, since Gpp+dK) C
Ker (\7 x Wp).
The dimensions of the spaces (Pp(K))3,

Gpp+1(K)

and Mp(K)

are as follows [137,136,196]:

(p + 1)(p + 2)(p + 3)
2

(C.9)

dim Pp+1(K)

(p+2)(p+3)

(C.lO)

2

dim (pp(K))3

p(p

- dim Gpp+1(K)

+ 2)(p + 3)
2

(C.lI)

Assume that the accuracy of the discretized VBVP depends on the highest complete order
to which both E and \7 x E are modeled, since their roles are of equal importance in the
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bilinear form (equation (2.12), i.e. fn[..LV' xE· V' x W - k5ErE· W] dV). Then it follows
/-Lr
that bases spanning Mp(K) rather than (Pp(K))3,
allows for an optimal representation of
both E and V' x E, complete to the same order.
If a vector field is E Mp(K), then the variation in the tangential component along any
straight line will always be of polynomial order::; p - 1 [136] [167, p. 106], as a consequence of the optimal representation. However, it may not be possible to model Mp(K)
(or (pp(K))3)
exactly on an element, since some additional dimensions might be needed to
satisfy the conformity condition, depending on the element shape. On tetrahedrons, Mp(K)
and (Pp(K))3 can be exactly modeled in terms of curl-conforming basis functions [136, 137].
Examples of mixed- and complete order, curl-conforming bases are numerous. In 2D, [117]
presents interpolatory, triangular elements, spanning a 2D version of M2(K).
[10] presents
mixed order, hierarchical bases on triangles, up to M3(K).
[72, 189] present interpolatory
bases of arbitrary, mixed- and complete orders; on triangles. In 3D, [198] presents tetrahedral, hierarchical bases spanning the full- and mixed spaces up to (P2(K))3.
[169, 145]
present non-hierarchical bases on tetrahedrons, spanning the mixed spaces up to M3(K).
[87] presents mixed order, interpolatory bases of arbitrary order on triangles, quadrilaterals,
tetrahedrons and bricks. [168, 9] present hierarchical bases on tetrahedrons, spanning the
mixed spaces up to M4(K) and M3(K), respectively. Finally, [196] presents a general procedure for obtaining hierarchical, curl-conforming bases on tetrahedrons, spanning the mixed
and complete spaces to arbitrary order. The basis functions are separated into two groups:
those spanning ((Pp(K))3 \ Gpp+I(K) )EB(PO(K))3 and those spanning Gpp+I(K) \GpI(K)' which
together form the complete space (pp(K))3.

C.1.2

Definitions of elemental approximation spaces

This section defines the spaces spanned by the elemental basis functions presented in this
appendix. The elemental spaces used for approximating the solution of the electric field
VBVP (see Section 2.4) is defined first, followed by the definition of bubble spaces, which
are relevant to the approximation of the finite element solution error (see Section 5.4).
Solution

approximation

The solution approximation
are defined as follows:

spaces
spaces Up(K),

of polynomial order p on elemental volume K,

::::?
::::?

P = m - 0.5
p=m

(C.12)

This half-order terminology is also used in [198, 10], for example.
Bubble

spaces

The bubble spaces Vp,q(K), of (polynomial orders' p to q on elemental volume K, are defined
in terms of the solution approximation spaces, as defined in equation (C.12), as follows:

(C.13)
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or equivalently, as
(C.14)

C.1.3

Interpolation error estimates

The interpolation

operator

The elemental interpolation operator 7fK : H(curl, K) ---+ Up(K) is a way of approximately
representing an arbitrary, known field v E H (curl, K) in terms of a sum of degrees of freedom
multiplying basis functions spanning the space Up(K), in the form of equation (C. I). In
other words, the elemental interpolation operator defines the calculation of the elemental
degrees of freedom {vf I i = 1, .., Nlf} associated with the set of elemental basis functions
{NiK I i = 1, .., Nlf}, given an arbitrary, known field v on elemental volume K. In [136,137],
curl-conforming degrees of freedom are defined for tetrahedral, vector elements, spanning the
spaces Mp(K) and (Pp(K))3.
The degrees of freedom are linear functionals on the edges,
faces and volume of the tetrahedron and are unisolvent, which means that

vf =
The elemental interpolation

0 'ti i E [1, NIf]

=?

v

=0

{v E Up(K)}.

operator has a global counterpart,
7fVIK

= 7fKV

such that

{v E H(curl, n)}

which is an obvious consequence of the curl-conforming

(C.15)

(C.16)

nature of the degrees of freedom.

The basis functions can be derived from the definitions of the degrees of freedom [167], but
since a set of previously published basis functions will be used throughout, this issue will
not be discussed further.
A scalar, Sobolev semi-norm, interpolation

error estimate

This interpolation estimate is presented and proved in [51, Thm 3.1.5]. Here it is presented
in a form restricted to the current needs. A similar result is presented in [43, pp.104-105].
Let tetrahedral finite element K with associated scalar, interpolation operator 7fK, model
the space B, with Pm-1(K) eSc
Hm(K), m ~ 1, 0 ~ i ~m and v E Hm(K), then it
follows that
(C.1l}
with hK = diam( K) and the assumption that the diameter of the largest inscribed sphere
within K is > O. C is dependent on the element geometry, 7fK and m.
A vector, Sobolev semi-norm, interpolation

error estimate

Substituting the components of the vector field v E (Hm(K))3
individually into equation
(C.17), adding the squares and taking the square root of the sum, one obtains the following
vector, Sobolev, semi-norm, interpolation error estimate:
(C.18)
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operator that maps to the space Up(K),

with

l~m~IPl
This estimate corresponds to the interpolation estimates provided in [136, 137] for the tetrahedral elements spanning the spaces Mm(K) and (Pm(K))3, with i = o.
A scalar,

trace

estimate

The trace of a function on element K is its limiting value on 8K as the boundary is approached from inside the element [158]. [191], [133, eq.(4.14)] and [151]provide the following
scalar trace estimate on element K:

IIvlli2(8K)
with v E Hl(K)

A vector,

~

C (1Ivll£2(K)IIV'vll£2(K)+ h~ Ilvlli2(K)) ,

(C.19)

and lix = diam(K).

L2 norm,

trace

interpolation

error

estimate

Apply equation (C.19) separately to the components of a vector and sum the resulting
inequalities to yield
(C.20)
Replace v with v Ilv -

1rKvllh(8K)

7rKV

to obtain

< Cllv - 1rKvll£2(K) (Iv -

C [v -

1rKvl(HO(K))3

7rKvl(Hl(K))3

(Iv -

7rKvl(Hl(K))3

+ h~

Ilv -

+ h~

7rKvIIL2(K))

[v -

7rKVI(HO(K))3)

(C.21)
where the fact that

IIv -

1rKvll£2(K)

=

[v -

1rKvl(HO(K))3

was used.

Now construct a trace interpolation estimate in the L2 norm by substituting equation (C.18)
(with the enclosed requirements vE (Hm(K))3
and 1 ~ m ~ IP1) into the above inequality,
resulting in
(C.22)

C.2

Elemental basis functions

C.2.1

Local numbering conventions

The edge and face definitions in terms of local node numbers are adopted from [169]. The
local node numbers relate to the global node numbers in ascending order (i.e. local node 1
associates with the local node of lowest global number). Tables C.1, C.2 and C.3 list the
edge and face definitions.
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Table C.l: Element edge definitions in terms of local node numbers.

I Edge

No.

I Node 1 I Node 2 I

1
2
3
4
5

2
3
4
3
4
4

1
1
1
2
2
3

6

Table C.2: Element face definitions in terms of local node numbers.

I Face No. I Node 1 I Node 2 I Node 3 I
1
2
3
4

2
2
3
3

1
1
1
2

3
4
4
4

Table C.3: Element face definitions in terms of local edge numbers.

I Face No. I Edge 1 I Edge 2 I Edge 3 I
1
2
3
4

C.2.2

2
3
3
5

1
1
2
4

4
5
6
6

Simplex coordinates on tetrahedral elements

The elemental basis functions are defined in terms of simplex coordinates (also known as
barycentric- or volume coordinates) [174]. This is a coordinate system used to reference
points within a tetrahedron, independent of its orientation and specific shape, therefore only
relative to the ordered set of four nodes. Consider the following equation:

[Sc] = [~~ ~~ ~~ :~]
b3
b4

C3
C4

d3
d4

a3
a4

=

l~~~~:~:
Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4
1 1 1 1

]_1

where (Xi, Yi, Zi) with i = 1, ..,4, are the four nodes of the tetrahedron.
nates, (>\1, A2, A3, A4), of a point, (x, Y, z), are calculated as follows:

(C.23)

The simplex coordi-

(C.24)
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where Ai is said to be the simplex coordinate associated with node i and where {A} exhibits
the following properties:

• Ai varies linearly from 1 at node i to 0 at the other three nodes.
• Et=l Ai = 1, which follows directly from the above definition of simplex co-ordinates.
• 0 ::; Ai ::; 1, i = 1, ..,4, for all points within the tetrahedron

concerned.

Simplex coordinates can also be used with triangular elements - then all the above still
applies except that [Sc] is a 3 x 3 matrix and there are only 3 simplex coordinates.

C.2.3

Basis functions

These basis functions are presented in [196] and are defined as polynomial in Ai, multiplied
by \7 Ai, In the case of rectilinear elements, the Ai are linear functions of x, y and z (and the
\7 Ai are constant vectors), thus the simplex coordinate polynomial order of a basis function is
equal to its Cartesian coordinate polynomial order. As noted earlier, the degrees of freedom
are associated with edges, faces and the element volume [136, 137] - the same associations
hold for the basis functions. These associations, the definition in terms of simplex coordinates
and the consistent relation between local and global node numbers, together ensure that
the basis functions are curl-conforming.
Table C.4 presents the tetrahedral, hierarchical,
curl-conforming, vector basis functions, with their elemental geometric associations and the
elemental spaces that they span. The designations are commonly used in the literature, see
[145, 169,9]. The lowest order, CT/LN element is also referred to as the Whitney element
[34].
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Appendix D
Integration schemes
D.I

Tables of elemental quadrature rules

This section lists the symmetric quadrature rules used on elemental faces and volumes. The
rules are specified in terms of simplex coordinates. If they were not symmetric, one would
not be able to express them in terms of simplex coordinates.

D .1.1

Triangular surfaces

Gaussian quadrature rules for triangular surfaces presented in [74]. Kernel evaluation points
are specified in terms of simplex coordinates and every point is assigned a weight. A rule is
applied as follows:

Is f(>'l,

NQ

>'2, >'3)dS

= Area(S) ~

wif(>.i,

>.~,>'D,

(D.1)

where the ith integration point has simplex coordinates (>.1, >.~, >'1) and is weighted with

uï',

All rules used are stated in Table D.l. These rules are symmetric, which is the reason for
the multiplicity column, indicating the number of permutations of the coordinate values, all
with the same weight.

D.1.2

Tetrahedral volumes

Kernel evaluation points are specified in terms of simplex coordinates and every point is
assigned a weight. A rule is applied as follows:
(D.2)
where (>.1, >.~,>'3' >.~) and

Wi

represent the ith quadrature point and weight.

Table D.2 presents a 4-point, second order complete rule from [103] and a 11-point, fourth
order complete rule from [109]. These rules are symmetric, which is the reason for the
multiplicity column, indicating the number of permutations of the coordinate values, all
with the same weight.
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Table D.1: Symmetric quadrature rules for integration on a triangle. N indicates the
polynomial order to which the rule is complete. M indicates the quadrature point
multiplicity.

N=3:

1M

I

1
3

0.3333333333
0.6

N=5

1M

I

w

I

Al
0.3333333333
0.2

0.3333333333
0.2

-0.5625
0.5208333333

:
w

Al

1
3
3

0.3333333
0.059715872
0.797426985

0.3333333
0.470142064
0.10128651

0.3333333 .
0.470142064
0.10128651

0.225
0.132394153
0.1259391805

N=7:

1M
1
3
3
6

D.2

I

w

Al
0.3333333
0.4793080678
0.869739794196
0.048690315425

0.3333333
0.26034596608
0.065130102902
0.312865496005

0.3333333
0.26034596608
0.065130102902
0.6384441885698

-0.1495700444677
0.175615257433
0.053347235609
0.0771137608903

Calculation of [Ke]

This section discusses the analytical- and numerical evaluation of the elemental FE integral
(3.25).
Considering the analytical case first. Note that a vector function in terms of simplex coordinates, representing a generic term of the basis functions defined in Appendix C, along with
its curl, can be expressed as
F \1

X

F -

F(A)\1Aa
\1 x F (A) \1 Aa
\1 F(A) x \1Aa
Tl(A)(\1Al X \1Aa) +T2(A)(\1A2 X \1Aa)
+T3(A)(\1A3 X \1Ao) + T4(A) (\1A4 X \1Ao),

(D.3)

(D.4)

where F, Tl, T2, T3 and T4 are polynomials in A (that is Al, ... , A4) and cx E {I, 2, 3, 4}.
Observed that both F and \1 x F consist of terms that are products of a polynomial in A
and a constant vector. The products F· F and \1 x F . \1 x F will thus be polynomials in A.
The following general integration formula for simplex coordinates on tetrahedrons [103] can
be used to evaluate these integrals of polynomials in A over the elemental volume:
.
31 ï ï kl li
Ai AJ AkAl dV =
. 2. J. ..
V
(D.5)
Jve 1 2 3 4
(3 + i + j + k + l)!

r
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In [169] this analytical procedure has been applied to vector elements very similar to those
used here. In [66] the procedure was employed for calculation of the contributions to the
system matrix of some of the basis functions presented in Appendix C - those results, in
computer code form, were directly used here.
To evaluate the integral numerically, the quadrature rules for tetrahedral volumes are employed, as defined in Section D.1.2. For elements of polynomial order 1, the 4-point, second
order complete rule is used. For elements of polynomial order 2, the l1-point, fourth order
complete rule is used.

D.3

Calculation of [pst]

This section refers to equation (3.26). The four dimensional integrals must be calculated for
every possible combination of surface triangles,
Triangular surface quadrature is used
for both the inner and outer surface integrals when the non-self-terms are considered (no
quadrature point lies on the triangular boundary, therefore adjacent faces are included here).
However the self-terms require special attention, because then the inner kernels will become
singular.

st.

For the self-terms, one possibility is to choose two sets of non-coinciding quadrature points,
but then great uncertainty exists about the accuracy around the singularity. A techniques
of which the accuracy is stable is needed. Another option is to subtract the singularity
[99, 200], leaving two kernel terms. A well behaved part Go(r, r') - 47r1;-r'l that can be
handled with non-overlapping quadrature rules for the inner and outer integrals, and a
singular part 47rlrl_r'l that can possibly be integrated analytically with techniques similar to
those presented in [200, 95], provided that the basis functions used here can successfully
be taken into account. Still another technique is used in [1l9], where the inner integral's
domain is divided into three triangles and these domains are in turn transformed to squares.
The technique proposed here for the self-terms is different from the above, since it removes the
singularity completely, before integration. This is achieved by transforming to a cylindrical
coordinate system. This procedure has the distinct advantage that an extension to basis
functions of arbitrary polynomial order is trivial. The technique presented here is based on
a simpler version presented in [124].

D.3.1

Evaluating the inner surface integrals in the self-term case

The inner integral is converted to a polar coordinate system. This results in a well behaved
kernel for the inner integral. The procedure is as follows:
Iinner = 41r

Jstr

H(x', y') Go dS'

(D.6)

where the function H(x', y') represents either 4~ ('\l' . 2 x Nt(r')) or a component of 4~ (2 x
Nt(r')) (see equation (3.26)). N'{r") represents any basis function with a tangential component in face t.
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Now make the following substitutions:
X = x -x'
Y = y _y' .

(D.7)

The integral can be rewritten as
Iinner

=

J JS}

H(X,

Y)

e-jkov'x2+Y2
J
dXdY
X2 + y2

(D.8)

where S~ represents the translated area of face t. Now convert to polar coordinates (X rr- r sin é', r r- JX2 + y2 and dXdY
r- rdrde):

r cos e, Y

Iinner

=

J Lt H(rcose,rsine)

e-jkOT drde.

(D.9)

T

When s = t, the center of the (r, e) coordinate system lies within S~, the integration in r is
carried out from this center to the edge of S~ and repeated at incremented values of until
the whole S~ is covered once. Should one wish to use this technique in the s =I t case, then
the r integration is carried out between the two crossing points of the line of integration (at
angle e) and the edge of S~. In this case the range of e is obviously erange ::; 7r, where in the
previous case it is erange = 27r.

e

Inspection of the two possible functions H in equation (3.26) reveals that in both cases
H itself or its components can be represented by the following general form (due to the
elemental basis functions employed):
(D.10)
where Co, ... , C5 are constants. Rewriting this in the (r, e) coordinate system and setting
=
(the current value of at which the radial integral is being evaluated), results in

e ei

e

(D.ll)
where A, Band C are constants. Substituting this form for H into equation (D.9), the r
integration can be carried out analytically, yielding
A [r2e-jkOT _ 2re-jkoT
(- j ko)

B [re-jkOT

+

(- j ko)

2e-jkoT ] T2
( - j ko) 2 + (- j ko)3 Tl
T_]
_e_-_J_·kO_T2

- (- j ko)

C [ e-jkoT ] T2

+

(-jko)

2

Tl

(D.12)

Tl

The constant coefficients can be calculated from the evaluation of H at three arbitrary,
distinct locations (chosen as Tl, Tl
and r2) on the = line, as follows:

!T2

e ei

(D.13)
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Since the r integration is carried out analytically, Iinner can be evaluated as a one dimensional integral over (J, using a trapezoidal rule. A higher order rule is not used for the (J
integration, because the kernel's first derivative is discontinuous at the corners of Sf. Since
this elaborate procedure is only employed in the self-term case, computational efficiency is
not that important, therefore a large number of (J integration points is employed (100), to
ensure convergence for any of the basis functions considered.

D.3.2

General case

The outer integrals and the inner integrals in the non-self-term case are evaluated using the
triangular surface quadrature rules defined in Section D.l.l. It was found that the observable
quantities converge completely when using a N = 3 order complete rule with basis functions
of polynomial order 1 and when using a N = 5 order complete rule with basis functions of
polynomial order 2.
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Appendix E
FEM modeling of a coaxial port
E.l

Introduction

This appendix describes the modeling of a coaxial port located within a PEC boundary of
the FEM domain, as shown in Figure E.l. The model is based on the assumption that only
the dominant, TEM coax mode with zero cutoff frequency is present at the port. Therefore,
the coaxial aperture must be small enough that it is operating below the cutoff frequency of
the first higher order mode. The cutoff wavelength of the first higher order mode is of the
order of the arithmetic mean of the inner conductor and the outer conductor circumferences
[88].
Similar procedures can be found in the literature. [159] presents the same formulation with
provisions for higher order modes, but little details are provided. Only CT /LN elements are
considered. [85, 192] consider only the dominant mode. A stationary functional approach
is followed. The coaxial aperture triangulation is restricted to a hexagon comprising of six
equilateral faces (thus the inner conductor is always modeled as infinitely thin) and the
formulation is restricted to CT /LN elements. [99, 159] consider similar formulations for
rectangular and circular waveguide ports, again only implemented with CT /LN elements.
With a FE-BI formulation, the coaxial aperture could be incorporated exactly (similar to
the handling of the cavity backed aperture in Chapter 3): apply an appropriate form of
the equivalence principle and employ the coaxial Green functions provided in [187]. This is
excessive except if one is interested in the analysis of electrically large coaxial apertures.
Section E.2 describes s- and z parameters for general, multi-, TEM port devices. Procedures
for arbitrary transformations are derived. Section E.3 presents the dominant mode coaxial
port model, which is an application of the dominant mode, waveguide port procedure of [99],
to the coaxial geometry. Section E.4 describes the formulation of [85, 192] and shows that
it is a special case of the procedure in Section E.3.
In Sections E.3 and E.4, let the subscript c indicate association with the coaxial feed line
and aperture.

157
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Figure E.1: General coaxial port geometry.

E.2

A note on s- and z parameters for multi-, TEM
port devices

This section is an extension of material found in [148, 57, 201J.
Along any TEM, two conductor transmission line, the voltage and current can be unambiguously established [154J. The voltage and current can be expressed in terms of forward- and
backward propagating waves, as follows:

V _

V+e-jkz

I

1+e-

=

+ V-e+jkz
+ 1- e+jkz

jkz

(E.1)
(E.2)

with

ZCI+ -ZcI-

V+
V-

(E.3)
(E.4)

where ZC is the characteristic impedance [93, 154J.
Suppose one has a N port device. Port n is connected to a TEM transmission line with
characteristic impedance Z~, with scaled input and output wave amplitudes defined as
y+
an

-

bn

-

n

[Zi

(E.5)

yn

[Zi'

(E.6)

The scaling is included so that the squares of the scaled amplitude at all the ports are directly
proportional to power (with proportionality constant ~ in this case).
The s parameters of the device are defined as follows:

{bl = [S]{a}

(E.7)

with

(E.8)
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(E.9)
The z parameters

of the device are defined as follows:

{V}

=

(E.lO)

[Z]{I}

with

(E.ll)

(E.12)
Note the following relations:
(E.13)

{V}

-

[v'Zc]({a}+{b})

{I}

-

{a}

-

{bl

-

[v'Zc]-l({a} - {bl)
~ ([ffcrl {V} + [ffc]
~ ([ffcrl {V} - [ffc]

(E.14)

{I})

(E.15)

{I}) ,

(E.16)

with

[ffc]
Transform from s parameters

1Zi
=

to z parameters

{bl

[v'Zc]-l

[ffc]

{V} -

[U - Sj

[v'Zc]-l

thus

[Zj
Transform from z parameters

(E.17)

[

=

-

[S]{a}

{I} {V}

-

[v'Zc] [U -

[ffc]( {a} + {b} )
[ffcrl + [ffcJ]{bl

[Sj

[v'Zc]-l

[U

+ Sj

{V}

[ffc]

+ [Sj

[ffc]

{I}

{I},

(E.18)

[ffc] .

(E.19)

[ffcr 1({a} - {b} )
[[Z] [firl - [ffc]] {a},

(E.20)

Srl[U

to s parameters

{V}

[[Z]

as follows:

+ Sj

as follows:

-

[Z]{I}

-

[Zj

-

thus

[SJ = [[Z]

[ffcrl

+ [ffcJ]-l [[Z]

[ffcrl - [ffc]] .

(E.2l)
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Clearly the s parameters are dependent on the characteristic impedances of the systems
connected to the ports, while the z parameters are fixed. By using the equations presented
in this section, one can transform a given set of s parameters to another set of sparameters,
with arbitrarily specified port, characteristic impedances. This is accomplished by first
transforming the given set of s parameters to z parameters, employing [$c] associated with
the given s parameters. Then transform back to s parameters, using a [$cl, constructed
from the desired, new set of port, characteristic impedances.

E.3

Dominant mode, coaxial port model

E.3.1

Formulation

The coaxial port is incorporated into the variational boundary value problem via an inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition.

n

According to Maxwell's equations,
x ..l..
\7 x E is continuous across any interface where a
/Jor
surface current is not present, such as the coax aperture. Calculate Nc at the coax aperture,
on the coax side, as follows:
(E.22)
where ii is the outward pointing normal to the FEM region, as in Chapter 2. Then the
continuity condition at the aperture implies that
(E.23)
where N is as defined in equation (2.3). Thus the following term must be added to the linear
form of equation (2.13) in order to model the coax aperture:
(E.24)
Next, assume a local, cylindrical coordinate system centered at the center of the coax aperture.
points in the propagating direction of the incident wave, i.e. = -no

z

z

Assuming that the electromagnetic fields in the aperture is the sum of purely TEM incident
and reflected parts, one starts with the specification that the phasor value of the coaxial
current wave traveling into the cavity, at the aperture, is lo. The magnetic and electric fields
within the coax follows as (see [93]):
He

Ee

lo

-

-(e-J

-

ine
H e

-

'k

cZ

_

feJ

'k

27f

A

r

+

ref
He

Io.j/i;. (e-jkcz +

(E.25)
fejkcZ)~f

r

27fFc
ine
Ee

1

cZ)_</J

+

ref
Ee

(E.26)

where T represents the reflection coefficient seen by the cable at the aperture, and
27f

J Ere/-lre

kc = --"---

Aa

(E.27)
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constant inside the cable.

Note that due to the transverse nature of the electric field, the following properties hold:
-

Hine

y~Eine
J.1e

2

f¥;E~ef

2 x H~ef.

X

c

(E.28)

e

(E.29)

Next, calculate Nc:
Nc

iL x (V x Ee)lz=o

-

-2 x (V x Ee)lz=o

jWJ.1e (2 x H~e + 2 x H~ef) Iz=o

-

jke (E~ef - E~n~)Iz=o
[k; (Ee - 2E~ne)Iz=o.

(E.30)

In equation (E.30), E~e is known, but E, is unknown. Rewrite E, in terms of E by applying
the continuity condition iL x E, = iL x E (assuming that only the dominant mode is present
at the aperture):
Nc

-

[k; (Ee - 2E~ne)L=o
jk; (2iL x (iL x E~ne) - ii x (iL x Ee))lz=o

jk; (2iL x (iL x E~e) - ii x (iL x E))lz=o
where the tangential
Substitute

equation

- ir

Sc

~Ne.

J.1re

(E.31)

nature of E~neand E, was employed.
(E.31) into equation (E.24), yielding
W dS

=

r

_jke
(2iL x (iL x E~ne) - iL x (iL x E)) . W dS
fJ,re iSc

r

jke
(2iL x E~ne- ii x E) . (iL x W) dS
fJ,re ls,

(E.32)

where identity (A.8) was employed.
Clearly, there are in fact contributions to both the linear and the bilinear forms of the
variational boundary value problem (2.10). After discretization (described in Section 2.4),
the following elemental contributions to the system matrix equation results ([Ac] must be
added to [A] and {be} to {b}):

(E.33)

(E.34)
where s refers to a triangular face in the coax aperture. {NS} represents the column vector
of the vector basis functions associated with the element to which the face s belongs. Only
those basis functions with components tangential to face s need to be included.
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Calculation of port parameters

Define the dominant, TEM, coaxial, electric field, normalized mode as follows:
e

E

=

c,
r

-r.

(E.35)

with the property

r

ls;

eE. eE dS = 27fa2ln(bja)

(E.36)

and a and b as defined in Figure E.l.
The dominant mode, incident and reflected fields can be written in terms of eE, resulting in

Eine

_

E+ e-jkczeE

(E.37)

E~ef

= E-e+jkczeE.

(E.38)

e

By the orthogonality of the coaxial transmission line modes with respect to an inner product over the coaxial aperture [92], one can extract the amplidude of the dominant mode
amplitude at the port. The incident and reflected wave amplitudes are thus calculated as
follows:
(E.39)

(E.40)
where Eh is the approximate, FEM solution. The last step employs the transverse property
of eE and equation (A.8). The last step was performed in order to write the integral in terms
of the same basis function operations as in equations (E.33) and (E.34), for convenience of
implementation.
The transmission line voltage wave amplitudes can be obtained from the electric field, using
the following relation (derived from Faraday's law and the definition of potential, see [97,
154]):

v = Va-

Vi, -

la E . i dl
- E la e
r dr
-

E .

aln (bja)E.

(E.41)

Therefore

V+ VZe

-

aln (bja)E+

(E.42)

aln (bja)E-

(E.43)

In (bj a)
27f

(ii;_

yz

(E.44)
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are the desired values needed for every port, in order to obtain the s- and/or z parameters
of the simulated device, using the procedures described in Section E.2. The characteristic
impedance equation can be found in [154] (note that the superscript c does not indicate the
coaxial context).

E.4

Dominant mode, coaxial port model restricted to

Whitney elements
This section relates the port model presented in [85, 192], which requires the use of Whitney
(CT /LN) elements and a hexagonal descretization in the port aperture, consisting of 6
equilateral faces (as mentioned earlier). It is shown that this approach is a special case of
the approach presented in Section E.3. The stationary functional approach is used, but it is
also briefly discussed, how to obtain the same results with the VBVP formulation.

E.4.1

Formulation

Substitute equation (E.30) into equation (E.24), yielding

- r

r

W dS = jkc

2_Nc'

} Sc /-Lrc

(2E~nc - Ec) . W dS.

(E.45)

/-Lrc } Sc

Thus the following term must be added to the functional to be rendered stationary (see
Section 2.3):
F c-- jkc
(~E ccc- 2Einc) . E dS .
(E.46)
/-Lrc Sc
2

i

At this point it must be noted that the coax aperture is discretized with 6 equilateral,
triangular faces forming a hexagon. Whitney elements are used.
The Maxwell continuity condition at the port states that
(E.47)
In order to relate Ec to the FE electric field representation, equation (E.47) obviously cannot
be used directly; it is used indirectly by equating the potential differences on the two sides of
the aperture (which implicitly selects only the tangential components, as was done explicitly
in equation (E.31)), as follows:

l

b

l
l

b

Ehlse . f dr

l

b

-

a

=>

Eclse . f dr
b

Ei
-dr

b
(b-a)g
b

-

(Ec I sJr dr

r(EclsJr

t

In(b/a)

(b - a)Ei
rb In(b/ a)

(EclsJr

-

(b - a) (E?=l El) ~
r
6bln(b/a)

(E.48)
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The second line is obtained by noting that the integral is carried out along one of the 6
aperture edges and then employing the constant tangential property of the Whitney elements
[99, eq. (8.55)]. The final result is obtained by assuming that all 6 degrees of freedom in the
aperture are equal and thus
(E.49)
Noting that
Einci s = Io#C
c

1~
-r
21T..jE;r'

c

equation (E.46) is rewritten with substitution

l

Fc = jkc {21T b
f.trc Jo a
_

_

of equations (E.48) and (E.50), yielding

r _ Io#C 1r) . (b -

(b - a) (L?=l El) 1
12bln(b/a)
r

[(

j1Tkc(b - a)
3f.trcbln(bfa)

(E.50)

l

[(b - a) (L?=l El)2 ~ _ Io#C
12bln(bfa)
r
1T..jE;

b

a

(t1=1

j1Tke(b - a)2
36f.treb2ln( b fa)

1T..jE; r

E)

2 _

I

jkJo(b - a)#C
3f.trcb..jE;

(L?=l

~rl

a) (L?=l El)
rdrdd:
6bln(b/a)
r .
El)] dr

r

(t1=1

E)
I

(E.51)
.

Note that the integration is carried out over a circular aperture,
hexagonal, aperture mesh.

rather than the actual,

Rendering Fe stationary, results in

(t

et;

ee.
_

j1Tke(b - a)2
El) _ jkJo(b - a)$c
18f.treb2ln(bfa)
1=1
3f.treb..jE;
j1Tke(b - a)2 E- _ jke1o(b - a)$c
3f.trcb2ln(bfa)
t
3f.trcb..jE;'

(E. 52)

where equation (E.49) was used to obtain the last equation.
Thus the following additions must be made to the system matrix equation:

j1Tke(b - a)2

A(9i,9i)

= A(9i, 9i) + 3f.trcb2ln(bfa)

b(9i) = b(9i)

+

jke1o(b - a)#C
b..jE;
3f.trc Ec

i

=

1, ..,6

.
'/,= 1, ..,6

(E. 53)
(E.54)

where 9i is the global degree of freedom number associated with the local coax aperture edge
'/,.

If Whitney elements scaled by their associated edge lengths are used (as defined in [99]),
then the b2, b dividing factors must be replaced by unity in the above two equations, which
then correspond to the results obtained in [85, 192].
The same results can be obtained with the VBVP approach, as follows: Start with equation
(E.45). By the assumption of equal aperture degrees of freedom and the CT fLN basis
function properties, use W~ ~ ~r with cjJ[i(i - 1), ii] and i = 1, ..,6. Use E, = (EclsJrT
from equation (E.48). Carry out the integration in (E.45) over a circular aperture. Equations
(E. 53) and (E.54) result again.
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Calculation of port parameters

One needs V+, V- and ze for every port, in order to calculate the sand/or
z parameters
of the (multi) coaxial port device, as described in Section E.2. As stated earlier,

ze = In(b/a)
271"

~.

Y E:

(E. 55)

Since lo = 1+, equation (E.3) is used to obtain
(E.56)
Since the assumption was made that the degrees of freedom of the 6 coaxial aperture edges
are equal, the total coaxial aperture voltage is taken to be the average of the voltages implied
by every edge (see equations (E.41) and (E.48)), that is

v = (b 6b

a)

tEL

(E.57)

1=1

where the dividing factor of b must be set equal to unity if Whitney elements scaled by edge
lengths are used.
With V known, V- be calculated as
V- =

v - V+.

(E.58)

As a consequence of the restriction on aperture discretization, the coax centre conductor is
modeled as infinitely thin. It was found that a ratio of at least a : bl:
100 should be used
for the analytical and numerical models to converge. In the case of Section E.3, the center
conductor cross section must be modeled as a circular area (radius a) in the boundary of the
computational domain, on which a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is applied.
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Appendix F
Empirical FMM investigation
This chapter is based on the scalar, 3D, free space Green function FMM formulation, as set
out in Chapter 4.

F.1

General definitions

Define the true scalar Green function as
e-jkoIX+dl

(F.1)

Go = 4n!X+d!·
Define the addition theorem truncated at Ltot
Gf; = _jko
4n

t

(-ly(2l

_

+ 1) jl(kod)

L

+ 1 terms,

as

hf2)(koX) Pz(d. X)

{d < X}.

(F.2)

l=O

Define the addition theorem truncated at Ltot - L + 1 terms, with the spectral domain
representation of jl (kod) Pz(d . X) and with a M point q:uadrature rule for the spherical
surface (i.e. a truncated version of equation (4.3) with the spherical surface integration
carried out numerically), as
·k
L
Gf;,M = _ (~n)2 ~(_j)l(2l

+ 1) hf2) (koX)

M
~1

o . X)

wkoe-jko·d Pl(k

{d < X}.

(F.3)

In this chapter, adopt the following abbreviated notation for a BI matrix entry calculation
(see equation (4.4)):

P(a, b) =

r r

JS JSb

f(Na(r),

Nb(r'))

Go dS/dS

(F.4)

a

with

f(Na(r),

Nb(r'))

=

2{Y'· i x Na(r)}{Y"· i x Nb(r')}

- 2k6{i x Na(r)}. {i x Nb(r')}.

(F.5)

Based on these definitions, the following relative Green function- and relative matrix element
errors are defined:

166
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• Relative Green function error (with truncation):
L
E

=

IGf; Go.
- GOI

(F.6)

• Relative Green function error (with truncation and spherical surface quadrature):

(F.7)
• Relative BI matrix element error (with truncation):

L

(F.8)

Ep =

• Relative BI matrix element error (with truncation and spherical surface quadrature):

L,M
Ep

F.2

(F.9)

Explicit formula for the truncation order of the
addition theorem

The aim of this section is to obtain an explicit, approximate formula for the minimum number
of terms in the 3D FMM addition theorem in terms of all the FMM parameters (Dma:x, Xmin
and é), by empirical means. The effect of spherical quadrature is not considered.
As noted in Chapter 4, for fixed d = Dmax, X = Xmin and Ltot, the largest é results when
d . X = 1. Figure F.I shows plots of é versus Ltot for various values -1 ::;d· X ::; I with
fixed X and d, confirming this result. In the rest of this section, d· X = I is always assumed.
The effect of the variables Dma:x, Xmin and EL on Ltot is investigated by starting with various
Xmin values and noting the number of terms needed for EL = 10-3, é = 10-4 and EL = 10-5.
Table F.I lists the criteria considered. By generating figures such as Figure F.I, with X set
equal to the values in Table F.I and varying Dmax over the range 0 < Dmax ::; 4>', the amount
of terms needed for the error levels considered can be obtained graphically. The results are
shown in Figure F.2. (L was recorded as a fractional value to facilitate in the analytical
approximation of the curves, although the number of orders added is obviously an integer
greater than zero.)
From the results presented in Figure F .2, the conclusion is drawn that Ltot could be approximated by the sum of a linear part to describe the asymptotic behaviour and an exponential
part to approximate the behaviour of Ltot as Dma:x nears zero, thus:
Ltot(Dma:x)

=

ke-O:Dma:x

+ mDma:x + C,

(F.IO)
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10,---~----~--~----~----,---~----~---.

-10

g--20
"

Figure F.1: Example of the relative Green function truncation error versus the amount of
terms retained. The various plots correspond to different relative directions of d and X
while keeping their magnitudes constant. d = 1.5~ ar:d X = 3).. The worst convergence
result corresponds to d . X = 1.

Table F .1: Far interaction criteria considered for the numerical investigation of the FMM
truncation error.
Criterion
Criterion
Criterion
Criterion
Criterion

where the coefficients k, a, mand

1 Xmin = V2Dmax
2 Xmin = V2.5Dmax
3 Xmin=
2Dmax
4 Xmin =
6Dmax
5 Xmin =
10Dmax

c should be functions of

éL

and Xmin.

Least squares, first order fits were performed on the asymptotic data to obtain mand
c. These least squares fits were subtracted from the original data. The difference is the
part to be approximated by an exponential function, therefore another least squares, first
order approximation was performed on the natural logarithm of the difference, because
In(ke-Q:Dmax) = In(k) - aDmax. The second least squares fit was performed on the range
where the exponential part manifests itself the strongest. As an example, Table F.2 shows
the results for the first three criteria.
m stays roughly constant and c is approximated as linearly varying with logIOé. It can be
observed that the values of a for a certain Xmin differs on average by a factor of 0.8. It can
also be observed that the values of k for a certain Xmin differs on average by a factor of 1.3.
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(b)

(c)

é=

10-4

é = 10-5

Figure F.2: Results of the numerical investigation into the FMM truncation
vs. Dmax for various error levels.

Table F .2: Least squares fit to the values of

e
10

-J

10
10

-4

-o

m

c

7.8183
7.8379
7.8231

5.5941
7.5717
9.4293

Criterion 1
k
a
14.4335 0.5790
19.0714 0.4368
23.9499 0.3514

Ltot

for the range 0 ::;

Criterion 2
k
a
9.6286
0.8763
12,8211 0.6944
15.9354 0.5536

D~ax

error.

::;

4.

Criterion 3
k
a
4.2626 1.8174
5.2203 1.3875
7.4369 1.2855

Ltot
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Based on these observation, a and k are expressed as

K, 0.8-logIO
k

(F.ll)

cL

K21.3-loglOcL .

(F.12)

Xmin
=--,

(F.13)

K, and K2 had to be functions of only
I

X

Dmax

which is the only variable not yet used.
Various functions were experimented with and efforts were guided by the observations that

.uc,

lim -Xi
dx'
r1m --dK2
x'--+oo
dx'
lim K2

0

(F.14)

0

(F.15)

00.

(F.16)

--+<Xl

x'-I

The first two limits results from all curves in Figure F.2 tending towards the same bottom
curve as Xmin is increased. (In fact the Xmin = 10Dmax case practically represents the
asymptotic behaviour as DXmin
--+ 00.) The third limit states the fact that K2 tends towards
max
infinity as Xmin --+ Dmax. The end results are shown in Figure F.3.

~I~

0

: . -

"-"montaJ ,.",Its
Analytic approximation

-'.L_-_i_----i-_....i..======'O=:::=:.J'2
~

(a)

te, versus x'

(b)

K2

versus

x'

Figure F.3: Analytic approximations of experimental K, and K2 data.

Thus the coefficients of equation (F.1D) are now defined as follows:

éfo

loglo é

(F.17)

x'

-

Xmin/ Dmax

(F.18)

m

-

7.826

(F.19)
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(F.20)

-1.92cro - 0.138

0:

[1.85 arctan(2.8(x' - 1.74))

k

[37.2 e-2.42v'x'-l

-

+ 2.455] . 0.8-efo

1.4] ·1.3-efo.

(F.21)
(F.22)

Figure F.4 shows the experimental data in comparison with the analytical approximation
presented. Further verification of equation (F.10) is presented in Section 4.3.1.

(a)

E: =

10-3

(b) e

- -

oL_~~~--~
o

0.5

__
1.5

(c)

€

ExperimentaJdata
Analytical approximation

-

~~~~==~~

2
D_fI.

= 10-4

2.5

3.5

= 10-5

Figure F.4: Comparison between the experimental Ltot vs. Dmax data of Figure F.2 and
the analytical approximation of equation (F.10).
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Investigation of the spherical quadrature rule order

As set out in Section 4.3.2, a quadrature rule of product type is used for the FMM spherical
quadrature. A cosinusoidally transformed, Ne point Gauss-Legendre rule is used for () [O,7rj
and a Nc/> point, trapezoidal rule for cp [O,27rj.
This section explicitly establishes the linear relations of Ne and Nc/> with respect to Ltot,
such that the influence of the relative Green function truncation error dominates the relative
matrix element error. The relations are established in a semi-empirical manner, since their
linear form has a theoretical backing (as set out in Section 4.3.2, also see [62]), but the
constants are found experimentally.
In general, note that
(F.23)
(F.24)
because the spherical quadrature is an additional source of error on top of the truncation
error (see Section F.1 for definitions). The second inequality follows directly from the first.
Clearly, as M is increased, the spherical quadrature error should decrease, therefore
lim

éL,M

(F.25)

M--+oo

lim

L
ép.

é~,M

(F.26)

M--+oo

A further relationship can be established between é~ and é. The FMM only applies to
basis function pairs belonging to far interacting groups. The domains of the basis functions
are generally an order of magnitude smaller than the wavelength. Based on these two
observations, it follows that the exponential part as well as the IX~dl part of the Green
function will remain fairly constant on the two basis function domains. Based on the last
observation, it follows from the definition of é~ that

(F.27)
A similar relationship can be established between
é~
L,M
ép

é~,M

é

;::::
,.....,
,.....,

and

é,M.

Therefore
(F.28)
(F.29)

Equations (F.29) and (F.25) together show that by choosing Ltot for a specified é (as discussed in Section 4.3.1), one also fixes é~,M to the same value - provided enough quadrature
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points are used. Therefore, to experimentally study the convergence of
M, one only needs to consider the convergence of EL,M to é.

E~,M

with respect to

To measure the minimum M, such that é,M ~ EL, set Ne and Nq; each in turn to a very
large value (assume exact integration) and increase the other until é,M ~ EL is obtained.
Figure F.5 shows an example of the way in which the experimental Ne- and Nq; versus Ltot
data was obtained. Table F.3 presents representative minimum (Ne, Nq;) versus Ltot data
obtained in this manner. The fact that this data is only dependent on Ltot (linearly) and
not on Dmax may seem strange, since Dmax occurs in the exponent of e in equation (F.3),
but consider increasing Dmax while keeping Ltot and its related M constant: the quadrature
error will increase, but so will the truncation error.

~09~--~--~----~12----~13----~'4~~'5
N,

(a)

E;L,M

(b) é,M vs. N¢. No

vs. No. N¢ = 27.

=

15.

Figure F .5: Example of the convergence of EL,M with respect to the number of spherical
quadrature points. Ltot = 12, ~
= 0.7, Xmin = 5Dmax.

Table F .3: Experimental

data. Minimum (Ne, Nq;) versus
measured.

Ltot,

such that é,M ~

EL

is

I Ltot I Ne I N q; I
9
12
16
25

9
12
16
24

18
24
32
50

From Table F.3 the desired linear relations now follow:

Ne
Nq;

Ltot

(F.30)

2Ltot'

(F.31)
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It is gratifying to note that these results were re-enforced by evaluations of
é,M.
See Section F.4 for a note on the evaluation of E:~,M.

F.4

Evaluating
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E:~,M

E:~,M

rather than

for the BI matrix as a whole

The FMM approximation to the standard BI matrix is obtained by multiplying
factorization terms with each other, yielding the approximate BI matrix.

the FMM

Evaluating E:~,M for the BI matrix as a whole is not entirely trivial, since every matrix element
has a different E:~,M. A naive approach would be to average E:~,M over all FMM-calculated
matrix elements, but such a value will have little relation with the specified Green function
truncation error. Most basis functions are closer to their group centers than D~ax, and
will therefore result in smaller relative errors (see the experimental data in Figure F.2). The
directions of most basis functions relative to their group centers are not exactly collinear with
X either, which will also cause smaller relative errors (see the experimental data in Figure
F.1). Finally, most inter-group distances will be larger than Xmin, therefore the relative
errors of basis function combinations from such groups will always be less than or equal to
the specified value (see the experimental data in Figure F.2 again). Another practical issue
is the finite computing precision. The absolute Green function error IG~,M - Gal decreases
as the inter-group distance increases, therefore the finite precision calculation of E:~,M grows
exceedingly inaccurate as the inter-group distance increases. In light of these observations,
define E:~,M for the BI matrix as a whole, as follows:
1. Find the matrix element with the largest absolute error
(F.32)

2. Calculate E:~,M for this element, which then represents the relative matrix element error
of the matrix as a whole.
With few exceptions (due to specific mesh geometries), this element will always result from
the interaction between two basis functions located at the edges of the two far interaction
groups that are closest to each other - as one would expect. This definition results in
a true representation of the relative matrix element error, in the sense that is should be
approximately equal to the specified, relative Green function truncation error.
Finally, when measuring E:~,M, it is very important to use a triangular surface integration
scheme that is sufficiently accurate that it does not influence the measurement.
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